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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Sixty years after its invention by the Japanese mathematician Kiyosi Ito. stochastic ana-
lysis has found a wide range of applications varying from pure mathematics tu physics, 
engineririg, biology and economics. Stochastic differential equations arc an important tool 
for solving problems in pricing options at the stock market, finding solutions to boundary 
value problems, filtering' signals in electrical engineririg and for solving many other prob-
lems. In 1984 Hudson and Parthasarathy published a paper [54] extending the definition 
of Itô's stochastic integral and its subsequent calculus to the non-commutative world of 
quantum mechanics. The goal of this thesis is to apply this generalized stochastic calculus 
to problems in quantum optics. 
1.1 Some spectral theory and quantum probability 
The question of the mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics was settled by von 
Neumann in a series of papers written between 1927 and 1932, culminating in his book 
"Mathematische Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik" [87]. In this series of articles von 
Neumann developed spectral theory for normal operators on a Hilbert space, i.e. operators 
that commute with their adjoint. Avoiding tedious considerations regarding domains of 
operators we will now first focus on spectral theory for bounded normal operators on a 
separable Hilbert space H. 
Denote by ß(IHI) the algebra of all bounded operators on H and let >S be a subset of B(W). 
We call the set S' := {R e S: SR = RS VR £ <S} the commutant of «S in Β (M). A 
von Neumann algebra Λ on Η is a *-subalgebra of ß(IHI) such that Λ equals its double 
commutant, i.e. A" = A. It follows from von Neumann's double commutant theorem, cf. 
1 
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[55], that a von Neumann algebra is a C*-subalgcbra, i.e. a *-subalgebra closed in the 
operator norm topology, of β(1ΗΙ) that is closed even in the weak operator topology. 
It immediately follows from A" = A that the identity 1 G Β [M) is an element of the von 
Neumann algebra A- A state on A is a linear map ρ : A —» C such that ρ is poatiue in 
the sense that p(A*A) > 0 for all A G A and such that ρ is nonnahbtd p ( l ) = 1. A state 
is called normal if it is weak operator continuous on the unit ball of A- The following 
theorem, see [56] sections 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5 for a proof, is at the heart of spectral theory. 
T h e o r e m 1.1.1: Lot C be a commutative von Neumann algebra and ρ a normal state orj 
C. Then there is a probability space (Ω, Σ, P) such that C is *-isomorpliir to ^(il, Σ, P), 
the space of all bounded meaburable functions on il. Furthermore, if we denote the *-
ibomorphism between C and L 0 0(i2, Σ,Ρ) by C H-> C« we iiave 
p(C) = [ CJP(du;), C e C, 
wheie ϋ
ω
 denotes the function C. evaluated at ω, i.e. C^ — C.(UJ) 
Since a normal operator, i.e. an operator that commutes with its adjoint, generates a 
commutative von Neumann algebra the above theorem can be applied. The simplest 
example of a normal operator is a Hermitian operator A on a finite dimensional Hilbert 
space. The above theorem then states that A is equivalent with a function A, and that 
the algebra generated by A is isomorphic to the algebra generated by this function A
m
. 
Indeed, after diagonalisation, A is equivalent with the function that maps i, standing for 
diagonal entry number <, to its corresponding eigenvalue. Note that the above theorem 
also covers simultaneous diagonalisation of several commuting Hermitian operators. 
Given a probability space (Ì2, Σ, P), wc can study the commutative von Neumann algebra 
Β := L'xì(iì, Σ, Ρ), acting on the Hilbert space L2(il, Σ,Ρ) by pointwise multiplication, 
equipped with the normal state ρ given by expectation with respect to the measure P. 
The pair (β, ρ) faithfully encodes the probability space (il, Σ. Ρ) [70]. Indeed, the σ-algebra 
Σ can be reconstructed (up to equivalence of sets with symmetric difference 0, a point on 
which we will not dwell here) as the set of projections in B. i.e. the set of characteristic 
functions of sets in Σ, and the probability measure is given by acting with the state ρ on 
this set of projections. We conclude that studying commutative von Neumann algebras 
equipped with normal states is the same as studying probability spaces. This motivates 
the definition of a non-commutatme or quantum probability space as a von Neumann 
algebra equipped with a normal state. 
From the point of view of physics it is violation of Bell's inequalities [21] in for instance the 
Aspect experiment [6], that motivates the study of non-commutative probability. See for 
instance [64] for a clear exposition of the point that this violation can not be accounted for 
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by a local classical probabilistic model. The way out if one wants to preserve locality is to 
weaken Kolmogorov's axioms of probability ending up with a non-commutative probability 
theory, namely quantum mechanics. 
Let (β, ρ) be a quantum probability space. The events arc given by the projections in B. 
i.e. elements satisfying E2 = E = E*. Two events E and F are called compatible if F F 
is again an event, which is equivalent to F F = F F . The interpretation is such that only 
events that are compatible can occur simultaneously. Note that in classical probability, 
i.e. Β is commutative, all events are compatible. If E and F are compatible events then 
F F stands for the occurence of both E and F and F V F := E + F — F F stands for the 
occurence of F or F or both. When an event E has occurred we have to update the state 
ρ to PE with PE{Ä) = p(EAE)/p(E), the state conditioned on F . 
In classical probability theory a random variable X is a measurable map from a probability 
space (Ω, Σ, P) to some other measure space (Ω', Σ'). The probability distribution of X is 
given by 
Ψχ : Σ ' - » [0,1] •.S^F(X'Ì(S)). 
Algebraically X is completely determined by the pull back 
jx: ^ ( Ω ' , Σ ' , Ρ χ ^ ^ Ω , Σ , Ρ ) : ƒ ~ ƒ ο X. 
This motivates the definition of a random variable on a quantum probability space (B. p) 
as a *-homomorphism j from some other von Neumann algebra Λ to Β mapping 1_4 to 
l g . The probability distribution of j is then given by σ := ρ ο j on Λ. A quantum 
stochastic process [1] is a family {ji}t^r of random variables indexed by time Τ which is a 
linearly ordered set such as N, Z, R or IR+. See [61] for theory on non-commutative Markov 
processes. 
Let j : Λ —> Β be a random variable on {B,p). If Λ = L 0 C(K) then j is called a real 
valued random variable. The following brief exposition of spectral theory for unbounded 
selfadjoint operators shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between real valued 
random variables and selfadjoint operators. Given j we can define a projection valued 
measure on the Borei sigma-algebra Σ of IR by 
E(S) := Axs), S ΕΣ, 
where xs stands for the characteristic function of 5, i.e. the function that is 1 on S and 
0 elsewhere. We can now define a selfadjoint operator A by 
A= f XE{dX). (1.1) 
Conversely, since the spectrum of a selfadjoint operator A is real, we can define bounded 
operators T + := (A + / I ) - 1 and T- := (A - il)~l. The operators T+ and T_ generate a 
commutative von Neumann algebra A. From Theorem 1.1.1 it follows that there exist a 
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measurable space (ί2,Σ') and a Msomorphism ι : £ 3 0 ( Ω , Σ ' ) —> A. Define a measurable 
function A, from Ω to the extended reals R by 
^ . ( . - ( T V D - ^ - P · . ) ) -
 ( L 2 ) 
Then we can define a projection valued measure on the Borei sigma algebra of K, generated 
by the sets (-00, λ] with λ e R, by 
E((-00. λ]) :=?'(χ[,4.<λ]), 
and in this way equation (1.1) reappears. Furthermore the spectral measure, in its turn, 
uniquely determines a real valued random variable j : L 0 0 (R) —> B. The above ex­
positions shows three equivalent ways of characterising real valued random variables or 
observables, i.e. by a selfadjoint operator A, by a projection valued measure E, and by a 
"-homomorphism j . A fourth way of looking at random variables is provided by Stone's 
theorem, see for instance [55]. 
Theorem 1.1.2: ( S i o n e ' s theorem) There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
strongly continuous unitary representations t >—> Uf of the abelian group R into a von 
Neumann algebra A and selfadjoint operators A affiliated to A, i.e. having all its spectral 
projections in A, such that 
Ut = exviitA) := ( c'tXE(d\). 
JR 
Let A and Β be von Neumann algebras. We denote their Baimeli space duals by .4* and B', 
respectively. A linear map Τ : A —» Β determines a dual map T* : B* —> A* by ρ ι—> poT. 
An element A of a C*-algobra is called positive if it can be written as A = Β* Β for some Β 
in that C-algebra. Recall that von Neumann algebras are a special class of C*-algebras. 
The map T* maps states on Β to states on A if and only if Τ is positive, in the sense that 
it maps positive elements of A into positive elements of β. and T(l^) = Iß. The map Τ is 
said to be completely positive if for all η G Ν the map Τ X Id,, : A X M,, (C) -> Β « Jl/
n
(C) 
is positive. An operation Γ is a completely positive map such that Γ(1^ι) = I ß and its 
dual T* is also called an operation. An operation T* : B* —» A* represent some physical 
procedure which takes as an input a state on a quantum system described by Β and turns 
out a state on the quantum system A. The complete positivity ensures that operations 
on a quantum system A can always be extended to operations on A & W, the quantum 
system A with its environment W. 
The operational approach to quantum mechanics was pioneered by Davies and Lewis [34]. 
[33]. [37]. In this approach all physical procedures performed on quantum systems are 
given by operations between their algebras of observables. An example of an operation is 
a landom variable, i.e. a "-homomorphism t from an algebra A to B. Suppose Β = Adi W 
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and < = Id ® lyvi then the dual of ι is what is known in physics as a partial trace, i.e. 
restriction of the state to the smaller system AiS> lyy. A second example is adjoining with 
a unitary operator or a projection, i.e. time evolution or conditioning on a measurement 
result, respectively. A third example of an operation is a conditional expectation, the topic 
of the next paragraph. 
Let Β be a von Neumann subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra A. A conditional expecta­
tion of A onto ß is a linear surjective map S : A —» Β such that £2 = £ and | |£| | = 1. We 
are interested in a conditional expectation £ρ : A —> Β that leaves a certain state ρ on A 
invariant, i.e. ρ ο £p = p. However, such a conditional expectation does not always exist, 
but if it exists it is unique [84]. The interpretation is as follows, if we start with a quantum 
system A in a state ρ and we gain (for example by observation) the additional information 
that Β is in a state σ, then σ ο £p is the updated state of A [62]. It follows from [85] that 
£p is an operation and that it satisfies the module property: £li(B\AB2) = B\£p(A)B2 for 
all Bi,B2 £ Β and A € A. An example of a conditonal expectation is given by taking 
A = Β (?) W and £ = Id 0 φ with φ a state on W. If A is a commutative algebra then we 
retrieve the conditional expectation of classical probability theory. 
1.2 Stochastic calculus on Fock spaces 
Let Η be a Hilbert space and think of its elements as the pure states of one particle in 
quantum mechanics. The particles we are interested in are photons. Since photons are 
bosons they have to be described by symmetrised wave functions. This motivates the 
definition of the symmetrie Fock space over M as 
oc 
Jf(lHI):=CcD0HM^". 
ii = l 
It describes situations where the number of particles present is arbitrary. Foi every ƒ € HI 
we define the erponential vector e(f) e Τ(Μ) by 
The linear span Ό of all exponential vectors is a dense subspacc of ^ ( H ) . On the dense 
domain V we define for all ƒ G H an operator W(f) by 
W(f)e(g):=oxp{-(f,q)-'i-\\f\\2)e(f + g). g 6 H, (1.3) 
which is isometric and therefore uniquely extends to a unitary operatoi on ^ ( H ) . The 
operators W(f) : Ρ(Η) —> Τ(Μ) arc called Weyl operators and they satisfy the following 
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Weyl relations 
i. w(f)* = w(-f), fem, 
2. W(f)W(g) = exp{-nm(f,g))W(f + g), ƒ,9 e H. 
For all ƒ € H the family {W(tf)}t€$i forms a one-parameter group, continuous in the 
strong operator topology. Therefore it follows from Stone's theorem 1.1.2 that for all 
ƒ £ H there exists a selfadjoint B(f) such that 
W(f / ) = cxp (**£(ƒ)). 
The operators B(f) are called field operators, see also Section 1.3. The domain of the 
operator B(fk)...B{fi) contains V for every fi,...fk e M and k € Ν (cf. [75]). For 
ƒ, g G HI and t € R it follows from the Weyl relations that on the domain V 
1. B(tf) = tB(f), 
2. B(f + g) = B(f) + B(g), (1.5) 
3. [ B ( / ) , B ( S ) ] = 2 i I m ( / 1 . 9 ) . 
Let us take H = Z/2(M) and let us consider it in the canonical way as a real space, then 
the pair (H, Im(·, •)) forms a symplectic space. Denote by HQ the real subspace of IH given 
by {ƒ = {fi, f2) G H\ ƒ2 = 0}. From (1.5.3) it immediately follows that the family of 
operators {B{f); ƒ G Ho} is commutative. 
As in the previous section we can consider the bounded operators T(f)+ := (£?(ƒ) + i l ) - 1 
and T{f)- := {B{f) — ?'1)_1 for ƒ G HQ. They generate a commutative von Neumann 
algebra C. We denote by φ the state on C given by 
φ{α):={Φ,€Φ), with Φ = 1 Θ 0 Θ 0 . . . G .F(H). 
Using Theorem 1.1.1 we see that (C,0) is isomorphic to //^(Ω,Σ,Ρ) for some probability 
space (Ω,Σ,Ρ) . We denote this isomorphism from C to Ζ , ^ Ω , Σ , Ρ ) by C ^ C.. As in 
the previous section, see equation (1.2), we can let the operator B{f) (ƒ G HQ), affiliated 
with C. correspond to a measurable function £?(ƒ)· on Si taking values in the extended 
reals I . 
The joint characteristic function of the random variables B{f\)
m
, Β{$2),, • • •, B{fii), is for 
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χι,..., Xk G R given by 
in 
^ φ ) β « ι β ( Λ ) β ' ' 2 Β ( / 2 ) _ _ _ ρ . χ * ΰ ( Λ ) φ ^ = ^φ,6χρ(ΐ^3·ΐβ(/;))φ) = ( 1 6 ) 
(φ, ν Γ ( ^ ; ι , Λ ) φ ) = exp ( - l- £ xlxJ(fufJ)), 
where we used Theorem 1.1.1 in the second step and equation (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) in the 
fourth step. For t G Κ we define a random variable Bi := ß(X[o.i))· where χίο.ί) stands 
for the function that is 1 on the interval [0, t) and 0 elsewhere. For .si < ti < «2 < 2^ 
it immediately follows from (1.6) that the joint characteristic function of the increments 
B,l - B.S1 = B(x[Si_tl)). and S,, - B^ = B(X[Si. Î2)). factorizes 
E[p«(ii , I-ö.1) ( > .v(ßo-B,2)] = e x p ( - i f c ^ t ! - S 1 ) + I / 2 ( Î2 - sa))) = 
exp ( _ *•*&- «ι))
 eXp ( _ ^ ( γ ^)) = Ε^Α,,-Β,,^Ε^Β,,-^^ 
i.e. {ß(}i>o is a process with independent increments. Furthermore, from its characteristic 
function it follows that the increments Bi — ß s are normally distributed with mean zero 
and variance ί — s. Summarizing, the process {Bt}t>i) is a Brownian motion. 
The idea to simultaneously diagonalise the fields in the family {Β(χι0 ( )) : t > 0} is implicit 
is some of the earliest work in quantum field theory. However, Segal [78] in the 1950s was 
the first to emphasise the connection with probability theory. See also [80] for a nice 
review of the importance of these ideas for Euclidean quantum field theory. 
Fix α in the interval [0, π) . Then, as in the previous paragraph, the family of operators 
B(cîaX[oi()) is commutative. This means there is a probability space (ί2„, Σ,,, IP,,) on 
which the operators Β^'"χι0^) are realised as random variables ß(p",X[o,f)) =: Β"· hi 
a similar fashion as in the previous paragraph it can be shown that the process {ß"}(>() 
is a Brownian motion. However, for two different alphas, i.e. oi and α^ι it follows from 
equation (1.5.3) that the Brownian motions B"1 and B"2 do not commute. For instance 
we have 
[BQS,B?/2} = 2imin{s,t}. 
Expression (1.5.3) is known as the canonical commutation relation. It is clear that the 
Weyl relation (1.4.2) is an exponentiated form of the canonical commutation relation. Weyl 
operators have the advantage that they are bounded, so that there are no domain problems 
involved. That is why we abstractly define the C* -algebra of canonical commutation 
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relationi, CCR(H, σ) with respect to some symplectic space (Η, σ) as the C*-algebia 
generated by abstract elements W(f) (ƒ 6 H) satisfying the relations in (1.4) where Η 
and I m ( · , ) should be replaced by Η and σ, respectively. It follows from [81] that this 
C*-algobra exists and moreover that it is unique up to isomorphism. 
Equation (1.3) defines a representation of CCR(M, Im(·, ·)) on the Fock space ^ ( H ) . This 
representation is the GNS-representation (cf. [75]) with respect to the vacuum state, i.e. 
the state that maps W(f) to e x p ( - l / 2 | | / | | 2 ) . In Chapter 4 we will encounter GNS-
representations of CC7Î(H[, Im(·, •)) with respect to other states than the vacuum. Given 
a representation of CCR(M, Im(·, ·)), we can define the von Neumann algebra W gener-
ated by the W(f) (ƒ € EI) represented eis operators on the representation Hilbert space. 
For the vacuum GNS-representation it turns out that W is the whole algebra of bounded 
operators on /"(H) cf. [75]. The algebra W = #(.F(IHI)) equipped with the vacuum state is 
the quantum probability space with which we will describe an electromagnetic field in the 
vacuum state, see also Section 1.3. More information about CCR-algebras can be found 
in [25], [26] and [75]. 
Apart from the Brownian motions B" the algebra W = ß(^ :"(L2(R))) contains Poisson 
processes [41], a point that we will investigate below. Let Pi : L2(R) —» L2(R) denote the 
projection given by ƒ ι—+ Xpt)!· The second quantisation of an operator A G ß(L 2 (R)) is 
the operator in B(:F(L2(R))) given by 
DC 
r( i4 ) := l®0i4 ( 8 n . 
n = l 
Then for A, Β € ß(L 2 (R)) we have Τ [AB) = T{A)T{B). This means that the one-
parameter group of unitaries generated by P<, i.e. exp(ti'.Pi), leads to a one-parameter 
group of unitaries r ( e x p ( ? s P i ) ) . Stone's theorem 1.1.2 asserts the existence of a selfadjoint 
operator Λ(ί) on /"(L 2 (R)) such that for all s e R 
r(exp{isPt)) = cxp(isA{t)). 
The operator Λ(ί) is interpreted as the random variable that counts how many particles, 
i.e. photons, arc present in the interval [O.i). 
The family of selfadjoint operators {Λ(ί); t > 0} is commutative, i.e. the bounded oper­
ators T^ _ : = (Λ(ί) + ι)~ι and T'_ := (Λ(ί) — < ) _ 1 generate a commutative von Neumann 
algebra C to which the operators Λ(ί) are affiliated. For ƒ G L 2 (R) a state ρ on C is 
defined by 
P(C):=M/),CW)), 
where ip(f) G .^(/^(R)) is the coherent vector defined as the exponential vector e(f) 
normalised to unity 
V ; ( / ) : = e x p ( - ^ | | / | | 2 )
e
( / ) . 
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The state given by the coherent vector φ(/) is the state of the field in a laser beam. 
Spectral theory provides a probability space (Ω,Σ,Ρ) such that (C,p) is isomorphic to 
L 0 0(i2, Σ,Ρ) . As before we can realise the selfadjoint operators A(t) as measurable func­
tions Λ(<). on Ω taking values in K. 
For .si < t\ < .S2 < ί·2 the characteristic function of the increments Λ ( ί ι ) . — A(.si). and 
A(Î2)· — A(s2)· for j - , y G M is given by 
EL"(A(ii).-A(s l).)pi,y(A(i2).-A(s2).)l = f f ,1 J(A(i1L-A(s l)a ,) ( , i v(A(i2U-A(s2) l J)p^^ = 
^ ( / ) , p " ' ( A ( ' , ) " ' " A ( * l ) ' ' ) e , v ( A ( ' i ) " ' - A ( s - , ) " ' ) ^ ( / ) ) = 
('-ll/"2(r(/),r(r'l(P"-p"))r(c^p'2-^))c(/)} = 
exp( i'\e" - l)\f\'2d\)ex[){it\e"'-l)\f\2d\), 
J 3] J3'2 
i.e. {Λ(ί),}
ί
>ϋ is a process with independent increments. Moreover, the characteristic 
function shows that it is a Poisson process with intensity measure | ƒ \2dX, where λ stands 
for the Lebesgue measure. Summarizing, when photons are counted in a laser beam 
they arrive Poisson distributed. Since ip(f) = W(f)e(Q) = νΐ /(/)Φ, we can just as well 
study the commutative von Neumann algebra W(f)*CW(f), generated by the operators 
W(f)*A(t)W(f), equipped with the vacuum state to arrive again at a Poisson process 
with intensity measure |/|2<ίλ. 
The above exposition shows that the quantum probability space (W, φ) contains many 
processes that do not commute with each other. Hudson and Parthasarathy showed [54] 
that it is possible to extend the definition of Itô's stochastic integrals to deal with all 
these processes simultaneously. To this end we introduce annihilation A(t) and creation 
operators A*(t) by 
A(t) := \(B(ixm) - iB(xl0,t))) and A*(t) := ^(B(ix[Q,t)) + ιΒ(χ104))). 
Let Mt stand for one of the three processes A(t), A*(t) or A(i), all restricted to the domain 
V. The stochastic integrals will be defined with respect to Mf. 
Let us write L 2(R) as the direct sum L 2 ( ( - o o , <)) ®L 2 ( [ i , oc)), then ^(L2(M)) is unitarily 
equivalent with .F(Z, 2 ((-oc, ί ) ) ) ® · ? 7 ^ 2 ^ , oc))) through the identification e(f) ^ e ( / / ) ) ® 
e(/[i) with / ( ) := /χ(-χ4) and ƒ[, := fx[t}OC). We will also use the notation ƒ[, ( ) for 
fX[s,t) a n ( l omit the tensor product signs between exponential vectors. Furthermore, the 
algebra W = ß(J"(L 2 (R))) splits as W = Wt) ® W[t where W t ) = ß ( jF(L 2 ( ( -oo , t)))) 
and W[t = i?(.F(.L2([t,oo)))). The following factorisation property [54], [74] makes the 
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definition of stochastic integration with respect to Alt possible 
(A/, - MMf) = e(fa)){(Mt - AA)e( / [ e ( ) )M/[ t ) , 
with (Mt - A/s)f(/[s,/)) £ T(L2([s,t))). We first defino the stochastic integral for the so 
called simple operator processes with values in Β ® W, where Β is an ii-diinensional von 
Neumann algebra called the initial system. 
Definition 1.2.1: Let {Z,
s
}o<s<i he an adapted (i.e. L, 6 Β <g> W
s
) for all 0 < s < t) 
simple process with respect to the partition {so = 0, s i , . . . , S p = t} in the sense that 
i s = Ls whenever .Sj < ,s < .s J +i. Then the stochastic integral of L with respect to M on 
C n ® T» is given by [54], [74]: 
/ L
a
dM
s
 fe{u) : = y ; ( L S j / e ( u ) ))((A/ S j + I - Ma)e{u{s „ ^{u^ ) . 
•la rr
n 
By the usual approximation by simple processes the definition of the stochastic integral 
can be extended to a large class of stochastically intograble processes [54], [74]. The 
notation is simplified by writing dXt = LtdMt for Xt = XQ + JQ L
s
dM
s
. 
The following theorem of Hudson and Parthasarathy [54] extends the Ito rule of classical 
probability theory. 
Theorem 1.2.2: (Quantum Ito rule [54], [74]) Let Mi and M2 each be one of the 
processes A(t). A*(t) or Λ(ί). Then M1M2 is an adapted process satisfying the relation: 
d{MiM2) = MidM2 + AhdMi + dMxdAh. 
where dMidM2 Js given by the quantum Ito table: 
dMi\dM2 
dA*(t) 
dA(t) 
dA{t) 
dA*(t) dA(t) dA(t) 
0 0 0 
dA'{t) d\{t) 0 
dt dA(t) 0 
This theorem will prove to be much more useful in calculations than the actual defini­
tion of the stochastic integral. It reduces hard questions regarding analysis to algebraic 
manipulations with increments dA*(t),dA(t) and dA(t). 
For a fixed ft G [0, ττ) we saw that the fields •Btc'^Xioi)) defino a Brownian motion. Note 
that from the definition of the creation and annihilation operator (1.2) it follows that 
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Bi^XlO.t)) = ie-laA(t) - iclaA*(t), i.e. dB{e"'x[0^) = ie-tadA(t) - ie'adA*(t). There­
fore, using Theorem 1.2.2, (^(' ' '"Xro,;))) = dt, which is exactly what would be expected 
for a Brownian motion. Note that in the non-commutative theory we can also calculate 
products of increments of two non-commuting processes. For instance for «1,02 £ [Ο.π), 
«iB(i' , n iX[o.t))^(e ,"2X[o. t)) = e*(«- Q ' )di . 
Let ƒ be an element of L 2 (R) . It is not hard to see (cf. [74]) that the Wcyl operator 
W(ft)) = exp (A*(ft<)) — A(ft})) satisfies the quantum stochastic differential equation 
dWU·)) = {mdA'it) - J(t)dA(t) - ^imfd^WU,)). (1.7) 
Denote Nt := W(f)*A(t)W(f) = W(ft))*A(t)W(ft)) then it follows from Theorem 1.2.2 
and equation (1.7) that the Poisson process Nf satisfies [41] 
dNt = dA(t) + f(t)dA*(t) + 7(t)dA(t) + \f(t)\2dt. 
It easily follows that rfjV/2 = dNt, which is exactly what would be expected for a Poisson 
process. 
1.3 Quantum optics 
Quantum optics deals with the interaction between quantum systems and the quantized 
electromagnetic field. In this section we will point out that in some Markovian approxima­
tion this interaction is governed by a stochastic differential equation in the sense of Hudson 
and Parthasarathy. Indeed, the Markovian approximation is justified if the Lime scale of 
the field evolution can be considered to be extremely much faster than the time scale of 
the quantum system with which it interacts. In this way the field can be considered as a 
(non-commutative) noise acting on the quantum system. 
A convenient starting point (cf. [88], [45]) for quantizing the classical free electromagnetic 
field is the vector potential A(r,t) in the Coulomb gauge, i.e. V · A = 0. The magnetic 
field Β and the electric field E are determined by Β = V x A and E = — ^ , respectively. 
The Hamiltonian of the free field is given by 
where μο and εο are the magnetic permeability and electric permittivity of free space, 
respectively. Then a Fourier expansion of A(r,t) is made and E(r,t) and B(r,t) are 
expressed in terms of this Fourier expansion. After filling these expressions for E(r. t) 
and B(r,t) into the Hamiltonian one easily recognizes the Hamiltonian for an assembly 
of independent harmonic oscillators, see [88] and [45]. An assembly of quantum harmonic 
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oscillators is described by its algebra of creation and annihilation operators obeying the 
usual commutation relations, which justifies our description of the quantized electromag­
netic field by a CC-ff-algcbra. In this description the electric field of a mode g G L 2 (R) 
is given by a polarisation vector times the operator i(A(g) — A*(g)), which is just the 
operator B(g) from the previous section, see also [88], [45]. 
Let Β stand for the algebra of observables of an η-dimensional quantum system, i.e. the 
elements of Β are operators on C". Let W be the von Neumann algebra of observables of 
the electromagnetic field, i.e. elements of W are operators on some representation Hilbert 
space for the CCff-algcbra. In the theory of open quantum systems the field W is often 
referred to as the reservoir. The time evolution of the system Β and the electromagnetic 
field W together is governed by the Hamiltonian Η from quantum electrodynamics, cf. 
[38]. Using shorthand notation Ha + H, := H^®!, +1S<&H,, we can write this Hamiltonian 
as 
H = H
a
 + H,+H
sl, (1.8) 
where the subscripts s and r stand for the system Β and the reservoir W, respectively. 
The interaction between system and field is given by the inter action Hamiltonian ƒƒ,„. 
Let ρ and 7 be states on Β and W. respectively. We can define a time evolved state on 
β « W by 
x ' ( Z ) : = p » 7 ( e x p ( ^ t f ) Z c x p ( - ^ t f ) ) , Ζ e Β « W, t > 0. 
This leads for times ί > 0 to the following reduced state on system Β 
p,{X):=Xi(X^\1). X eB, t>0. 
and it defines an operation TJ* : B* —y Β* for t > 0 by T*(p) := p'. The evolution Tt is still 
rather complicated, for instance it is not a semigroup, i.e. we do not have Tt+S = Γ(Τ, for 
all .s, t > 0. We proceed by assuming that H3r is small compared to Hs + H7. We separate 
the slow evolution generated by ƒƒ.,, from the rapid evolution generated by /ƒ,, + H
r
 by 
transforming to the interaction picture, i.e. we define for Ζ G Β $5 W and Χ £ Β 
χ
ι(Ζ) := χ ι ( ο χ ρ ( - 1-{Η, + i / , ) ) Z e x p {l-(H
s
 + / ƒ , ) ) ) , 
p'(X):=Xt(X<?)l,) = pt(cxp{-jiHs)Xexp(jtHs)y and 
Η',,. := exp (j(H
a
 + H
r
))H„exp ( - ^(ff
s
 + H
r
)). 
It easily follows that ^ ^ = £χ'([ƒƒ(, ,Z]) for all Ζ G Β M W. Expanding this up to 
second order we find for all X G Β 
dp'(Χ) 
dt 
1 Λ ' 
=
 1
-p^1{[Hlsr,X^lr})--2Jo x''([Hl„[HÎ„Xnl,]])dt'. (1.9) 
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We may take j^p <g> 7([Η' , ,X 5$ lr]) = 0 in the above equation by including a term 
Id ® y(HSr) in the system Hamiltonian. 
In the coming two paragraphs a heuristic exposition, common in physics, on the so-called 
Markov approximation to equation (1.9), cf. [27]. is given. The approximation consists out 
of two steps. In the first step we replace χ ' by p ' 8 7, and in the second step we replace 
p' in its turn by p f . The first step of the approximation is called the Born approximation. 
It is justified if the reservoir is a very large system, i.e. its state is vhtually unaffected 
by the coupling to B, and the coupling between system and reservoir through H
sr
 is very 
weak, i.e. at all times χ1 shows only deviations of order H
sr
 fiom an unconelated state, 
see also [27]. The second step is reasonable if the reservoir correlation times are much 
shorter than the time scale of the evolution of the system. Then the past histoiy of the 
system, imprinted in the reservoir through the interaction, can not influence the piesent 
state of the system since in the reservoir it gets lost veiy quickly, sec also [27]. 
After identifying the states p' and 7 with their density matrices, equation (1.9) reduces 
in the Markov approximation to 
dl = -^j\{[Hi.[Kr^i\})dt', (i.io) 
i.e. it is of the form dp1 = Ζ/(ρ')ί/ί. In many concrete examples, see [27], it can be 
shown, again by using the fact that the reservoir correlation functions decay extiemcly 
much faster than the time scale of the evolution of the system, that the generator L' is 
actually time independent. This means we end up with a time evolution T*(p) •= p ' that 
is a one-parameter semigroup, i.e. TtT
s
 = Tt+!, for all t. s > 0. The semigroup piopeity 
reflects that there are no memory effects present. The equation dp1 = L(pt)dt is called 
the master equation. The following theorem of Lindblad characterizes the generatoi of a 
one-parameter semigroup of operations on Β = M
n
( C ) . 
Theorem 1.3.1: (Lindblad [67]) Let {Tt}t>o be a bemigioup of completely positive 
identity preserving operators on A/
r
,(C) with generator L. Then there exist a self-ddjoint 
element H G A/
n
(C) and elements Vj G A/
n
(C) for j = 1,2,.. , k with k < n1. such that 
k 
L{X)=i[H,X]+YiV;XVJ--{V;VJ,X}, XeMn(C), (1.11) 
J = l 
where {X, Y} stands for the anti-commutator XY + YX. Conversely, every operator L 
of this form generates a semigroup of completely positive identity preserving operators. 
Lindblad's result [67] is actually more general, it is valid for norm-continuous semigroups 
on the algebra of bounded operators β(1ΗΙ) for some, possibly infinite dimensional, Hilbeit 
space H. The commutator with H describes the evolution generated by some system 
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Hamiltonian and the part with the V '^s describes the decay into the field. The V '^s are 
determined through equation (1.10) and the expression for /ƒ„ in quantum electrodyna­
mics. 
Another, more rigorous, approach to the master equation is via the weak coupling limit. 
In this limit the Hamiltonian H of equation (1.8) is replaced by 
ti = / i
s
 -\- H
r
 -\- XH
sr
. 
While the coupling constant λ is sent to 0, the time variable t in the interaction picture 
has to be scaled to τ := -L to compensate the slower decay of the system, i.e. for X € Β 
and Ζ G β ® W we define 
Ä ( X ) := χ\{Χ » Ir), where χ\{Ζ) := ρ ® ηψ^Ζυ^), with 
C/TA := exp ( £ ( t f , + /ƒ,)) exp ( - ^ # λ ) . 
Davies [32] showed that under some technical assumption the time-evolution Τ ( λ, given by 
Τ (
λ
*(ρ) : = P5V, uniformly converges to a semigroup 7) when λ goes to 0. 
Let us assume that the electromagnetic field is initially in the vacuum state, i.e. η = φ. 
Let Tt be the semigroup describing the irreversible evolution of the system in the weak 
coupling limit. Its generator L can be written in the form of equation (1.11). Accardi, 
Frigerio and Lu showed, see [2], that when λ goes to 0, U$ converges in distribution to 
the solution Ut of the quantum stochastic differential equation 
dU, = {VjdA'jit) - VfdAjit) - (iH + ^V/V,)*}£/,, 
where repeated indices aie summed. In this context the weak coupling limit is also called 
the stochastic limit. Just to support this result, let us check that Id <8 φ(υ^Χ <X> l,Ut) 
is the semigroup T). Using the continuous tensor product structure of the Fock space on 
which Ut is defined, it is not hard to see that the expression Id® φ(υ*Χ ® l,f/|) defines a 
semigroup, i.e. we only have to show that it is generated by L. Since the noises Aj and A* 
are independent for different j and vacuum expectations of A* and Aj are zero, it follows 
from Ito's rules that 
did « φ{υΐΧ ® 1, Ui) = Id « φ{ά{υ;Χ ® IrUt)) = 
Id ® φ({αυ;)Χ ® 1, U) + Id ® φ(υ*Χ ® IrdUt) + Id <g> φ{{άυ;)Χ « l.dU,) = 
(iHX - ]-V;VjX)dt + {-iXH - ]-XV;Vj)dt + V*XVjdt = L(X)dt. 
This result was already obtained by Hudson and Parthasarathy in [54]. 
In this thesis we will always take the semigroup and its corresponding quantum stochastic 
differential equation, describing the interaction of the system Β and the electromagnetic 
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field W in the vacuum, as the starting point. The Markov approximation or the weak 
coupling limit is a very good approximation for many phenomenon in quantum optics. 
Barchielli [7] was one of the first to see the relevance of quantum stochastic calculus for 
quantum optics. See for instance [8] for a description of the electron shelving effect with 
quantum stochastic calculus. In [76] the Mollow spectrum of fluorescence of a driven two 
level atom is derived using quantum stochastic calculus. 
1.4 Filtering and control, outline of results 
In this thesis a quantum system Β in interaction with the electromagnetic field W is 
studied in the weak coupling limit. For simplicity we always assume Β to be A/„(C) for 
some η G Ν. Next, an observable V, of the field W is measured continuously in time. 
For instance in Chapter 2 the photons emitted into the field by a laser driven two-level 
atom are counted continuously in time. Since the system Β interacts with the field W. we 
gain information about the system Β when the observable Y/ in the field is measured. For 
instance, when the field is in the vacuum state we can infer immediately after a photon 
appears in the field and is counted that the two-level atom is in the ground state. The 
central question in this thesis is how to condition the state of Β continuously in time on 
information gained by measuring some observable Y/ in the field. 
Chapter 2 introduces the subject by analyzing a photon counting experiment, i.e. the 
observable Yi is the photon number operator A(t) of the field. The system Β is a two-level 
atom driven by a laser. We explicitly write down the solution of the quantum stochastic 
differential equation using Maassen's integral-sum kernels. The conditioning is done by 
sandwiching with the projection corresponding to an observed event. In this way a whole 
family of evolutions for the two-level atom is obtained, i.e. for every possible observed 
event E in the photon counter there is a map that represents the reduced evolution of 
the two-level system conditioned on this event E. We prove that this family of maps 
satisfies the axioms of the processes studied by Davies [31], [33] in the late sixties and 
early seventies. We use his theory for these processes and the explicit solution, in terms of 
Maassen's kernels, of the quantum stochastic differential equation to calculate the jump 
operators that describe the evolution when a photon appears and is detected in the field. 
This leads to a continuous evolution of the two-level atom interrupted by jumps at the 
moments at which photons are detected. In quantum optics such an evolution is known 
as a quantum trajectory [27]. We use the trajectory evolution to show that the photons 
are detected according to a renewal process. 
In Chapter 2 the explicit solution of the quantum stochastic differential equation is used, 
i.e. we leave the strength of Itô's calculus for increments unused. In Chapter 3 the condi-
tioned evolution of the system Β is described infinitesimally. fully exploiting the quantum 
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Ito calculus summarized in Theorem 1.2.2. Some of the ideas of Chapter 2 directly carry 
over to this description. For every time t > 0 there is a meaiure space (Ωί,Σ/,Ρ/) with 
Ω( the set of all possible paths of the observed process up to time /. In both chapters we 
are interested in the coribistency of the family of measures {P(}(>o, i-e. for all s > t and 
E G Σ( : Ρ,,(.Ε') = ΨΊ(Ε). Kolmogorov's extension theorem then states that this family 
extends to a single probability measure Ρ on the paths observed up to infinity. 
The conditioning by sandwiching with projections in Chapter 2 is not that easily carried 
over to the infinitesimal setting of Chapter 3. In the third chapter this is done using 
the decomposition of a von Neumann algebra Λ, equipped with a normal state χ and 
represented on some Hilbert space H, over its center C := {C 6 A; CA = AC, VA G .4}. 
Theorem 1.1.1 states that there exists a probability space (Î2, Σ,Ρ) such that (C, χ) = 
Lao(iî, Σ , Ρ ) . The decomposition of A over C described below (see [56] for proofs) is an 
extension of this result. 
The Hilbert space IK has a direct integral representation Η = |
s i H^.Piciu;) [56] in the 
sense that there exists a family of Hilbert spaces {ΙΗΙ
ω
}
ω
€
π and for all φ G H there exists 
a measurable map ω ι—» ψ
ω
 G Μ
ω
 such that 
(φ.φ)= ( {%Ι)
ω
,φ
ω
)ν(άω), φ, φ G H . 
Jn 
The von Neumann algebra A hab a central decomposition A — ]
η
 Α
ω
Ϋ((Ιω) [56] in the 
sense that there exists a family {A^J^eS! of v o n Neumann algebras with trivial center, 
called factors, and for all A G A there exists a measurable map ω >—> Α
ω
 G Α
ω
 such 
that (Αψ)
ω
 = Α
ω
φ
ω
 for all φ G HI and for P-almost all ω G Î2. The state χ on A has a 
decomposition in states χ
ω
 on A^, [56] such that for all A G A its expectation is given by 
χ(Α) = ί χ
ω
(Α
ω
)Ψ(αω). 
Jn 
We think of the state χ and an arbitrary operator A G A as maps χ, : ω ι—• χ
ω
 and 
A, : ω ι—» Α
ω
, respectively. 
Let ί > 0 and let ρ be a state on B. Define a time evolved state Xt(Z) := ρ®φ{υ*ZU/), Ζ G 
BKW in the interaction picture, with Ui the solution of the quantum stochastic differential 
equation describing the interaction between Β and W. Define a commutative algebra Cf 
as the algebra generated by the process {K,}
s
>o up to time t, i.e. Ci is generated by the set 
{Y
s
: 0 < .s < t}. Because of the consistency and Kolmogorov's extension theorem there 
exists an increasing family of σ-algebras {Σ(}ί>ο such that (C(,x') = Εχ(Ω.Σι,Ψ
ρ
) where 
Ω is the set of all paths of the observed process in the field {Κ,}
θ
>ο up to infinity. 
We define a subalgebra Αι of ßc*0 W as the commutant of C/, i.e. At := C't, and we restrict 
χ
1
 to this algebra Αι. Now C( is the center of At and we can decompose the state χ ' over 
this center. In this way we get a random state χΐ from Ω to the states on At which for 
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each t > 0 is measurable with respect to Σ(. Since Β Κ lyy is a subalgebra of At for all 
t > 0 and since (Χ ϋ lyv)· is the constant map aj i—» X, we obtain a random reduced state 
p^ from Ω to the states on Β given by 
pi,W:=xL((*«>iw)*). ω e Ω, x e ß. 
The state p^ is the state of the system Β after t seconds of time evolution conditioned on 
having observed the first t seconds of the path ω. The state p^. on Β after t seconds of 
time evolution conditioned on some event E G Σ; is then given by 
ΡΪΑΧ) = I pUXWp(du>), XeB. 
JE 
The goal of Chapter 3 is to derive a stochastic differential equation for the state μ', in 
which the stochastic part of the equation is determined by the observed process {V.,}.,^). 
As an example, the stochastic differential equation for the two-level atom of Chapter 2 
when photons arc counted in the field is given by 
dpÌ(X) = p'.{L(X))dt+[j^^-pt.(X))(dNl-ptm{j(l))dt). XeB. (1.12) 
where L is the Lindblad generator of the semigroup evolution when we would not be 
counting photons in the field, Nf is the random variable from Ω —• Ν that repiesenls 
the number of photons counted up to time t, and J/ is the jump operation of Chapter 2. 
The stochastic differential equations derived in Chapter 3 are called Dtlavkm equations 
[15], [17]. They are known in quantum optics under the somewhat misleading name of 
stochastic Schrödmqer equations [27] since they are actually a stochastic variant of a 
master equation. 
Apart from the conditioning for which we use the central decomposition, our derivation 
of the Bclavkin equation is rather close to the original derivation of Belavkin [17]. How-
ever, instead of using the explicit construction of the quantum conditional expectation 
encountered in that derivation, our proofs try to exploit its characterizing properties. 
Furthermore, we work in the interaction picture, which makes the derivation more acces-
sible. 
Let us return to the Belavkin equation, see the example in equation (1.12). It is an equation 
for the expectation pi(X) of some system operator X conditional on the observed process 
Yt in terms of dt and dYf. We only have acces to the process Y( in the field and since 
the field is coupled to the system Β wo indirectly gain information on X. This is similar 
to the situation in classical filter theory, developed mainly by R.L. Stratonovich in the 
late 1950s, cf. [83], [57]. There one is interested in some system process Xt but only has 
access to a process Yt which is the system process polluted with some noise. In classical 
filtering theory one derives a non-linear stochastic differential equation for the conditional 
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expectation of Xt on the observed process Yi in terms of dt and rfV/, called the filtering 
equation. The Belavkin equation is a non-commutative analogue of this equation and is 
therefore some times called the quantum filtering equation. 
In Chapter 4 a similar setup with a system Β in interaction with the field W is being 
studied. The problem is to control the state of the system B, i.e. we start with an unknown 
initial state ρ of the system Β and then we try to control it in a way that depends on 
observation of some process Yj in the field, aiming to keep the state of the system Β as 
close as possible to p. First the case is studied where the stochastic differential equation 
governing the interaction between Β and W contains only commutative noise terms. This 
special situation is called essentially commutative [63]. 
To control the state it is first evolved over a time interval τ according to the Belavkin 
equation for the measurement we are performing in the field, i.e. 
£ = A>"+ Γ dpi 
•Jo 
where the tilde is meant to indicate that pi is the state of Β before control. In the time 
interval r some measurement result has been obtained for the process observed in the field. 
We then correct with a unitary f/,7" that depends on this result i.e. denoting the state of 
Β with its density matrix, we have 
PT = urzu?. 
We derive a stochastic differential equation for the controlled state evolution depending 
on the stochastic measurement process. It turns out that in the essentially commutative 
case it is possible to freeze the state evolution, i.e. dp', = 0. Such a contiol scheme is said 
to restore quantum information [51] 
However, the interaction between the system Β and the field can in general not be treated 
in an essentially commutative way. For instance, the interaction causing spontaneous 
decay of a two-level atom into a vacuum field is given by a quantum stochastic differential 
equation in which the two non-commuting noises Bf = Β(χΐβ
Ι
-)) and B* = B(?X[of)) of 
Section 1.2 appeal. The strategy when we are not in the essentially commutative case is to 
manipulate the field state such that the quantum stochastic differential equation resembles 
the essentially commutative situation more and more. This can be done by replacing the 
vacuum state of the field by a squeezed state. 
In the vacuum state the variances of Bf and B, are both equal to t. In a squeezed state 
the variance of one of these noises is decreased while the other one is increased, since we 
still have to satisfy Heisenberg's uncertaintv relation. The noise with the large \ariance 
has the biggest disturbing influence on the evolution of the system B. therefore this noise 
is being observed in the field and the control scheme is based on the measurement results 
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of this observation. It turns out that in the limit for squeezing to infinity the situation 
where quantum information can be restored is refound. 
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Abstract1 
Starting point is a given semigroup of completely positive maps on the 2 x 2 matrices. This 
semigroup describes the irreversible evolution of a decaying two-level atom. Using the integral-sum 
kernel approach to quantum stochastic calculus we couple the two-level alom to an environment, 
the electromagnetic field. The irreversible evolution of the two-level atom stems from the reversible 
time evolution of atom and field together. Mathematically speaking, we have constructed a Markov 
dilation of the semigroup. 
Next step is to drive the atom by a laser and to count the photons emitted into the field by the 
decaying two-level atom. For every possible sequence of photon counts a map is constructed that 
gives the time evolution of the two-level atom inferred by that sequence. This family of maps 
'This chapter is an adapted version of [24]. 
21 
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forms a so-called Davies process. In his book Davics describes the structure of these processes, 
which brings us into the Held of quantum trajectories. Within our model we calculate the jump 
operators and we briefly describe l he resulting counting process. 
2.1 Introduction 
In this paper we want to illustrate that quantum stochastic calculus together with the 
processes studied by Davies in his book [33], and explained in his paper with Srinivas [82], 
form a suitable mathematically rigorous framework for doing quantum trajectory theory 
[27]. As an example we consider here the case of resonance fluorescence. 
Our starting point is a semigroup of transition operators {21}(>o on the algebra Ah of 
all 2 χ 2-matrices. This semigroup describes the irreversible evolution of a spontaneously 
decaying two-level atom in the Heisenberg picture. By coupling the atom to a quantum 
noise, we construct a stationary quantum Markov process having precisely these transition 
operators. If we impose the requirements that the external noise be a Bosc field, and the 
quantum Markov process be minimal, then the latter is uniquely determined. It is called 
the minimal Dose dilation of (M2,Tt,g) [60], where cj is the ground state of the two-level 
atom. 
Since this dilation is uniquely determined, any other reversible dynamical model which 
couples (M2.T1.fi) to some Bose field necessarily contains this Bose dilation as a subsys­
tem. Therefore, without deriving our model from an explicit Schrödinger equation (by 
performing a Markovian limit) we may safely assume it to be a physically correct way to 
describe the interaction of the two-level atom with the electromagnetic field. 
We will couple the two-level atom to the electromagnetic field by using quantum stochastic 
calculus [74], [72]. We use a version of quantum stochastic calculus based on integral-sum 
kernels [69]. [68]. [72]. which has the advantage that we have an explicit construction for 
the solution of the quantum stochastic differential equation with which we will describe 
the coupling of atom and field. Having this explicit construction in our hands is important 
for doing the actual calculations we encounter later on. 
To be able to discuss resonance fluorescence a dilation with two channels in the electro-
magnetic field is used. On one of them we will put a laser state to drive the two-level 
atom. We will call this field the forward channel and the other one the side channel. Then 
photons are counted in both channels. We need the side channel, because we know that 
there all detected photons are fluorescence photons. In the forward channel a detected 
photon could just as well be coming directly from the laser. 
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For every event that can occur in the photon counters a map is constructed that gives 
the evolution of the two-level atom inferred by that event. We will see that the family of 
maps we obtain, fulfills the axioms for the processes discussed by Davies [33]. We have 
constructed the Davies process of resonance fluorescence. 
Using the structure theory for Davies processes [33] we can decompose the process into 
its trajectories [27]. Within our model we calculate the expression for the jump operators 
and for the time evolution in between jumps. Note that a jump in the system occurs the 
moment we detect a photon, since our knowledge concerning the system changes. Using 
the above apparatus we show that the resulting counting process in the side channel is a 
so-called renewal process. 
2.2 The dilation 
Let M2, the algebra of 2 χ 2-matrices, stand for the algebra of observables of a two-
level atom. On this algebra we are given a (continuous) semigroup {X)}(>o of completely 
positive maps. This semigroup describes the, generally irreversible, evolution of the two-
level atom. Lindblad's Theorem [67] then says that 1} = exp tL where L : il/2 —• AI2 can 
be written as: for X G M2: 
A
 1 
L(X) = ,[H,X] + Y/V;XVJ - -{V/V,,^}. (2.1) 
j = l 
where the V, and Η are fixed 2 χ 2-matrices, Η being Hermitian. In this paper we will 
restrict to the simpler case where Η = 0 and there are just two Vs. This means there 
is dissipation only into two channels, the forward channel described by Vj, and the side 
channel described by V
s
. We choose Vf and V
s
 such that: 
1 / = ( i 0 ) ' vf = Kfv' ν' = κ-ν' M 2 + M 2 = i. 
This exactly gives the time evolution for spontaneous decay to the ground state of the 
two-level atom into two decay channels, where the decay rates are given by | K / | 2 and | K , | 2 . 
We want to see this irreversible evolution of the two-level atom as stemming from a 
reversible evolution of the atom coupled to, in this case, two decay channels in the field. 
So let us first construct the algebra of observables for these channels in the field. Let 
J7 be the symmetric Fock space over the Hilbert space L 2 (R) of square integrable wave 
functions on the real line, i.e. Τ := C Θ ®™
=l L
2 ( M ) K 5 n . The electromagnetic field is 
given by creation and annihilation operators on ƒ", generating the algebra of all bounded 
operators. We need two copies of this algebra, which we denote by Wf, which will be the 
forward channel, and W
s
, which will be the side channel in the field. 
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The evolution over a time / of a free field is given by the second quantization of the 
left shift, i.e. the second quantization of the operator on L2(1R) which maps ƒ(·) into 
ƒ(· + t). We denote the second quantization of this operator by S/. This means that in the 
Heisenberg picture we have an evolution on Wf &W6 mapping X into (S* Ç;S*)X(St &>St) 
(= ( 5 - , » S- , )X(S , <g> 5,)), also denoted by Ad[5 t ® S,}(X). 
The presence of the atom in the field introduces a perturbation on the evolution of the free 
field. We let this perturbation be given by a certain family of unitary operators {Ui}t^R 
on C2 ÇÇTwT, to be specified later, that forms a cocycle with respect to the shift 5 t ® 5 ( , 
i.e. for all f,.s e R : t//+s = ( 5 _ s (3 5- s) i7((5 s (8> 5\)ίΛ,· Given this cocycle, we let the 
time evolution of the atom and the field together be given by the following one-parameter 
group {Ί\ }igR (i.e. the evolution is now reversible) of ^-automorphisms on M2 <8> W/ (X) W
s
: 
forali Χ G A / 2 » W / ® W S : 
f m = J ur^S-tVS-riXiSttoSM if i>o 
'
l j
 \ (S-tvS-tW-tXuziiS/toS,) if<<o ' 
The solution of the following quantum stochastic differential equation [54], [74] provides 
us with a cocycle of unitaries with respect to the shift: 
dU, = {VfdA*u-VfdAu + V,dAlt-V3*dAs.t-hf*Vdt}Ul, Ua = I. (2.2) 
In the next section we will give an explicit construction for the solution Ut of this equation. 
It can be shown ([54], [40], [09], [74]) that if the cocycle satisfies equation (2.2) we have 
constructed a so-called quantum Markov dilation (AI2 ® Wf (8) W
s
, {ÌJigR, ί<1($φ®2) of the 
quantum dynamical system (M2, {Tt}t>o,g) [59], [60], where φ is the vector state on WftS 
given by the vacuum vector. This means that the following dilation diagram commutes 
for all t > 0 (and that the resulting quantum process is Markov): 
M 2 —l·-^ M2 
Idwy«2} îld»,/;«2 (2.3) 
i.e. for all X G Λ/2 : Tt(X) = (id ® φ®'2)(Τ,{Χ 9) I®2)). 
The diagram can also be read in the Schrödinger picture if we reverse the arrows: start 
with a state ρ of the atom M2 in the upper right hand corner, then this state undergoes 
the following sequence of maps: 
ρ κ-» ρ ® 0 » 2 Η-» {ρ » φ®2) ο ft = fu{p ® φ®2) Η-, T r ^ ^ , ( f ( t ( p 0 0 ί ί 2 ) ) . 
This means that at t = 0, the atom in state ρ is coupled to the k channels in the vacuum 
state, and after t seconds of unitary evolution we take the partial trace over the 2 channels. 
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2.3 Guichardet space and integral-sum kernels 
Let us now turn to giving the explicit construction for the solution of equation (2.2). For 
this we need the Guichardet space il [52] of R, which is the space of all finite subsets of 
R, i.e. Ω := U „ 6 N ^ » · w l l c r e Ω„ := {σ C R; |σ | = π} . Let us denote bv λ,, the Lebosgue 
measure on R". If, for η € Ν, we let j„ : R" —» il„ denote the map that maps an n-tuple 
(ti, t2, • • • ,t7l) into the set {t\, t·}, • • •, Ή}, then we can define a measure μη on S2„ by: 
μη{Ε) := ^
τ
λ
η
( ; ~ 1 ( £ ) ) for all E in the sigma field Σ„ of Ω„ induced by j , , and the Borei 
sigma field of R". Now we define a measuie μ on Ω such that μ({0}) = 1 and // = μ,, 
on ίϊ
τι
. This means we have now turned the Guichardet space into the measure space 
(Ω,Σ,μ) . 
The key to constructing the solution of equation (2.2) is to identify the synnnetiic Fock 
space J7 with the space of all quadratically integrable functions on the Guichardet space 
£ 2 ( Ω , μ ) . To see this identification note that L2(i2„,/x„) is, in the canonical way. unitarily 
equivalent with the space of all quadratically integrable functions on R" invariant under 
permutations of coordinates, denoted L s y
m
( R " ) . It is now obvious how to identify J7 
^syml C Φ e ~ = 1 ^ y m ( K n ) with £ 2 ( Ω , μ) = C (Ι) φ * , Ι 2 ( Ω η , μη) 
For every ƒ € L2(R) wo define the exponential vector e(f) € Τ in the following way: 
e(f) := 1 (I) ƒ Φ -75/ w 2 θ - ^ J® 3 θ Note that the linear span of all exponential vectors 
forms a dense subspace of J7. For every ƒ € L2(R) we define the coherent vector (.'(ƒ) to 
be the exponential vector of ƒ normalised to unity, i.e. ψ(/) = e x p ( - 5 | | / | | 2 ) c ( / ) . Under 
the above identification of J7 with Ζ/2(Ω,μ), the exponential vector (of an f G Z/2(R)) e(f) 
is mapped into an element of ί, 2(Ω,μ) which we denote by 7r(/) and which is given by: 
n(f) : 12 —> C : ω >—> Π4€ω / ( * ) ' w l l e l ' e t l l e empty product flsefl f{s) ^ defined to be 1. 
We will often choose for ƒ the indicator function of a certain interval I C R, which we 
denote by Xf. This is the function which is 1 on I and 0 elsewhere. 
We are now ready to start the construction of the solution Ut of equation (2.2). Define the 
integral-sum kernel of Ut (name will become apparent in a minute) to be the map U/ that 
maps four disjoint finite subsets of R, aj, σ,,, TJ, TS (where ƒ and ,s stand for "'forward" and 
"side") to the following 2 χ 2-matrix, where we write σ/Ua^UTf U r
s
 also a*, {ti.tz tk} 
such that ij < Ì2 < · · · < h and k G Ν: 
ut(af,as,Tf, Ts) :=7Γ(χ[0 t])(<T/· U <7S U TJ U T 6 ) exp( —V*V)Vkx 
p x p C - ' ^ - V m - ! •••Vi exp(-|v*V), 
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where 
' Vf if tj e af 
y J -Vi '**>**! 
J
 I Vs if tj e σ, 
k -ν; if tj e TS 
Then we have the following theorem of Maassen, see [69], [68]: 
Theorem 2.3.1: After identifying C2feO ƒ"» Τ with L'^2 (ίϊχίΐ,μχμ), the space of all square 
intcgmhle functions on Ω χ ίί with values in C 2 , tiie solution Ut : L^liì χ ί ί ,μ χ μ) —> 
//^(Ω χ Ω, μ χ μ) of equation (2.2) is giveji fay: 
(Utf){uJf,uj,)= V ] / u t (ff/,CT s ,r/,r s )/((u;/V/)UT / , ( i i ; , V s ) U r s ) d r / ( i r s . 
Now we have an explicit expression for the time evolution Ti = Ad[C/f], where Üt is given 
by (5( » S , ) ^ if f > 0 and ^ / ( ^ ® 5 t) if t < 0. The family {{/,},£« forms a group 
of unitary operators on C2 00 J7 00 ƒ" describing the time evolution of the two-level atom 
and the two channels in the field together. Stone's Theorem says that there must be 
a Hamiltonian associated to this time evolution. This Hamiltonian has been calculated 
recently [50], [49]. 
2.4 The Davies process 
We now return to the situation in figure 2.3. We wish to make some changes in this diagram 
and for this we need to introduce some more notation regarding Guichardet spaces. Let 
I C M be an interval. Then the Guichardet bpace of I is the set il(I) = [j^Ln Ω„(/), where 
Ω„(/) = {σ C ƒ; |σ| = η}. In a similar way as for Ω, which is Ω(Κ), we can provide these 
sets with a measure structure: (Ω(/), Σ(/) , μ). Given a subset E of Ω(/) in the sigma field 
Σ ( / ) , we can construct the projection Μ
χΕ
 : Τ
2 (Ω,μ) —> Ζ/2(Ω,μ) : ƒ ι—> xsf-
Let I be [—1,0), then the events in Σ([—i,0)), which we abbreviate to Σ,, are events in 
the output field of the atom up to time t. Remember that the evolution of the free field 
was given by the left shift and that the atom is sitting in the origin. Since the Guichardet 
space representation corresponds to the photon number picture, we can give concrete 
interpretations to the subsets in Σ,. For instance, the subsets Ω
η
([—ί,Ο)), correspond to 
the events '"there are η photons in the output of the atom into this channel of the field up 
to time t " . 
Now back to the situation in figure 2.3. Suppose we have been observing the output in 
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the forward and side channel of the atom up to time t with two photon counters. Then wc 
are given two events E f and E
s
 in Σ(. Since we know the outcome of the measurements 
we have to change the time evolution of the two-level atom, i.e. we have to project onto 
the observed events (see also [9]). This is summarized in the following figure: 
M2 • ΛΙ2 
M 2 M Wf ® W s — ^ M2 » VVf ® Ws 
where we have suppressed the capital letters M in the projections. The map £Q[EJ, E,\ : 
M2 —> M2 : X 1—> Id 00 φ®2(Τι(Χ ® XEj ® Xh,)) is» the unnormalized time evolution of 
the two-level atom in the Heisenberg picture given that wc see event Ej in the output 
of the forward channel and event E
s
 in the output of the side channel. If wo arc given 
a state on M2, i.e. a 2 x 2 density matrix p, then the probability of seeing event Ej in 
the forward channel and E
s
 in the side channel after t seconds of observation is given by: 
Plp\(Ef,Es))=Tr{p£l)[Ef,Es]{I)). 
The setting is still not complete for describing resonance fluorescence. Since we are not 
driving the atom, both the forward and the side channel fields are in the vacuum state, 
at most one photon can appear in the output. We change this by putting on the forward 
channel a coherent state with amplitude ζ G C, defined by: ^ , : W —• C : X H-> 
exp(—ί |ζ | 2 )(π(ζχ[ 0 (ι), Χπ(ζχιϋΙί)). Note that 70 is the vacuum state. Putting a coherent 
state on the forward channel mimics a laser driving the atom. We have suppressed its 
oscillations for the sake of simplicity. Now we are ready to do resonance fluoiescence, i.e. 
the diagram hai> changed into: 
ε',ίΕ, EJ 
M2 '
[ f
 ) M2 
Id^XCj-^XL, I d M 7 . ( » 7 o 
Ah » W/ 0 >VS — ^ M2 0 Wj 0 W s 
where the map ε'^Ε/,Ε),} : Ah —> AI2 is now defined by £l\Ef,E^\(X) := Id gi 72, 0 
7o(Tf(X 0 XE{ 0 XEJ)- It describes the unnormalized time evolution of the laser-driven 
atom given that we see event Ej in the output of the forward channel and event E
s
 in the 
output of the side channel. Given a state ρ of the atom, the probability of seeing event 
Ej in the forward channel and £ ,
s
 in the side channel after t seconds of observation is now 
given by: F^KEf, E^)] = Tr(p£Ì[Ef, ES](I)). To make the notation lighter we suppres the 
ζ in £ ' in the following. 
Since ί/2(Ω, Σ, μ) 0 L2(iì, Σ, μ) is canonically isomorphic to L2(il χ Ω, Σ 0 Σ, μ χ μ) wc 
can simplify our notation even a bit further. By identifying these spaces wo can write 
£ ' [£ƒ, Es] = S'lEf χ Es,], where the righthandside is defined by: for all E G Σ ( 0 Σ ( , Χ £ 
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AÎ2,t > 0 : £'\E](X) := Id057-,.ο(Τ)(Χ ® X E ) ) , where 7ζ,.η is an abbreviation for η
Ζι
 ®7o. 
We will now study the properties of the family of maps we defined. 
T h e o r e m 2.4.1: The family of maps {£'[Ε]}ί>ο,£;εΣ,ΜΣ, satisfies the axioms of a Davies 
process, [33]: 
1. For all t > Ü and E G Σ, $5 Σί, (f'fE] is compieteiy positive. 
2. Eor ai] t > 0 and aii countabie collections of disjoint sets {E
n
} in Σ,ι δδ Σ( 
and for all X € M2 : f ' [(J,, ^u] (* ) = Σ » f ' [ ^ « K ^ ) · 
3. Eor aii ί > 0 we have f ' [ ί 2 ( [ - ΐ , 0 ) ) χ Ω ( [ - ί , 0 ) ) | (/) = 1. 
4. For all Χ € Ah • l i m ^ o f [^([-ί, 0)) χ Ω([- ί , 0 ) ) | (Χ) = Χ. 
5. For all ί, s > 0 and Ε G Σ , (g Σ 8 , F G Σί » Σ, and aii X G ilƒ2 we have: 
f ' [E] o f S[E}(X) = £ : s + i [E - sÜE](X), 
where E — s G Σ([—t — s, —s) <g) Σ([—< — s, —s)) is given by: 
F-s = {(ff- -s· f s - β): (ƒƒ · Λ) 6 ί 1)} and Ü is defined by: 
AÙB = { ( ^ υ σ / , ω , υ σ . Ο ; (ω/,α^) G Α,(σ/,σ
Λ
) G ß } . 
Proof. The only point where there is really something to prove is point 5. Let us first 
introduce some short notation which we shall only use in this proof. Let π(ζι.Ο) denote 
π(ζΧ[υ,ι]) Μ π (0) a n d denote St (5$ S; just by S/. Further we use the notation fft(U
s
) for 
S-,uJSi. Then for all X G Ma, s,t > 0, E G Σ 5 » Σ Λ and Ε G Σί ® Σ ( we have: 
^nf+oi^) = ε'[F] ( { π { ζ - 0 ) ' ί ; ( χ ® ^ ) 7 Γ ( ^ ' 0 ) ) ) exp(i|2|'2) = 
( π ( 2 ί , 0 ) , Τ , ( ( π ( 2
Λ
, 0 ) , Τ ; , ( Χ ® χ
ί / · ) π ( 2 , , 0 ) ) ® χ Ρ · ) π ( 2 ( , ϋ ) ) = 
π(2,, 0), [/;(π(2
Λ
. 0), 'Λ(Χ » X i X z s , 0)} ® XF+tt/^iz,, 0)) = 
ff(zt)0),t/;(5_tff(xe,0))S-,fs(A'®xB)5tS-tff(ie,0))(»XF+it/ur(it,0)) = 
π ( 2 ( , ϋ ) . [ / ; ( 5 ' _ , π ( 2 , . 0 ) , σ / ( ί / , ) * Ύ ^ Χ £ + ( + , σ ί ( ^ ) 5 _ ί π ( 2 . „ ( ) ) ) » χ ^ + ί [ / ( π ( 2 , , 0 ) 
Now we use the cocycle identity and the continuous tensor product structure of the sym­
metric Fock space to obtain: 
fxp^f+Oitp) = (*(z>+^0)'(MUs)utyx®xF+tùt:+l+.MUs)ut7r(zt+s.o)) = 
7r(zf+A, 0). U?+9X ® XF+iuE+t+sUt+s^{zt+.„ 0)j = 
£ : s + i [E- . sÙE](X) 
7r(2 t+ä, 0), T i + ä (X » X/.'_f>ù/î)7r(2t+s.0) 
exp(-(.s + i)|2r2) 
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D 
Define maps Yt : M2 -> M2 : X ^ i ' [{(0, 0)}] (X). They represent the evolution of the 
atom when it is observed that no photons entered the decay channels. Then for all t,s > 0 
YtY< = £'[{(0,0)}] o r [{(0,0)}] =£: i+s[{(0,0)}- 501(0,0)}] =£:'+s[{(0,0)}] =Yt+s, 
i.e. the family {Y(}i>o forms a semigroup. Now observe that for X € AI2 and t > 0 
y f ( X ) = ^ [ ( { 0 } , { 0 } ) ] ( X ) = Id®7z, ® 7 ( ) ( Τ ί ( Χ » χ { 0 } ® χ { 0 ) ) ) = 
(π(ζ,) » 7r(0), t/ ;X ® χ { (, } » x w i 7 ^ ( 2 t ) ® π(0)) e x p ( - i | z | 2 ) = 
(Utn(zt) ® π(Ο))*(0, 0)Χ(£/,π(ζ,) » π(Ο))(01 0) e x p ( - i | 2 | 2 ) , 
i.e. we can write Yt(X) = BfXBi where Bf is given by 
Bt= ( e x p ( - ^ | 2 | 2 ) ( i / ^ ( 2 ( ) » T ( O ) ) ) ( 0 , 0 ) . (2.4) 
Using Theorem 2.3.1 it follows that Bt is the following semigroup of contractions: 
B, = exp ( - ^(\z\2l2 + V*V + 2zV;)t), 
If Yt can be written as β(* · β( for some semigroup of contractions Β/, the Davies process 
<f' is called ideal, see [33]. 
Lemma 2.4.2: The Davieb process S1 has bounded interaction rate i.e. there exists a 
ronstajit Κ such that for all t > 0 
f ' [Ω[-ί, 0) χ iî[-f, O)\{(0,0)}] (/) < ίΚ-/. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.4.1 point 2 it follows that 
ε
ι[η[-ι,ο) χ Ω[-ί,ο)\{(0,0)}](/) = ι - B*tBu 
with Bt as in equation (2.4). Using Theorem 2.3.1 we find 
Bt 
Therefore 
e x p ^ l ^ K P H ) 2 z i c / ( e x p ( - $ ) - l ) ^ 
£: ί [Ω[-/,Ο)χΩ[-ί,Ο)\{(0,0)}](/) = 
1 _
 e
-t(\z?+\) 2 2 / i / e - ' ^ l 2 + è ) ( l - f -3 ) 
22 / i / e - f ( l z l 2 + i ' ( l - p -3) 1 - e- ( l 2 l 2 ( l + 4 | 2 | 2 | κ / | 2 ( ΐ - e ^ ) 2 ) 
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Since S' [ί2[—ί, 0) χ Ω[—<,Ο)\{(0, 0)}] is completely positive this matrix has to be positive, 
i.e. its eigenvalues are positive. Let us denote them by E+ and E_ such that E+ > E_ > 0. 
Define η := e x p ( - f | z | 2 ) and β ·- e x p ( - § ) . Then for all t > 0 
n > 0 . l - / 3 > 0 , 0 < 1 - Q < | 2 | 2 i , 0 < 1 - aß2 < (\z\2 + l)t. 
Therefore, for all t > 0 
ί : ' [Ω[-<,ϋ)χΩ[-ί ,Ο)\{(0,0)}](/) < E+I < 
(E+ + E.)I = T r ^ [ Ω [ - ί , 0 ) χ Ω[-ί,O)\{(0,0)}](ƒ)) = 
((1 - aß1) + (1 - α) - An^KjWß - I ) 2 ) / < 
( ( l - t t / 3 2 ) + ( ! - « ) ) ƒ < (2|0|2 + 1)ί7. 
D 
2.5 Quantum trajectories 
In the seventies Davies studied the structure of what we now call Davies processes [33]. Let 
us first state his results, as far a.s relevant, in the context of the process we are studying. 
Lemma 2.5.1: (Dav ies [33]) Given any ideal Davies procest. 5 ' witi) bounded interaction 
rate, as defined in the previous section, we have existence of the following limits: 
J
r
.= lim -£' [Ω, [-/,O),{0}1 and J
s
 := lim -£* [{0}, fij-i, 0)1. 
(JO t L J tU) t L J 
These completely positive maps represent the action we have to apply on the two-levol 
atom the moment wo see one photon appear in the forward, respectively side channel.They 
are the jump operations for those channels. We will explicitly calculate these limits later 
on, but first we turn our attention to decomposing the Davies process into its trajectories 
[27]. For this we need the following definition. 
Definition 2.5.2: Lot Y, : M2 —» Λ/2 be the maps from the previous section, i.e. Yt = 
i '[{0}, {0}] and let Jf and J^ be the maps from lemma 2.5.1. Lot ω/ and ω3 be disjoint 
elements of Ω[—/, 0) and denote UJJ U u's also as {t 1 , . . . , t^ } where —t < t\ < t^ < ... < 
ft < 0 for a k 6 N. Then we define: 
where JT'1 denotes J, if t, G UJS and JT} if tt G ω/. 
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Since F t is the time evolution of the system when, both in the forward and the side 
channels, no photons are detected and ,ƒƒ and J's arc the jump operations that we have 
to apply when a photon in the corresponding channels appears, it is clear that the string 
of maps Yt1+tJ
tlYt2-t1>7
t2
 • • • JtLY-tk represents the trajectory of an observable X in Λ1-2 
when we find the outcomes ω/ in the forward and ω, in the side channel dui ing our 
counting experiment. The following theorem of Davics [33] shows how to decompose the 
Davies process into its trajectories. 
Theorem 2.5.3: (Davies [33]) Given any ideal Davies process £ ' with hounded inter­
action rate, as defined in the previous section, we have for all t > 0, Ej.Es € Σ^ and 
X e Ah: 
£,[Ef,Es}(X)= ί \νγ^.^,ω3)(Χ)άμ 
J li j χ li s 
(ω})άμ{ω,). 
In the previous section we already found the expression for the time evolution in between 
jumps: Yf. We now turn to the calculation of Jj and Jh. For all X in M2 we have: 
Ί ( γ λ r W o r * n W i m V , n r J o ' M ^ z ) ®π(Ο)(Μ,0)](*)</« J / W = h m 7 f [ ( f i 1 [ - t , O ) , { 0 } ) ] W = l1m l e x p M z l » ) " 
Now look at Ut^iz) ® 7r(0)({s}, 0), we find by using Theorem 2.3.1: 
i/,7r(2)®7r(O)({.s},0)= V f Μ,(σ,0,τ,0)2 1 - | σ | + Ι τ Ι ( ίτ = 2^(0,0,0,0) + 
<TC{S} 
ζ
2
 ί u f (0,0,{r},0)dr + ι ι ( ( Μ , 0 , 0 , 0 ) + 2 / «,({«}, 0, {r}, 0)dr+ 
Jo io 
ζ
2
 f r 2 M ( ( { s } ,0, { n,, 2 } ,0)dn^= p ^ H ) 2 2 ^ e x P ( - i ) - 2 2 ^ 
Therefore we get, for all X € M2: 
f
 ' no texp(-i|2|2) [Vh7 V 
Ad[2/2 + V7](X). 
Let us now turn to the calculation of Js- We find for all X € Kfc 
J s W = h m - £ [ ( { 0 } , n 1 [ - t , O ) ) ] ( X ) = h m J t exp ( - t | z | » ) ' 
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Taking a closer look at Utn(z) 9) π(Ο)(0, {s}), applying Theorem 2.3.1: 
£/,π(ζ) » π(Ο)(0, {.s}) = f u,(0, {.s}, τ, ^)z^dT = «,(0, {.s}, 0, 0) + 
Jo. 
, ρ χ ρ ( - | ) 0 2 / ,//(0,{.s},{r},0)(ir + 2
2
 / r2U((0,{.s},{r1,r2},0)rfr1dr2= f 0 0 
JO Vi) Vi) \ Λ · ' 
Therefore we get, for all X e M2'-
^W^l im^^^^^^y^^^Adf f» 0)1W 
'I» f e x p ( - i | 2 | 2 ) [V«s Oy j^ ' 
= Ad[V
s
](A-). 
Since we arc driving the atom with a laser now, the time evohition when we do not observe 
the side channel nor the forward channel is now given by 
^^'[ΩΗ,Οί,ΩΗ,Ο)] 
and no longer by T). We will now derive the Master equation for this new time evolution. 
For this we need the Dyson series: let Lo and J be linear maps from M2 —> Λ/2, then for 
all / > 0: 
cxp (f(L() + J ) ) = / oxp((u;i + i)L()) J e x p ((ω·2 - ^ì)L())J • • • J cxp(-uikLo)cìuj, 
Vfi[-M)) 
where we have written ω as {ω-[,..., uJ/,-} with —t<uJ\ < ... < ω^ < 0. 
Now remember that {Yt}t>o is a semigroup, i.e. we can write Yi = exp(fLo)· Then, using 
Theorem 2.5.3 and twice the Dyson scries 
T~ = ε'[ίΙ[-ί,0),Ω[-*,0)] = [ Wyjj.j.iws^ajjiL·,, = 
νη[-ί.ο)χΩ[-ί ο) 
pxp(A(L,) + ^ > + J s ) ) . 
This means we get the following Master equation: 
±-T?{-) = {LQ + Jj+J,)Tf{-) = 
d t
 (2.5) 
--{i/*v, r(2(·)} + [zv; - zVj, Tf(• )] + ντη• )V, 
which is exactly the Master equation for resonance fluorescence (see [27]) if we take ζ = 
— ?2ir ^ h ^ ' ,-' l c Rohi frequency, real. 
In the quantum optics literature (see for instance [27]), usually there is no photon counting 
measurement done in the forward channel, i.e. E; = Ω[—f, 0). From here on we will do the 
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same, we define for all t > 0 and E
s
 G Σ( : ΛΊ'Ι.Ε',,] := £' [ίί[—ί,Ο), E
s
]. In the following 
we will also suppress the index s on E^. Using the Dyson series and Theorem 2.5.3 we 
find, for all t > 0 and E € Σ/: 
M'[E\= [ \ν
ζ
^{ω)άμ{ω), (2.6) 
. / β 
where the time evolution in between side-channel-jumps Zi is given by Zt = exp (i(Lo + 
Jf)) and Wz j , is defined in the obvious way analogous to Definition 2.5.2. Note that we 
have found exactly the same jump operator and time evolution in between jumps as in 
the usual quantum optics literature, see for instance [27], [29], i.e. we have succeeded in 
constructing the Davies process of resonance fluorescence with quantum stochastic calcu­
lus. 
2.6 A renewal process 
We will now look briefly at some features of the process M' we obtained. It is easily seen 
from the fact that {J
s
)2 = 0 (i.e. 92(0) = 0) that the photons in the side channel arrive 
anti-bunched: the probability to see two photons immediately after each other is 0. We 
will now show that the photon counting process in the side channel is a so-called renewal 
process. 
We denote Σ ' := Σ[0, t) and, via a shift, we let events E in Σ ' correspond to events E — t 
in the output sigma field Σ;. This means that an element u> = {ω\,... ,ω^} in E G Σ' 
with 0 < ωι < ... < Luk < t should be interpreted as seeing the fiist photon appear in the 
side channel at time ωχ. the second at time LÜ2 up to the fc'th photon at time u^. 
Given that we start the photon counting measurement in the initial state p, we define 
on the sigma fields Σ ' (t > 0) probability measures in the natural way. for E G Σ' . 
IPj,[£] := Ττ(ρΜ'[Ε — /](/))• The family of sigma fields { Σ * } ^ generates a sigma-field 
Σ
3 0
 of Ω[0, oo). Using that T^(I) = I, sec equation (2.5), we find for all E e Σ ' : 
Ψ'^ΙΕ] = 'i\(pMt+s [(Eûil[t, t +
 S))-(t + .s·)] ( / ) ) = 
Tr (p .M i + s [E-(t + s)UÎÎ[-s , 0)] (ƒ)) = Tr^pM' [E - t}Ms [ii[-s, 0)] (ƒ)) = 
Tr(pMl[E - t}T?(I)) = Tr(pM>[E - <](ƒ)) = ^[E], 
i.e. Ρ'+'Ί.Ε] does not depend on A. Therefore the family {Pp}i>o on the sigma-fields {Σ'}(>ο 
is consistent, hence by Kolmogorov's extension theorem it extends to a single probability 
measure ¥p on Σ
0 0
. 
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In the following, when we write ω € Ω[0, oc) as {ωι,ω·2,...}, we imply that 0 < ω\ < ω? < 
.... For j = 1, 2,... we define random variables: 
Xj: il[Q,oc)^î?: ω={ω,,ω2,...}~{ω>-ω'-1 * M " J , J
 ^oo otherwise 
where we take UJQ to be Ü. These random variables give the time elapsed between the 
(j — l)tli and jth detection of a photon. To prove that the counting process is a (modified) 
renewal process we have to show that for ? = 1,2,... the random variables X, are inde-
pendent and for i = 2, 3 , . . . they are identically distributed. This means we have to show 
that for ? = 2 ,3 , . . . the distribution functions Ρχ^χ) := IPp[X, < .r] are equal and for 
i, j = 1,2,... the joint probability distribution function Ρχ
ι
 χ] (τ, y) := Ψρ[Χι < χ Λ Χ, < 
y] factorizes: Ρχ,,χ^χ,ν) = Ρχ
ι
{χ)Ρχ
ι
(ν). 
Let us first introduce some convenient notation. Note that, using equation (2.6), we have 
for all E € Σ': 
PP[E\ = F'fl[E} = Ti (p ƒ \νζ^(ω)άμ(ω)(ΐή = 
Trip / Ζ
ωί
^Ζ
ω7-ωί^...^Ζ,-ωκ(Ι)άμ(ω)γ 
We will denote: .ri := ω\.Χ2 := ^2 — ^ Ί , . . . ,.ΓΑ+Ι := i — ω/,, then we can write: 
FP{E} = j Τι(ρΖΧι&Ζ^&...&ΖΧΐί+ι{ΐγ)άμ(ω). 
Let Ρ denote the matrix I I, then we have: 
J-Z'^V) = ( | κ ' | 2 ( ζ ^· ( / ) )» J) = |
Κ
,|2(Ζ,
Α+1(/))22Ρ, 
j
s
zXk(P) = ( Ι ^ ί γ 7 ' » » J) = \^(zXk(P))22P. 
j,zJ2(P) = (\^2(γρ))22 o^  = iKsi2{Zx2{P))^ 
Therefore, if we define z(x) := \κ3\2(Ζχ(Ρ))22, ζια^(χ) := | κ , | 2 ( Ζ χ ( / ) ) 2 2 and Zflrst(x) := 
Tr(pZj.(P)). we can write (see also [29]): 
f k 
Ψ
ρ
[Ε}= / Zflrst^i)(l[z(xi))^ast^k+l)dß(i0). (2.7) 
We would like to stress that this formula is only valid for events E G Σ' and not for all 
events in Σ 0 0 . 
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For t > 0 we introduce the following random variables: 
N, : ίψ,οο) - > N : ω ^ |α;η[0, ί ] | , 
counting the number of photons appearing in the side channel up to time t. Since, for 
strictly positive driving field strengths, i.e. \z\ > 0, the eigenvalues of the generator LQ + JJ 
of the semigroup Zt all have strictly negative real parts, we have limz—Tc Z( = 0. Using 
this, formula (2.7) and the fact that the event [Nt = 0] is an element of Σ ' . we obtain: 
lim ffSNt = 0] = lim Zftr„(t) = 0. 
t—oc t—»oc 
Now suppose we have that linit—oo fp\Nt < ft] = 0 for a certain rt G Ν. For .s < t we use: 
Wp[N, < η + 1] = Ψρ[Ν, <n + l\N
s
 < n]Pp[N, < n] + ¥p[Nt < ft + l|iVs > η}Ψρ[Ν, > rt]. 
Therefore we have: 
lim FJN, < η + 1] = lim lim Pp[7Vt < η + 1] = 
t—»oo s—»oo t—»oc 
lim lim (FJN, <n + 1\NS < n}¥JNs < rt] + FP[N, <n+ 1\NS > ft]P„[7Vs > n]) = 
S—'OC t—»oc \ / 
lim lim Ρ' [ΛΓ, < η + l|iV
s
 > η] = lim lim ζ;
α
,ί(ί - .s) = 0. 
S—»OC t—'OO ' s—»oc t —*oo 
Now using induction, we get for n G Ν: 
lim Pp [Af, < η] = 0. 
t—»oc 
We are now ready to calculate the distribution functions Ρχ
ι
 and ί χ , . χ · The problem is 
that for instance the event [X, < x] G Σ 0 0 is not an element of Σ ' for a t G R. Wo solve 
this by conditioning on the event [Ν, > ι] and taking the limit for t to infinity: 
F
x
,(x)=Vp[X,<x] = 
lim (F.IX, < x\Nt > tlPplN, >i}+ Pp[Xt < .r|7V, < r]Pp[iV( < ,]) = 
lim F'JX, <xAN,>i}. 
t—>oc ' 
Now we use again formula (2.7) to obtain for t > 2: 
Fx,(x)= lim Y] Li+i 2/i,si(3-1)(rr2(a:,))2,as/(.rt.+1)da:1...drA+1 = 
' ^ ^ n t ^ ^ i T , = t νΓ-2 
tliin / ^ ( a ; , ) ! ^ / 2/, r s((xi)(/xi ^ ]^[2:(α;()<ίχ^2 ί α , ( ( .^ + 1 ) ί ί^ + 1 Μτ, = 
(lim Γ 2(.τ,)Ρρ-χ· [M-x, > f - !]<&,. 
Then we use dominated convergence to interchange the limit and the integral to obtain: 
F x i ( x ) = Γ z(x>)dx>. 
Jo 
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When ί = 1 we can repeat the whole calculation to hnd the same result when for ζ we 
substitute Zfilst. It is now obvious that for ι = 2 , 3 , . . . the random variables X, are 
identically distributed. 
In a similar fashion, only extracting two integrals now, we find that for t,j = 2 , 3 , . . . : 
Fx1 Xj (.£',(/) = /g' JQ z(x')z(n')dx'dy'. If ι or j is 1 we again have to substitute Zflrst for 
2. It is now obvious that the random variables Xl and Xj are independent. We conclude 
that the family of random variables {X î}1=i,2 is a (modified) renewal process. 
Chapter 3 
Stochastic Schrödinger equations 
Luc Boute i^ Mädälin Gu^ä^ Hans Maa-sKen^ 
^Mathematisch Instituut, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen 
Toernooiveld 1, 6526 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
^EURANDOM, PO Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
Abstrac t ' 
A derivation of Belavkin's stochastic Schrödinger equations is given using quantum filtering theory. 
We study an open system in contact with its enviionmenl. the electromagnetic field. Continuous 
observation of the field yields information on the system: it is possible to keep track in real time 
of the best estimate of the system's quantum state given the observations made. This estimate 
satisfies a stochastic Schrödinger equation, which can be derived from the quantum stochastic 
differential equation for the interaction picture evolution of system and field together. Throughout 
the paper we focus on the basic example of resonance fluorescence. 
3.1 Introduction 
It has long been recognized that continuons time measurements can not be described by 
the standard projection postulate of quant um mechanics. In the late 60's, beginning 70's. 
'This chapler is an adapted version of [23]. 
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Davies developed a theory for continuous time measurement [31] culminating in his book 
[33]. His mathematical work became known to the quantum optics community through 
the paper with Srinivas on photon counting [82]. 
The late 80's brought renewed interest to the theory of continuous time measurement. For 
instance the waiting time distribution of fluorescence photons of a two-level atom driven by 
a laser was obtained by associating a continuous evolution to the atom in between photon 
detections and jumps at the moments a photon is detected [29]. In this way every record of 
photon detection times determines a trajectory in the state space of the atom. Averaging 
over all possible detection records leads to the well-known description of the dissipative 
evolution of the atom by a master equation. Advantage of the trajectory approach is the 
fact that an initially pure state will remain pure along the whole trajectory. This allows 
for the use of state vectors instead of density matrices, significantly speeding up computer 
simulations [73], [30], [44]. [27]. 
Infinitesimally, the quantum trajectories are solutions of a stochastic differential equation 
with the measurement process as the noise term. The change in the state is given by 
the sum of two terms: a deterministic one proportional with dt and a stochastic one 
proportional to the number of detected photons dNt in the interval dt. For other schemes 
such as homodyne detection the corresponding stochastic differential equation is obtained 
as the diffusive limit of photon counting where the jumps in the state space decrease in 
size but become increasingly fiequent [9], [27], [92]. In this limit the stochastic term in 
the differential equation is replaced by a process with continuous paths. 
The stochastic Schrodinger equations obtained m this way had been postulated before by 
Gisin [47], [48], [35], [46], in an attempt to generalize the customary unitary evolution 
in quantum mechanics. The stochastic terms are seen as randomness originating fiom 
the measurement process. However, in this approach the correspondence between the 
different quantum state diffusion equations and the measurements that can be performed 
is not emphasized. 
Another approach originated from the development of quantum stochastic calculus [54], 
[74], generalizing the classical Ito table to quantum noises represented by creation and 
annihilation operators (see Section 3.6). Barchielli saw the relevance of this new calculus 
for quantum optics [7]. Indeed, in the Markovian approximation the interaction between 
a quantum system and the electromagnetic held is governed by a unitary solution of a 
quantum stochastic differential equation in the sense of [54]. 
Belavkin [11] was the first to see the connection between quantum measurement theory 
and classical filtering theory [57]. in which one estimates a signal or system process when 
observing a function of the signal in the presence of noise. This is done by deriving the 
filtering equation which is a stochastic differential equation for the expectation value of the 
system process conditioned on outcomes of the observation process. Belavkin extended the 
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filtering theory [17], [16] to allow for the quantum noises of [54]. Stochastic Schrödinger 
equations turn out to be examples of the quantum filtering or Belavkin equation [15], [20]. 
Aim of this paper is to give an elementary presentation of quantum filtering theory. 
We construct the expectation of an observable conditioned on outcomes of a given mea-
surement process. The differential form of this conditional expectation is the stochastic 
Schrödinger equation associated with the given measurement. At the heart of the deriva-
tion lies the Ito table of quantum stochastic calculus enabling a fast computation of the 
equation. The procedure is summarized in a small recipe in Section 3.7. 
To illustrate the theory we consequently focus on the basic example of resonance fluores-
cence of a two-level atom for which we consider photon counting and homodyne detection 
measurement schemes. The stochastic Schrödinger equations for these examples aie de-
rived in two ways, once via the usual approach using quantum trajectories and a diffusive 
limit, and once using quantum filtering theory. In this way we hope to emphasize how 
conceptually different both methods are. 
This paper is organised as follows. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 serve as an introduction to the 
guiding example of this paper: resonance fluorescence of a two-level atom driven by a 
laser. In Section 3.2 we put the photon counting description of resonance fluorescence 
by Davies [24], [29], [28] into the form of a stochastic differential equation driven by the 
counting process. In Section 3.3 we discuss the homodyne detection scheme as a diffusive 
limit of the photon counting measurement, arriving at a stochastic differential equation 
driven by a diffusion process. The equations of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 will be rederived later 
in a more general way using quantum filtering theory. 
In Section 3.4 we introduce the concept of conditional expectation in quantum mechanics 
by first illustrating it in some simple, motivating examples. Section 3.5 describes the 
dissipative evolution of the open system within the Markov approximation. The joint 
evolution of the system and its environment, the quantized electromagnetic field, is given 
by unitaries satisfying a quantum stochastic differential equation. Given a measurement 
of some field observables it is shown how to condition the state of the system on outcomes 
of the measurement using the construction of Section 3.4. Section 3.6 is a short review 
of quantum stochastic calculus and its applications to open systems. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 
describe dilation theory and quantum stochastic calculus in a nutshell. 
Section 3.7 contains the derivation of the quantum filtering equation, the stochastic differ-
ential equation for the conditional expectation. This equation is the stochastic Schrödinger 
equation for the given measurement. This part ends with a recipe for computing stochas-
tic Schrödinger equations for a large class of quantum systems and measurements. The 
end of the article connects to Sections 3.2 and 3.3 by showing how the recipe works in our 
main example. 
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3.2 The Davies process 
We consider a two-level atom in interaction with the quantized electromagnetic field. The 
state of the atom is described by a 2 χ 2-density matrix p, i.e. ρ > 0, and Trp = 1. Atom 
and field together perform a unitary, thus reversible evolution, but by taking a partial 
trace over the electromagnetic field we are left with an irreversible, dissipative evolution 
of the atom alone. In the so called Markov limit it is given by a norm continuous semigroup 
{Τι }t>o of completely positive maps. A central example discussed in this paper is resonance 
fluorescence. Here the atom is driven by a laser on the forward channel, while in the side 
channel a photon counting measurement is performed. For the time being we will suppress 
the oscillations of the laser for reasons of simplicity. In this case the Lindblad generator 
of Ί), or Liouvillian L is given by (cf. [27]): 
^IjT.ip) = L(p) = -i[H,p]+i^[V + V*,p] - \{V*V,p} + VpV\ (3.1) 
where 
" - G S ) · 
Η := ^ σ ^ is the Hainiltonian of the atom, and Ω is the Rabi fiequency. 
The master equation (3.1) can be unravelled in many ways depending on what photon 
detection measurement is performed. By unravelling the master equation we mean writing 
L as the sum C + J', where J represents the instantaneous state change taking place when 
detecting a photon, and C describes the smooth state variation in between these instants. 
The unravelling for photon counting in the side cliannel is given by [27] 
£(p) = -i\H,p] + ^[V + V\p] - 1-{V*V,P} + (1 - K^VpV* and J{p) = \^\2VpV\ 
with |ft-
s
|2 the decay rate into the side channel. 
An outcome of the measurement over an arbitrary finite time interval [0, t) is the set of 
times {ti,t2,· • • Λκ) at which photons arc detected in the side channel of the field. The 
number of detected photons can be arbitrary, thus the space of outcomes is 
oc oc 
Ω ([0. 0 ) := I J Ω
η
 ([0. t)) = ( J {σ C [ϋ, t): \σ\ = η} 
71=0 η = 0 
also called the Guichardei space [52]. In order to describe the probability distribution of 
the outcomes we need to make Ω([0,ί)) into a measure space. Let us consider the space 
of n-tuples [0, t)n with its Borei σ-algcbra and the measure ^A,, where A
n
 is the Lebesgue 
measure. Then the map 
.in : [0, i)n 3 (f i , . . . , t
n
) - {ƒ,, . . . , t
n
} e Ω
η
 ([ο, θ ) 
induces the σ-algebra Σ
τ
, ([0,/)) and the measure μ
η
 on Ω
η
 ([0, t)). We define now the 
measure μ on Ω ([0,/)) such that μ({0}) = 1 and μ = μ,, on Ω„ ([Ο.ί)). We will abbreviate 
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Ω([0,ί)) and Σ([0,ί)) to Ω' and Σ ( , respectively. 
Davies was the first to show [33] (see also [27], [24]) that the unnormalized state of the 2-
level atom at time t with initial state p, and conditioned on the outcome of the experiment 
being in a set E € Σ ' is given by: 
Μ'[Ε}(ρ) = ί ]ν
ι
(ω)(ρ)άμ{ω). 
JE 
where for ω = {<ι,..., ifc} € iV with 0 < /i < . . . < t^ < t we have 
W,(<j){p) := exp ((ƒ - tk)C)j ... Jexp ((i2 - t^C)jexp {i\C){p). 
Furthermore, P ' \E] := Tr(.Mf [E]{p)) is the probability that the event E ocrurs if the initial 
state is p. The family of prabability measures {Ppji^o ib consistent, i.e. Pj+^iJ] = ^[E] 
for all E 6 Σ', s > Ü, see [24], hence by Kolmogorov's extension theorem it extends to a 
single probability measure P^ on the σ-algebra Σ 0 0 , of the set {Ve. 
On the measure space (Ω 3 0 , Σ 0 0 , Pp) we define the following random variables: 
Ν,-- Ω
3 0
 ^ N : ω^ μ Π [0,01, 
counting the number of photons detected in the side channel up to time t. The counting 
process {Nt}t>o has differential d/V, : = Nt+<i, — Nf satisfying άΝι(ω) = 1 if / G ω and 
dNt(ui) = 0 otherwise. Therefore we have the following Ito rules: dNidNt = d/V, and 
dNtdt = 0, (cf. [9]). 
To emphasise the fact that the evolution of the 2-level atom is stochastic, we will regard 
the normalized density matrix as a random variable {ρί}ι>ο with values in the 2 χ 2-density 
matrices defined as follows: 
pi : Ω - ^ M2 : ω ~ pi := — ^
 ί
 ^
W
 v
 (3.2) 
Tr[Wt(Ljn[Q,t))(p)) 
The processes N/ and p1, are related through the stochastic differential equation dpi = 
atdt + ßtdNi. Following [9] we will now determine the processes at and ßt by differentiating 
(3.2). If t € ω then dNt{u>) = 1, i.e. the differential dt is negligible compared to dNt = 1, 
therefore: 
A M = pl^ -PI= f l ^ - pi. (3.3) 
T I V ( P L ) ) 
On the other hand, if t # ω then dNt(u)) = 0, i.e. dNt is negligible compared to dt. 
Therefore it is only the dt term that contributes: 
d | o x p ( ( A - i ) £ ) t ó ) 
dsl
'=
tTv(exp((/.-iK)(PÌ,)) (3.4) 
t\ __£jn_rr*.t π J \\ _ riJ \ ι τ\Ύ σι J \\ J. 
Tr(pL)2 
£
^) - ^éjü^WJ) = £^) + T r(^)K' 
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where we used that ΊΥ(£(ρ^)) = -Tr(j7 '(p^)). ab a consequence of the fact that Tr(L(iT)) = 
0 for all density matrices σ. Substituting (3.3) and (3.4) into dp', = afdt + ßtdNt we get 
the following stochabtic Schròdingei equation for the state evolution of the 2-levcl atom if 
we are counting photons in the side channel (cf. [9], [28], [19]): 
dp1, = Lifodt + ( T r ^ - pi.) (dN, - 'I\(j(pÌ))dt). (3.5) 
The differential dMt := dN/ — Tr(k7(p^))6Ìi and the initial condition Λ/ο = Ü define an 
important process Mf called the innovating martingale, discussed in more detail in Section 
3.7. 
3.3 Homodyne detection 
We change the experimental setup described in the previous section by introducing a local 
oscillatola i.e. a one mode oscillator in a coherent state given by the normalised vector in 
/2(N) 
0 ( « ( ) : = e x p ( ^ ) ( l , a i , ^ | , ^ . . . . ) , (3.6) 
foi a certain o ( € C. We take at = ^-. where Wt is a complex number with modulus 
\wi | = 1, and e > 0. The number ε is inversely proportional to the intensity of the 
oscillator. Later on we will let the intensity go to infinity, i.e. ε —> 0. The phase φι of the 
oscillator is represented by Wf = exp(i0(), with φι = φα + uJi0t, where ω;0 is the frequency 
of the oscillator. 
The local oscillator is coupled to a channel in the electromagnetic field, the local oscillator 
beam. The field is initially in the vacuum state. The local oscillator and the field are 
coupled in such a way that every time a photon is detected in the beam, a jump on the 
local oscillator occurs, given by the operation 
JUP) = AtopAl, (3.7) 
where A[0 is the annihilation operator corresponding to the mode of the local oscillator. 
The coherent state φ(ηι) is an eigenstate of the jump operator Αι,, at eigenvalue at. 
Now we are ready to discuss the homodyne detection scheme. Instead of directly counting 
photons in the side channel we first mix the side channel with the local oscillator beam 
with the help of a fifty-fifty beam splitter. In one of the emerging beams a photon counting 
measurement is performed. A detected photon can come from the atom through the side 
channel or from the local oscillator via the local oscillator beam. Therefore the jump 
operator on states σ of the atom and the oscillator together, is the sum of the respective 
jump operators: 
&<ζΐο(<τ) = {KSV Ü I + I ® Α,0)σ(κ,ν* ® I + Ι M A^). 
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An initial product state ρ ® |0(at))(V>(ft/)| of the 2-level atom and the local oscillator will 
remain a product after the jump since φ{α() is an eigenvector of the annihilation operator. 
Tracing out the local oscillator yields the following jump operation for the atom in the 
homodyne setup: 
MP) = Τ
Γ / ο(Λ« / ο(ρ0 \Φ(ηι))(Φ(αή\ή = {^V + γ)ρ(κβν + y ) . 
In the same way as in Section 3.2, wo can derive the following stochastic Schrödingor 
equation for the state evolution of the two-level atom when counting photons after mixing 
the side channel and the local oscillator beam [9] [28]: 
dp[ = Lipidi + l^jfL) - Ρ'.)ε(αΝ< - MMpifìdt). (3.8) 
where the extra e's are introduced for future convenienco. Wo will again use the abbrevi-
ation: dM? = dNt — Tr^Ja^iYjdt for the innovating martingale (see Section 3.7). In the 
homodyne detection scheme the intensity of the local oscillator beam is taken extremely 
largo, i.e. we are interested in the limit ε —> 0 [9], [27], [92]. Then the number of detected 
photons becomes very large and it makes sense to scale and center ΛΓ«, obtaining in this 
way the process with differential dWf := edNt — dt/ε and Wfi = 0. We find the following 
Itô rules for dW[: 
dWfdWf = (edNt - -dt) (edNt - -dt) = e2dNt = edWf + di. 
dWt£dt = 0. 
In the limit ε —» 0 this becomes dWtdWt — dt and dW/dt = 0, i.e. the process Wf := 
l i m ^ o Wf is a diffusion. It is actually this scaled and centered process that is being 
observed and not the individual photon counts Nt, see [27]. Wo pass now to the evaluation 
of the limit of (3.8): 
i'JsKlYUM) ~ P·) = W ' * s P · ^ + WtK*Vp' - ^ ϊ * . ρ ' . ν * + w,K,VPlm)p'm. 
This leads to the following stochastic Schrödingor equation for the homodyne detection 
scheme [9], [28], [92], [19] 
dpi = Lipidi + (wtKsplV* + wtKtVpl. - TtiwtK^V + wtlisVp[)p'. ) dM'tld, (3.9) 
for all states ρ G M2, where 
</Λ/,Μ := dWt - Tilwtfisp'.V' + w,K
s
Vp'.)dt. (3.10) 
Let a
s
(/) and α^{ί) denoto the annihilation operators for the side channel and the local 
oscillator beam, respectively. They satisfy the canonical commutation relations 
M i ) , a t ( r · ) ] =δ
ιο
δ(1-Γ), i,j £ {s,b}. 
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Smearing with a quadratically integrable function ƒ giveb 
A,(f) = Jmal(t)dt, ie{s.b}. 
By definition, the stochastic process {iVi}t>o counting the number of detected photons 
has the same law as the the number operator Λ(/) up to time t for the beam on which the 
measurement is performed. Formally we can write 
Λ ( 0 = / {a*{r)®I+ I®a*b(r))(aa(r)(àI + I<%>ah{r))dr. Jo 
The oscillator beam is at time t in the coherent state ψ ( ' T - ) , where ft G L2(M) is the 
function 7· ι—> w,xp
 (](r). Since the state of the local oscillator beam is an eigenvector of 
the annihilation operator n(,(r) 
we find 
eA(0 - - = eA
s
(0 « I + ε [ (—a*(r) + — a
s
( r ) ) « I + l ^ - d r - -
ε Ju ε ε ε ε 
= EA,(t)®I + {A;(ft) + A
s
Ul))®I. 
The operator Χφ(ΐ) := A*(ft) + A^(ft) is called a field quadrature. We conclude that in 
the limit ε —» Ü the homodyne detection is a setup for continuous time measurement of 
the field quadratures Xó(t) of the side channel, (cf. [27]). 
3.4 Conditional expectations 
In the remainder of this article we will derive the equations (3.5) and (3.9) in a different 
way. We will develop a general way to derive Bolavkin equations (or stochastic Sthròdingor 
equations). The counting experiment and the homodyne detection experiment, described 
in the previous sections, serve ai> examples in this geneial framework. The method we 
describe here closely follows Belavkin's original paper on quantum filtering theory [17]. 
The construction below, however, uses explicitly the decomposition of operators over the 
measurement results. In the next section it will turn out that this is done most naturally 
in the interaction picture. 
Let us remind the concept of conditional expectation from probability theory. Let (Ω, Σ, Ρ) 
be a probability space describing the "world" and Σ' C Σ a σ-algcbra of events to which 
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"we have access". A random variable ƒ on (Ω, Σ . Ρ ) with E ( | / | ) < oc can be projected to 
its conditional expectation £(ƒ) which is measurable with respect to Σ' and satisfies 
ƒ/dP = ƒ £(/)dP 
for all events E in Σ'. Our information about the state of that part of the world to 
which we have access, can be summarized in a probability distribution Q on Σ'. Then the 
predicted expectation of ƒ given this information is J i 2 £ ( / ) d Q . We will extend this now 
to quantum systems and measurements. 
The guiding example is that of an η level atom described by the algebra Β := AI,, un­
dergoing a transformation given by a completely positive unit preserving map Τ : Β —> Β 
with the following Kraus decomposition T(X) = Σ ,
ε Ω
 K*-^-^- ^ l e elements of Ω can be 
seen as the possible measurement outcomes. For any initial state ρ of Β and measurement 
result ι ζ Ω, the state after the measurement is given by 
p, = VpVS/TriV.pVÏ), 
and the probability distribution of the outcomes is ρ = Σ 1 Ι Ξ Ω Ρ , < 5 , where δ
ι
 is the atomic 
measure at 7, and p, = Tr^pV*), which without loss of generality can be assumed to be 
strictly positive. We represent the measurement by an instrument, that is the completely 
positive map with the following action on states 
M : M* -» Μ* ® ί} (Ω) : ρ .-> Σ Ρ' « P.*«· f 3 · 1 1 ) 
•en 
Let Χ £ Β bc an observable of the system. Its expectation after the measurement, given 
that the result i G Ω has been obtained is Tr(p,X). The function 
S(X) : Ω -> C : i >-> Τ Γ ^ , Χ ) 
is the conditional expectation of X onto ^ ( Ω ) . If q = J Z ^ J , is a probability distribution 
on Ω then J^ qi£(X)(i) represents the expectation of X on a statistical ensemble for which 
the distribution of the measurement outcomes is q. We extend the conditional expectation 
to the linear map 
£ : Β » ^ ( Ω ) -> f 3 0(Ω) C Β ® Γ ^ Ω ) 
such that for any clement A : i ι—• Al in Β ® ί
χ(ίϊ) = / ^ ( Ω —» Β) we have 
ε{Α): ζ ^ Ί Ϊ ( ρ Α ) . 
This map has the following obvious properties: it is idempotent and has norm one. More­
over, it is the unique linear map with these properties preserving the state λΛ(ρ) on 
Β ® (^{iX). For this reason we will call ε, the conditional expectation with respect to 
M{p)- Its dual can be seen as an extension of probability distribitions q G ^ ( Ω ) to states 
ο η β ^ Γ ^ Ω ) 
ε* : q ι-> "Σ Ρ1 ^Viài· 
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Thus while the measurement (3.11) provides a state Λ4{ρ) on B^f^^l), the conditional 
expectation with respect to Ai(p) extends probability distributions q ζ ^ ( Ω ) of outcomes, 
to states on Β g £χ(ίί), and in particular on Β which represents the state after the 
measurement given the outcomes distribution q. 
With this example in mind we pass to a more general setup which will be needed in 
deriving the stochastic Schrödinger equations. Let A be a unital "-algebra of bounded 
operators on a Hilbert space Η whose selfadjoint elements represent the observables of a 
quantum system. It is natural from the physical point of view to assume that A is strongly 
closed, i.e. if {^4,i}n>o k a sequence of operators in A such that ΙΙΛ,,νΊΙ -> Il-A V'II for any 
vector ψ in HI and a fixed bounded operator A, then A G A- From the mathematical 
point of view this leads to the rich theory of von Neumann algebras inspired initially by 
quantum mechanics, but can as well be seen as the generalization of probability theory 
to the non-commutative world of quantum mechanics. Indeed, the building blocks of 
quantum systems are matrix algebras, while probability spaces can be encoded into their 
commutative algebra of bounded random variables //^(Ω, Σ, Ρ) which appeared already in 
the example above. A state is described by a density matrix in the first case oi a probability 
distribution in the second, in general it is a positive normalized linear functional ψ : A —» C 
which is continuous with respect to the weak*-topology, the natural topology on a von 
Neumann algebra seen as the dual of a Banach space [56]. 
Definition 3.4.1: Let β be a von Neumann subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra A of 
operators on a (separable) Hilbert space H. A conditional expectation of A onto β is a 
linear surjective map S : A —> B, such that: 
1. £2 = £ ( ί is idempotent), 
2- VAGA • | |£(Λ) | | < \\A\\ (f is normcontractive). 
In [85] it has been shown that the conditions 1 and 2 are equivalent to ε being an identity 
preserving, completely positive map, and satisfying the module propertij 
ε{Β
ι
ΑΒ2) = BL£{A)B2, for all B,, £ 2 G ß , and A G A, (3.12) 
generalizing a similar property of conditional expectations in classical probability theory 
(cf. [89]). 
In analogy to the classical case we are particularly interested in the conditional expecta-
tion which leaves a given state ρ on A invariant, i.e. ρ ο ε = p. However such a map does 
not always exist, but if it exists then it is unique [84] and will be denoted £/,. Using £p we 
can extend states σ on Β to states σ ο ^ , of A which should be interpreted as the updated 
state of A after receiving the information (for instance through a measurement) that the 
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subsystem Β is in the state σ (cf. [62]). 
In the remainder of this section we will construct the conditional expectation £fl from a 
von Neumann algebra Λ onto its center C := {C 6 A; AC = CA for all A € A} leaving 
a given state ρ on A invariant. The center C is a commutative von Neumann algebra 
and is therefore isomorphic to some L 0 0 ^ , Σ , Ρ ) . In our guiding example the center of 
Β <& Ρ 0 (Ω) is Ρ ^ Ω ) . Later on (see section 3.6) this role will be played by the commu­
tative algebra of the observed process with Ω the space of all paths of measurement records. 
Theorem 3.4.2: There exists a unique conditional expectation £p : A —> C wliicii leaves 
the state ρ on A invariant. 
Proof. The proof is based on the central decomposition of A [56]. In our guiding example. 
Β 0 Ρ 0 (Ω) is isomorphic to ©ig^ßj where the B/s are copies of B. In general we can 
identify the center C with some L0 0(ii , Σ,Ρ) where Ρ corresponds to the restriction of ρ 
to C. We will ignore for simplicity all issues related with mea.surability in the following 
constructions. The Hilbert space Η has a direct integral representation Η = f^ Μ
ω
Ψ(άω) 
in the sense that there exists a family of Hilbert spaces {H^.^.gn and for any </> G IH there 
exists a map ω ι—• ψ
ω
 € H^. such that 
{φ,φ)= [ (φ
ω
,φ^)Ψ(άω). 
•In 
The von Neumann algebra A has a central decompoution A = J^ A^P(duj) in the sense 
that there exists a family {A^J^eQ of von Neumann algebras with trivial center, or factors, 
and for any A € A there is a map ω >—» A^. G .4^. such that (Αφ)^, = Α
ω
ιι>
ω
 for all %> G H 
and P-almost all ω G Ω. The state ρ on A has a decomposition in states p^. on A^-
such that for any A G A its expectation is obtained by integrating with respect to Ρ the 
expectations of its components Α
ω
: 
p(A) = ί ρ
ω
(Α^Ψ(αω). (3.13) 
Jn 
The map Sf) : A —> C defined by 
£p(A) : ω ι-> ρ
ω
{Α
ω
) 
for all A G A is the desired conditional expectation. One can easily verify that this map is 
linear, identity preserving, completely positive (as a positive map onto a commutative von 
Neumann algebra), and has the module property. Thus, £,., is a conditional expectation 
and leaves the state ρ invariant by 3.13. Uniqueness follows from [84]. D 
It is helpful to think of the state ρ and an arbitrary operator A as maps p , : uJ <—• 
ρ
ω
, and respectively A, : ω Η-> Α
ω
. The conditional expectation £p(A) is the function 
ρ,(Α,) : ω •-> ρ
ω
(Α
ω
). 
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3.5 The dilation 
Let Β be the observable algebra of a given quantum system on the Hilbert space H. In the 
case of resonance fluorescence Β will be all 2 χ 2 matrices Λ/2, the algebra of observables 
for the 2-level atom. The irreversible evolution of the system in the Heisenberg picture is 
given by the norm continuous semigroup {Tt}t>o of completely positive maps T( : Β —» Β. 
By Lindblad's theorem [G7] we have T/ = exp(iL) where the generator L : Β —» Β has the 
following action 
k 
L(X) = Ϊ[Η,Χ] + Σν;χη - -{Υ^,Χ}, (3.14) 
J = l 
where Η and the V '^s are fixed elements of Β, Η being sclfadjoint. 
We can see the irreversible evolution as stemming from a reversible evolution of the system 
Β coupled to an environment, which will be the electromagnetic field. We model a channel 
in the field by the bosonic or symmetric Fock space over the Hilbert space L 2(K) of square 
integrable wave functions on the real line, i.e. 
Jr:=C®^lJi(R)lSi-". 
n=l 
The algebra generated by the field observables on J7 contains all bounded operators and 
we denote it by W. For the dilation we will need A· independent copies of this algebra 
The free evolution of the field is given by the unitary group Si, the second quantization 
of the left shift s(i) on L2(M) , i.e. s(t) : ƒ > - > ƒ ( • + <)· I n the Heisenberg picture the 
evolution on W is 
W^SfWS, := Ad[St}(W). 
The atom and field together form a closed quantum system, thus their joint evolution is 
given by a one-parameter group {Tf^gR of »-automorphisms on Β Ci W 1 ^ : 
X . - UfXUt := Ad[Ûi}(X). 
The group Ut is a perturbation of the free evolution without interaction. We describe this 
perturbation by the family of unitaries Ui := S^ÌU/ for all t 6 Κ satisfying the cocycle 
identity 
Ut+S = S^UtSfkU„ for all t, .s e R. 
The direct connection between the reduced evolution of the atom given by (3.14) and the 
cocycle £// is one of the important results of quantum stochastic calculus [54] which makes 
the object of Section 3.6. For the moment we only mention that in the Markov limit, Ut 
is the solution of the stochastic differential equation [54], [74]. [72] 
dU, = {VjdA^t) - VfdAjit) - (iH + ^VJ'VJWU,. £/„ = 1. (3.15) 
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where the repeated index j is meant to be summed over. The quantum Markov dilation 
can be summarized by the following diagram (see [59], [60]): 
Β - ^ Β 
Idc«iK Aj ΪΗ«ψ»* (3.16) 
B®W®k f' > B<8W®'C 
i.e. for all X e Β : Tt(X) = (Id ® <j>®k)(f,{X 00 1®*)), where φ is the vacuum state on 
W, and 1 is the identity operator in W. Any dilation of the semigroup T) with Bose Holds 
is unitarily equivalent with the above one under certain minimality requirements. The 
diagram can also be read in the Schródinger picture if we reverse the arrows: start with 
a state ρ of the system Β in the upper right hand corner, then this state undergoes the 
following sequence of maps: 
ρ _> ρ ® 0®* -> (p ® </»®fc) ο ft = flt(p ® 0®fc) .-» T r ^ , ( f , . (p 0 φ*κ)). 
This means that at t = 0, the atom in state ρ is coupled to the k channels in the vacuum 
state, and after t seconds of unitary evolution we take the partial trace taken over the k 
channels. 
Wc would now like to introduce the measurement process. It turns out that this can be 
best described in the interaction picture, where we let the shift part of Ut = 5® Ut act on 
the observables while the cocycle part acts on the states: 
ρ
ι(Χ):=ρ^φ^(υ;Χυ
ι
) (3.17) 
for all X e Β ® W®fc. It is well known that for the Bose field for arbitrary time / we can 
split the noise algebra as a tensor product 
W = W,,) ® W[o,,) 0 W[t 
with each term being the algebra generated by those fields over test functions with support 
in the corresponding subspace of L2(M): 
L2(R) = L 2 ( ( - o o , 0 ) ) ® L 2 ( [ ( U ) ) ®L 2 ( [ f .oo)) . 
Such a continuous tensor product structure is called a filtration and it is essential in 
the development of quantum stochastic calculus reviewed in Section 3.6. The obseivables 
which we measure in an arbitrary time interval [0, t) form a commuting family of selfadjoint 
operators {Y.,}o<s<( whose spectral projections belong to the middle part of the tensor 
product W[o.t)· In the Davies process K, = A(s), i.e. the number operator up to time 
,s, while in the homodyne case Y
s
 = Χφ(8). Notice that the part Wo) will not play any 
significant role as it corresponds to "what happened before we started our experiment". 
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Let Ct be the commutative von Neumann generated by the observed process up to time 
t, {Xs}()<.s'<f (t > 0), seen as a subalgebra of Β Ci W*^. By a theorem on von Neumann 
algebraa. Ct is equal to the double commutant of the observed process up to time i: 
Ct = {K: 0 < .s < t}". with the commutant S' of a subset S of Β <& W ^ ' being defined by 
S' := {X £ Β ® W0**·'; X S = S X VS G 5 } . The algebras {Ct}t>o form a growing family, 
that is Cs C C( for all A· < t. Thus we can define the inductive limit Coc := linii^ocCi, 
which is the smallest von Neumann algebra containing all Cf. On the other hand for each 
t > 0 we have a state on Ct given by the restriction of the state p' of the whole system 
defined by (3.17). Wc will show now that the states p' for different times "agree with each 
other". 
Theorem 3.5.1: On the commutative algebra C^ there exists a unique state ρχ which 
coincides with p1 when restricted to Ct C C
x
, for all t > 0. In particular there exists 
a measure space (Ω.Σ.Ρρ) such that (C
x
.px) is isomorphic with Lx(Q,T,,¥p) and a 
growing family {Σ(}(>() of σ-subalgebras of Σ such that (C(,p') = Εχ(ίί.Έι,Ψι>). 
Proof. In the following we will drop the extensive notation of tensoring identity operators 
when representing operators in Wr
s
 ,) for all s, t € M. Let X G Cs. in particular X G W,Q \ . 
By (3.15), {// G Β & VV,?,,, because the coefficients of the stochastic differential equation 
lie in Β ® W$kt). This implies that S^UtSfk G Β » W ® t + s ) · Using the tensor product 
structure of W 8 ^ . we see that VU^ and β X VV,^ " . commute, and in particular X 
commutes with S^UtS^'. Thon 
pi+»(X) = p0(u;+sxu,+s) = p0(u:(s^utsfrxs^utsfkus) 
= p0(U:XU
s
)=ps(X). (3.18) 
This implies that the limit state p 0 0 on C-x, with tlie desired properties exists, in analogy 
to the Kolmogorov extension theorem for probability measures. As seen in the previous 
section, (C^. p ^ ) is isomorphic to £ ( Χ '(Ω. Σ. Pp) for some probability space (Ω. Σ. F,,). The 
subalgebras (Cf.p') are isomorphic to L : x ( i i , Σ/,Ρ,,) for some growing family {Σί}ι>ο of 
σ-subalgebras of Σ. D 
Remark. From spectral theory it follows that the measure space (Ω'.Σ() coincides with 
the joint spectrum of {Υ^}
Α
<(, i.e. Ω' is the set of all paths of the process up to time t. 
For the example of the counting process this means that Ω' is the Guichardet space of the 
interval [0,/), which is the set of all sets of instants representing a "click" of the photon 
counter, i.e. it is the set of all paths of the counting process. 
We define now At := C't for all f > 0 . i.e. At is the commutant of Cf. then Cf is the center 
of the von Neumann algebra At- Notice that the observable algebra of the atom Β is 
contained in At. By Theorem 3.4.2 we can construct a family of conditional expectations 
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{£*, : At —> CI}I>(). For each t, £', depends on the state of the "world'- at that moment 
p', keeping this in mind we will simply denote it by £'. An important property of £ ' is 
that ρ00 ο ε1 = ρ' ο £ ' = ρ', since the range of £ * is C; and £ ' leaves p' invariant. 
For an element X G At, εί(Χ) is an element in C/. i.e. a function on Ω(. Its value in a 
point ω G Ω (, i.e. an outcomes record up to time t, is the expectation value of X given the 
observed path ω after t time units. We will use the notation £ ' ( ^ ) := ρ^Χ») defined in 
the end of Section 3.4 to emphasise the fact that this is a function on Ω/. When restricted 
to Β (& Ct the conditional expectation is precisely of the type discussed in our guiding 
example in Section 3.4. 
Theie exists no conditional expectation from Β ® W onto Ct since peifoiming the mea­
surement has demohbhed the information about observables that do not commute with 
the observed process [17]. We call Αι the algebra of observables that are not demolished 
[17] by observing the process {Ys}o<s<t- This means that performing the experiment and 
ignoring the outcomes gives the same time evolution on At ab when no measurement was 
done. 
From classical probability it follows that for all t > 0 there exists a unique conditional 
expectation E ,^ : C ^ —» Ct that leaves the state p00 invariant, i.e. ρ"* ο Ε', = ρ"*-. These 
conditional expectations have the tower property, i.e. E^oE' = E^ for all f > Λ > 0. which 
is often very useful in calculations. E^ is the expectation with respect to P,,, and will 
simply be denoted E,,. Note that the tower property for * = 0 is exactly the invaiiaiice of 
the state p 0 0 ( = Ep). 
3.6 Quantum stochastic calculus 
In this section we briefly discuss the quantum stochastic calculus developed by Hudson 
and Parthasarathy [54]. For a detailed treatment of the subject we refer to [74] and 
[72]. Let Τ(Ή) denote the symmetric (or bosonic) Fock space over the one particle space 
Η := C* ® L2{R+) = L2({1, 2 , . . . k} χ R+). The space Ck describes the A· channels we 
identified in the electromagnetic held. As in the previous section we denote the algebra 
of bounded operators on the one channel Fock space .7 r(R+) by W, and on the k channels 
Τ(Η) by W®k. 
For every f € Η we define the exponential vector e(f) G F (Ή.) in the following way: 
oc 
which differs from the coherent vector by a normalization factor. The inner pioducts of 
two exponential vectors e(f) and e(g) is (e(/),e(.9)) = cxp((/.g)). Note that the span 
of all exponential vectors, denoted Τ>. forms a dense subspace of ^{Ή). Let ƒ, be the 
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j'th component of ƒ € H for j — 1.2, k. The annihilation operator Aj(t), creation 
operator A*(t) and number operator Λ^(ί) are defined on the domain V by 
AAtHf) = (χμ,,,, fMf) = [ /Mas e(f) 
Jo 
(H9), A;(t)c(f)) = (9ι, χ[ι)ή)(ε(9), e(/)> = / g^d* exp«/,»)) 
./o 
( f ^ ) , Λ
ι ; ( 0 Κ / ) ) = (ft, Χ[ο,/]/,)<ε(«7), e(/)) = / ^(β)/,(.s)d.s exp«/,*?)). 
./o 
The operator A„(f) is the usual counting operator for the i 'th channel. Let us write 
L 2 ( R + ) as direct sum L2([0,f]) Θ L2([t,oo\), then Jr(L'2(R+)) is unitarily equivalent with 
f(L2([0,t])<XiT(L2[t,oo)) through the identification e(/) = e(ft])®e(f[t), with ft] = / χ [ 0 ( ] 
and A, = /x[(.oc). We will also use the notation A,
 (i for /χκ ή and omit the tensor product 
signs between exponential vectors. The same procedure can be carried out for all the Â; 
channels. 
Let Mt be one of the processes Aj(t), A*(t) or A.ij(t). The following factorisation property 
[54]. [74] makes the definition of stochastic integration against Mt possible 
(M, - MsHf) = e(/ s ]){(A/ t - A/ e )e( / [ e f ] )} e ( / [ t ) , 
with (M, - MJe(f[s t]) 6 ^ ( C * ® L2([s, t])). We first define the stochastic integral for the 
so called simple operator processes with values in the atom and noise algebra Β (g> W®'' 
where Β := M
n
. 
Definit ion 3.6.1: Let {Z/s}o<s<f be an adapted (i.e. L
s
 6 Β 0 W J for all 0 < .s < t) 
simple process with respect to the partition {.so = 0, .s i , . . . , .s,, = t} in the sense that 
L, = L
s
 whenever .sy < .s < s y + 1 . Then the stochastic integral of L with respect to AI on 
C n ® V is given by [54], [74]: 
ƒ L,dA/, / Ρ ( « ) : = Σ ( Ι ^ / ρ ( ^ ι ) ) ( ( Λ ^ + 1 - Λ / 1 ( ) Γ ( ί ί ( ν , ) Η ΐ ] ) ) Ε ( « Κ π ) . 
By the usual approximation by simple processes we can extend the definition of the 
stochastic integral to a large class of stochastically integrable processes [54], [74]. We 
simplify our notation by writing dX/ = LtdM/ for X/ = XQ + J() LsdMs. Note that the 
definition of the stochastic integral implies that the increments dM^ lie in the future, i.e. 
dl\I
s
 G Wu- Another consequence of the definition of the stochastic integral is that its 
expectation with respect to the vacuum state φ is always 0 due to the fact that the incre­
ments dAj, dA* C/AJJ have zero expectation values in the vacuum. This will often simplify 
calculations of expectations, our strategy being that of trying to bring these increments 
to act on the vacuum state thus eliminating a large number of differentials. 
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The following theorem of Hudson and Parthasarathy extends the Ito rule of classical prob­
ability theory. 
Theorem 3.6.2: CQuantum Ito rule [54], [74]) Let Mi and Ah each be one ot the 
processes Aj, A* or Α
υ
. Then AI1M2 is an adapted process satisfying the relation: 
d{M
x
M2) = MicfMz + M 2 i iMi + dMldM2, 
where dMidAIz is given by the quantum Ito table: 
<1Μι\άΜ2 
dAl 
dAki 
dAk 
dA* dAtJ dA, 
0 0 0 
ÔudAl SiMkj 0 
ô^dt ôk,dAj 0 
Notat ion . The quantum Ito rule will be used for calculating differentials of products of 
Ito integrals. Let {Zl}l=\
 φ
 be Ito integrals, then 
d(ZiZ2...Zp)= Σ M 
"CU Ρ} 
where the sum runs over all non-empty subsets of {1 , . . . ,p} and for any ν = {i\,.. .1^}, the 
term [v] is the contribution to d(ZiZ2 • • • Z
v
) coming from differentiating only the terms 
with indices in the set {»i,.. · ?&} and preserving the order of the factors in the product. 
For example the differential d(ZiZ2Z,i) contains terms of the type [2] = Ζ\{άΖ2)Ζ^, [13] — 
(dZì)Z2{dZ3), and [123] = {άΖ
λ
){άΖ2)(άΖ3). 
Let Vj ΐοτ j = l ,2,. . . , fc, and H be operators in Β with Η is sclfadjoint. Let S be a 
unitary operator on C" ® /2({1, 2 , . . . , k}) with Slj = (ι, Sj) G Β the "matrix elements" in 
the basis {|? >: ι = 1 , . . . , k} of C*'. Then there exists a unique unitary solution for the 
following quantum stochastic differential equation [54], [74] 
dUt = {VjdA*{t) + (Sy - StJ)dAtJ(t) - v;SlJdAj{t) - (iH + ^VfV^dt}^, (3.19) 
with initial condition UQ = 1, where again repeated indices have been summed. Equation 
(3.15), providing the cocycle of unitaries perturbing the free evolution of the electromag-
netic field is an example of such an equation. The terms c/A,j in equation (3.19) describe 
direct scattering between the channels in the electromagnetic field [10]. We have omitted 
this effect for the sake of simplicity, i.e. wo always take Stj = δι]. 
We can now check the claim made in Section 3.5 that the dilation diagram 3.16 commutes. 
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It is easy to see that following the lower part of the diagram defines a semigroup on B. 
Wo have to show it is generated by L. For all X G Β we have 
d Id & 0 A ' ( T H * « 1®*)) = Id « ék(d UfX feO l®kUt). 
Using the Itô rules we obtain 
d u*x » i^t / t = {dUt)x » i®ku, + u;x ® i^di / , + (du;)x ® i « * ^ . 
With the aid of the Itô table wc can evaluate these terms. Wo are only interested in the 
df-torms since the expectation with respect to the vacuum kills the other terms. Then we 
obtain: d Id ® ^'(UfX ® l« fc[/,) = Id « φκ\υ;ΐ{Χ) ® l^U^dt, proving the claim. 
Now wo return to the example of resonance fluorescence. Suppose the laser is off, then we 
have spontaneous decay of the 2-level atom into the field which is in the vacuum state. 
For future convenience we already distinguish a forward and a aide channel in the field, 
the Liouvillian is then given by 
L(X) = ,[H.X]+ Σ ν:χν
σ
-1{ν;ν„,χ}. 
where 
^ ( I O ) ' vf = Kfv· V» = K*V' M 2 + I«.l2 = i, 
with | K / | 2 and | K S | 2 the decay rates into the forward and side channel respectively. 
The dilation of the quantum dynamical system (M2, {7; = exp(fL)}t>o), is now given by 
the closed system (M2 &> W/ 5$ W
s
, {T/Jigm) with unitary cocyclo given by 
Λ//"' = {VfdA*j(t) - VfdAf(t) + V3dA*{t) - Vs*dA,(t) - (iH + ^V*V)dt}Utsd, Ui)'1 = 1, 
where the superscript ,srf reminds us of the fact that the laser is off, i.e. wo are considering 
spontaneous decay. We can summarize this in the following dilation diagram 
T,=exp((L) 
D > Ο 
I d x i x i Idiivzo 
Β CK W/ % W
s
 —
 l
-^* Β Κ W ; « W
a 
where t//
s d
 is given by Si C? SiUf'1 for t > 0. 
We change this setting by introducing a laser on the forward channel, i.e. the forward 
channel is now in a coherent state (see 3.6) 7/, := (i/'COi 'V'CO) for some li G L2(R+). 
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This leads to the following dilation diagram 
Β - l i — Β 
Id»iMi 1 ld®-,,,®,!, (3.20) 
Ts''=Aclff/""''! 
Β ® Wj ® vy
s
 — i - ^ ß » η ν » w
s 
i.e. the evolution on Β has changed and it is in general not a semigroup. Denote by W(h) 
the unitary Weyl or displacement operator defined on Τ> by: \ν(Η)ψ(/) = exp(—'2ihn(h, ƒ)) 
ip{f + h). Note that W{h)<t> = ^ ( ^ ( O ) = ij>{h), so that wo can write 
Tt
h(X) = id ® 7,, 0 <l>{Uìd*X ®1® It/t*') = 
id ® 0 « φ{π
ί
(ΐιγυ^*χ ® ι ® ii/;rfi^y(/))) = 
id ® 0 ® ^(^(/ι,))*^·"'*^ ® ι ® ΐί/,-'Ί^/ΐ/ί,])), 
where ft,] := /ίχ^] and W^/t) := 1 ® 1 (^Λ) » 1. Defining t/, := [/^^(/i,]), together 
with the stochastic differential equation for Wj(/)(]) [74] 
dW7(ftfl) = {h{t)dA}{t) - Ti(t)dAf(t) - i|/t(i)|2<ft}W7(Ä/|), lV>(/io) = 1, 
and the Ito rules leads to the following quantum stochastic differential equation for Ut-
dUt= {{Vf + h(t))dA*ftt)-(Vf + h(t))dAf{t) +VsdA*a(t)-V*dAs(t) -
-{iH + i(|/i(0|2 + VV + 2h{t)Vj))dt }[/,, f/o = l. 
Define Vj := Vf + /ι(ί), V; := Κ and Η := Η + i%(h(t)Vf - h{t)VJ) then this reads 
dUt= Σ {VadAW-VZdAa-iiH+UrWd^U,, U0 = 1. (3.21) 
The time dependent generator of the dissipative evolution in the presence of the laser on 
the forward channel is 
L(X) = i[H,X] + Σ Κχν° - \{ν;ν
σί
Χ}. (3.22) 
a=f,s 
Therefore the diagram for resonance fluorescence (3.20) is equivalent to 
Β - ^ Β 
Idcii»! 
B<8Wf®W, r ' = A d ' c / ' l , B^WfiüWs 
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where Ûi is given by Sf X S/U) for t > Ü. For h(t) = —i£-, we find the master equation 
for resonance fluorescence (3.1). From now on we will no longer suppress the oscillations 
of the la^er. i.e. we take h(t) = — ? exp(iuit)^-. Then we find 
L(X) = i[H.X}-i^{e-'""V + cl"JtV*,X}- UvV,X}+ V*XV, 
note that the laser is resonant when ω = WQ-
3.7 Belavkin's stochastic Schrödinger equations 
Now we are ready to derive a stochastic differential equation for the process £'(X). In the 
next section we will see that this equation leads to the stochastic Schrödinger equations 
(3.5) and (3.9), that we already encountered in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. 
Definition 3.7.1: Let X be an element of Β := AI,,. Define the process {A//v}(>o in the 
algebra C^ = ^ ^ ( Ω , Σ, Ρ,,), generated by the observed process {Yi}f>o (see Section 3.5) 
by 
M? := f ' (X) - ε{\Χ) - [ Sr{L{X))dr. 
Ju 
where L : Β —> Β is the Liouvillian. In the following we suppress the superscript X in 
Λ/,χ to simplify our notation. 
Note that from the above definition it is clear that Mi is an element of C/ for all t > 0. 
The following theorem first appeared (in a more general form and with a different proof) 
in [17] and is at the heart of quantum filtering theory. We prove it using the properties of 
conditional expectations. For simplicity we have restricted to observing a process in the 
field WK f c . The theory can be extended to processes that are in Β M W55*, transforming it 
into a more interesting filtering theory. For the stochastic Schrödinger equations arising 
in quantum optics our approach is general enough. 
Theorem 3.7.2: The process {AIt}t>o of definition 3.7.1 is a martingale with respect to 
the filtration {Σ,};^) οίΩ and the measure Pp. i.e. forallt > ,s > 0 we have: Ep(AIt) = AIS. 
Proof. From the module property of the conditional expectation it follows that KUAIt) 
= AIS for f > .s > 0 is equivalent to E^(A/f — A/s) = 0 for t > A > 0. This means we have 
to prove for all f > .s > 0 and E G Σ.,: 
ƒ Eap(AIt - Ms)(u>)Pp(dL>) = 0. 
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which, by the tower property, is equivalent to 
ƒ (M, - ΑΙ,){ω)Ψ
ρ
{άω) = 0, (3.23) 
i.e. Ερ(χ^(Λ/
ί
 — Λ/.,)) = 0. Now using Definition 3.7.1 and again the module property of 
the conditional expectation we find, writing E also for the projection corresponding to χ χ 
Ep(xE{Mt - Ah)) = μχ(ει{Χ ME)- SS{X ®E)- [ S1 {L{X) » E)rfr) 
= p'{X(AE)- ps{X 0 E) - ( p ' {L{X) M E)dr. 
This means we have to prove: dp^X W E) - p'(L(X) » E)dt = 0, for all t > b. Note 
that ρ*(Χ (Λ E) = pn{U;X (gì EUt) = p M <]>®k(Ut*X « ΕΓ/,). Therefore dp*(Χ Χ E) = 
p®(p®k(d{U;X®EUt)). We will uso the notation below Theorem 3.6.2 with Zi = U* and 
Z2 = Χ M EUt. Using the quantum Ito table and the fact that only the dt terms survive 
after taking a vacuum expectation, we find: 
dp^UÏX W EU,) = p0([l]) + p(\[2\) + p0([12]), where 
(}\\l])+pQ{[2])=P0{v;{i\H,X\®E-\{V;V1,X}v>E)Ul)dt 
p0([12]) = p^U^VfXVj) » EUt)dt. 
This means άρ'(Χ & E) — ρ' (L(X) 5$ E)dt, for all t > .s, proving the theoiem. D 
Note that in the proof of the above theorem we have used that the projection E e C
s 
commutes with the increments dAj(s), dA*(i>), C/A and with the processes in front of the 
increments in equation (3.15), i.e. V,, V* VfVj and H. If the theory is extended to a 
more general filtering theory [17], then these requirements become real restrictions on the 
process {Yi}(>o. If they are satisfied the observed process {Yi}(>o is said to be self non 
demolition [17]. 
Definition 3.7.1 implies the following stochastic differential equation for the process f'(A") 
<l£\X)=Si(L{X))dt + dMt, (3.24) 
called the Bclavkin equation. The only thing that remains to be done is linking the 
increment dMt to the increment of the observed process dYt-
Let us assume that the observed process {Vijt^o satisfies a quantum stochastic differential 
equation 
dY, = ajitfdA'it) + ßlJ(t)dAlj(t) + a*(t)dAj(t) + S(t)dt, 
for some adapted stochastically integrable processes α^,β^, and δ, such that nj(t). ß,j(t), 
6(t) e W(|fc for all t > 0, and 0^ = ßjU δ = δ* since Y, is selfadjoint. Furthermore, since 
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the observed process {Yt}i>o is commutative, we have [t/F^Ys] = 0 for all s < t, which 
leads to 
[«,(<), ΐς]<Μ;(ί) + [β^ή,Υ^άΑ,Λή + [η;(ί),Υ3}άΑ3(ί) + [ô(t),Ys]dt = ο => 
[α,(ί),ν;]=0, [Αί(0,ν.]=0, [a*(t),Y
a
]=0, [S(t),Y,]=0, 
i.e. ^(ί),β
υ
(ί),α*(1),δ(ί) G ^ 4/. This enables us to define a process Yf by 
dY, = (ajWdAM-S'iVfajitydt) + (β,^)<ΙΑ„(ί) - £'(v;AAt)Vj)dt) + 
(3.25) 
(a;( f )^( f)-£ ' (« ;(<)^)di) , Ϋο = ο, 
i.e. we have the following splitting of Yf. 
Yt = Yo + Ϋ, + J {ε'(ν;α^8)) + ε-(ν;β
Ι}(8)ν^ + fs(a;(e)v,) + Ä(«))de, (3.26) 
which in view of the following theorem is the semi-martingale splitting of Yj. The process 
Yt is called the innovating martingale of the observed process Y(. 
T h e o r e m 3.7.3: TJje process {Y(}(>n is a martingale with respect to the filtration {Σ/}/>() 
of Ω and the measure P,,, i.e. for all t > i, > Q we have: E^(Y/) = Y
s
. 
Proof. We need to prove that for all I > s > 0 : E*(Yi - Ys) = 0. This means we have to 
prove for all f > .s > 0 and E £ Σ 8 : 
ƒ E;,(Yt - Ϋ,)(ω)Ψρ(άω) = 0 ^ ƒ (Ϋ, - Ys)(u;)P„(da;) = 0 ^ ^ E J Κ,Β - YSE 
- ƒ ' ( f ' ( V ; Q J ( r ) ) f ; + f ( V l * Ä J ( r ) V ; ) ß + £ ' ( a ; ( r ) V J ) f ; + J ( r ) £ ; ) d r J = 0 ^ 
P i ( y ( £ ; ) - p ^ ( Y , £ ) = 
ƒ p' (f ' (ν;α,(Γ))£; + ε'^β,^ν^Ε + ε' (a*J(r)VJ)E + 6{r)E)dr. 
For t = s this is okay, so it remains to be shown that for all t > .s > 0 and E S Σ 5 : 
dp'iY^) = ρ' ( f (V/a, (t)) E + £ ' ( 1 7 Α ^ ) ^ ) £ + £ ' ( α ; ( ^ ) Ε + 6{t)E)dt ^ 
dp0(u;YtEut) = ρ' (f '(ν;α,(ί))£ + £:«(ν;*/3υ (ί)^)£; + ε'{α^)ν^Ε + ó(t)E)dt. 
We dehne: Zi(t) := ί/*, Z2(<) := YtE and Z3(f) := i/; then we find, using the notation 
below Theorem 3.6.2: άρ^ψ^Υ,Ευ,) = ρϋ([1] + [2] + [3] + [12] + [13] + [23] + [123]). Re­
member ρ 0 = ρ V) (f)'*k, i.e. we are only interested in the dt terms, since the vacuum kills 
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all other terms. The terms [1], [3] and [13] together make up the usual Lindblad term and 
since L(l) = 0 we do not have to consider them. 
Furthermore, term [2] contributes Ut*S(t)EUtdt. term [12] contributes υ(*ν*^(ΐ)Ε Utdt. 
term [23] contributes U;a*{f)VjEUtdt and term [123] contributes (/;v;*Aj(i)^ U,di. 
therefore we get 
dp0(u;YtEut) = 
ρ
0(υ*α;(ή^Ευ( + UWiljMVjUt + U^Vj'a^EUt + U;S{t)EU,)dt = 
(ffâWVjE + Vi'AjiOVj + V;a3{t)E + S(t)E)dt = 
Ρ' [ε'{ν;αΜΕ + ε' {ν;α,Αην^Ε + ε' {α;(ην^Ε + 6(t)E)dt. 
proving the theorem. Π 
Remark. In the probability literature an adapted process which can be written as the 
sum of a martingale and a finite variation process is called a somiinartingale [77]. The 
Theorems 3.7.2 and 3.7.3 show that Alt and Yt are semimartingales. 
We now represent the martingale Μ( from Definition 3.7.1 ai> an integral ovet the inno­
vating martingale (cf. [57]) by 
dM, = VtdYt (3.27) 
for some stochastically integrable process ηι, which together with equation (3.2G) provides 
the link between dAIt aiul dYi. We are left with the problem of determining ηι. which we 
will carry out in the next section for the examples of Section 3.2 and 3.3. Here wo just 
give the recipe for finding r/t. 
R e c i p e . Define for all integrable adapted processes bt and Q a process Dt in C
x
 by 
dB, = btdYt + ctdt. (3.28) 
These processes form a dense subalgebra of C^. Now determine r// from the fact that £ ' 
loaves p ' invariant [17], i.e. for all B/ 
p>{£l(BtX))=pt(BtX). 
From this it follows that for all Bt 
dp0(u;Bt{Si(X) - X)Ut) = Ü. (3.29) 
We evaluate the differential d(U*Bt(£'(X) — X)Ut) using the quantum Ito rules. Since 
p0 = pÇi 4>®k we can restrict to the dt terms, since the others die on the vacuum. We will 
use the notation below Theorem 3.6.2 with Zi(t) = U?, ^ ( 0 = Bt, Zsit) = S'{X) - X 
and Zi(t) = Ut- The following lemma simplifies the calculation considerably. 
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L e m m a 3.7.4: The i>um of all terms in which Zi is not differentiated has zero expectation: 
All] + [3] + [4] + [13] + [14] + [34] + [134]) = 0. 
Proof. The dt tenni, of [3] are U^Bt£ ι(ΐ(Χ))υ^ί and -UfB^i (ε'(ν^η:) +£'(¥,* β,, 
Vj) + £'(a*Vj))Utdt. Using the fact that S' leaves p1 invariant we sec that the term 
i/*BfS*(L(X))Utdt cancels against the dt terms of [1].[4] and [14], which make up the 
Lindblad genorator L with a minus sign. The other term of [3] is cancelled in expectation 
against the dt terms of [13], [34] and [134], since 
p()([13]) = p'iBwVj'aJdt = p'iE'iB^V^^dt = p ^ B ^ ^ a ^ d t 
pnQ34]) = p'iBwa'jVJdt = ρ'{£ '(Β,η,ο^Λ = ρ'{B^i^V^dt 
ρ
0([134]) = p'iBtmV.'ß.jV^dt = ρ/φφ,η,ν,'β,,ν,)^ = p'iB^S'iV.'e.jVj^dt. 
D 
Using equation (3.25). the fact that £t leaves p' invariant and the module property, we 
find that the term [2] ha^ expectation zero a^ well 
p"m=pt(btdYt(£'(X)-X)) = 
- p' (6,f'(ν/α,ίί) + a^Vj + V;^V^'(X) - X)) dt = 
- p' (btS'iVfait) + a;(0V, + V^WS'iS'iX) - X)) dt = 0. 
Thus, only the terms containing no B/ nor ft can contribute non-trivially. This leads to 
an equation allowing us to obtain an expression for //( by solving 
p0([12] + [23] + [24] + [123] + [124] + [234] + [1234]) = 0. (3.30) 
Although this can be carried out in full generality, we will provide the solution only for our 
main examples, the photon counting and homodyne detection experiments for a resonance 
fluorescence setup, in the next section. 
3.8 E x a m p l e s 
Wc now return to the example considered in Section 3.2. We were considering a 2-level 
atom in interaction with the electromagnetic field. The interaction wa.s given by a cocycle 
Uf satisfying equation (3.21). The observed process is the number operator in the side 
channel, i.e. Yt = A„(t). Therefore dYt = rfA.ss(t) - £'(V*Vs)df. Recall now the notation 
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Zi (f) = U*, Z2{t) = Bt,Z3{t) = ει{Χ) - X and Z^t) = U,, their differentials are given 
by 
du* = t/; ς {γ:άΑ^) - v0dA*{i) - (-,Η + \v:va)dt} 
a=!.s 
dB, = btdAss{t) + (o - btS'WV.fidt 
d(£'{X) -X) = TitdAss(t) + (£<{L(X)) - ruS'^V^dt 
dU, = Σ {V*dAl{t) - V:dA
a
{t) - {iH + l-V:V
a
)dt}Ut. 
Following the recipe of the previous section we now only have to determine the dt tci'ms 
of [12], [23], [24], [124], [123], [124] and [1234]. All of these terms are zero in expectation 
with respect to ρ 0 , except for [124] and [1234] 
^([124]) = ρ0(υ;ΐΗν;(ε'(χ) - x)v
a
ut)dt 
Ρ
ϋ([ΐ234]) = p0(u;blTkv;vsut)dt. 
For all bt the sum of these terms has to be Ü in expectation, i.e. 
VÒÌ . ρ'lb,(ν;{ει(χ) -x)v
s
 + η,v;vÄ) )dt = o ^ 
Wbt -. ff i f (bt[y:{s'{x) - x)v> + iHv;vb) J 
vb, : ρ1\Μ{ε\χ)ε\ν;ν.)-ε\ν;χν
Η
) + η
ι
ε\ν:ν,))^ = ο 
dt = Q 
£'(y:xvs) rtfy. 
Substituting the expressions for /;( and Y/ into equation (3.24) we obtain the Belavkin 
equation for photon counting in the side channel 
d?(x) = ?(L{X))dt + ( ^ r p ^ y -ε'(Χ)) (^-W - £'(v;v
s
)dt). (3.31) 
Now recall that £1{X) = ρι.{Χ,), i.e. it is the function i2t -» C : ω <-> ρ'ω(Χω). For all 
X € Β = Λ/2, the M2 valued function X, is the constant function uj >—> X. Therefore for 
all X in β, the Belavkin equation (3.31) is equivalent to 
dpKX) = p[(L(X))dt + (Ej^^ - £(*)) (dAM(i) - plWVJdt). 
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which is equivalent to the Belavkin equation of Section 3.2, equation (3.5). In simulating 
the above equation we can take for K, = A
ss
(t) the unique jump process with independent 
jumps and rate pi(V
s
*Vs). since A
ss
(t) — J0 p',(V*Vs)dr hm, to be a martingale. 
Let us now turn to the homodyne detection scheme which we already discussed in Section 
3.3. The observed process is now Y| = Χφ{ί) = A*
s
(ft) + A^(fi) (see Section 3.3 for the 
definition of ft). This means the innovating martingale Yt satisfies dYf — Γ**'(Μ*(ί) + 
c-'t'dAsit) - E'lc^'V; + c-'t'V^dt, where φ, = φ0 + üjlot with ω1υ the frequency of the 
local oscillator. Therefore we find different differentials for Bt and £'{X) — X than we 
had in the photon counting ca^e 
dB, = b^c^'dAUt) + ε-ιφ'άΑ,(ί)) + (Q - b^e^'V; + c-'^'V^dt 
diS'iX) -X) = w^'dA^t) + β-ιφ'άΑ,(ί)) + 
(ει(ΐ(Χ)) - r/if^e^'V; + e-'0 'V,))di 
Following the recipe of the previous section we now only have to determine the dt terms 
of [12], [23]. [24], [124], [123], [124] and [1234]. All of these terms are zero in expectation 
with respect to p". except for [12], [23] and [24] 
P0([i2]) = p"(t/,v^K*M£ ((x) - x)utyt 
p0([23]) = Λί/,'&,η,Ι/,)* 
p0{l24])=p0{u;bl(£t{X)-X)e-t*'V,Ul)dt. 
For all bt the sum of these terms has to be 0 in expectation, i.e. 
V&t : p' Ibtfe^'V^S'iX) -X) + {ει(Χ) - X)e-l*>V
s
 + lyUdt = ϋ ^ 
V&, : prl£'(bt(e*lV;(£\X)-X) + (£\X)-X)e-,*V
s
 +
 Vlu\dt = 0 ^ 
Vb, : pt(bt(-£t(tul"V;X + e-i't"XV
s
) + 
ε'^'Υ; + e-"l"V
s
)£t(X) + η,))di = 0 ^ 
r]t = ε'(βιφ<ν*Χ + ο-ιφιΧν8) - ει{βιφίν* + e-l''"Vs)£\X). 
Substituting the expressions for ηι and Yj into equation (3.24) we obtain the Belavkin 
equation for the homodyne detection scheme 
ά£ι{Χ) = £l{L{X))dt + (£'(«•"*'V,*X + e- ,0'XV
s
) - i'(e ,0'K,* + ο-'φ'ν8)£\Χ))χ 
χ {e1«"dA*
a
{t) + t-l0<dA,{i) - ε'(εΊφ'ν* + ρ- ί ψ , Κ)ώ). 
(3.32) 
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Now recall that £ ' ( * ) = p'.(X·), i-e- it i s the function Ω, -> C : ω H^ pl(X
u
). For all 
X € Β = M-z. the M2 valued function X
m
 is the constant function ω ι—» X. Therefore for 
all X in ß , the Belavkin equation (3.32) is equivalent to 
dp'.iX) = p:{L(X))dt + {p'm(t""'V;X + r-^'XVs) - p'.(c*'V; + e - * ' V s ) p i ( X ) ) x 
χ (p^1dA*,(t) + e-^'rfA^i) - p K c ^ ' V ; + e'l'l"V
s
)dt), 
which is equivalent to the Belavkin equation of Section 3.3, equation (3.9). Since >!*(ƒ() + 
-^ •>(ƒ«) — Jo PÜif*1*' KT + ρ - ' * ' Vs)^?· is a martingale with variance ί on the space of the 
Wiener process, it must be the Wiener process itself. 
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Abstract1 
We study an open system m (ontact with its emnoinncnt the elee tiomagnctic held The infoi-
mation gained bv nuvisui nig a quadratuu1 of the field is used to send contiol pulsi s to the svstem 
Goal is to hx the unknown state of the system m lime We show that m the special case of an 
essenlially connnutalive mteiaction this goal can be achieved In dealing with sponlaneous decay 
we approximale the essentially commutative situation b\ bunging the held m a squee/ed stale 
We show that when squoo/ang goes to mhiiilv the state can again be kept hxed 
4.1 Introduction 
The last decade thcic havo been lapid dovolopmenth m quantum mfoimation theorj ini-
tiated mainly by home fundamental papeis [79] [39] showing the increased possibilities 
when quantum featuios are exploited in computations However, implementation ot the 
'This diapiri is ba.spd on [22] 
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proposed algorithms on real physical qubits still poses a great challenge. One of the 
problems is the interaction with the environment, i.e. the electromagnetic field, and the 
decoheronce that goes along with it. Dealing with this problem motivates the development 
of theory and methods for coherently manipulating, or contiolling. quantum systems. 
Decohercnce is a result of ignoring information lost from an open quantum system to 
its environment via their interaction. However, the lost information can be retrieved, 
at least partially, by observing the environment, i.e. by performing measurements on it. 
The decoherenco can be combat tod by using the retrieved information in a scheme for 
controlling the quantum system, see also [51]. 
Since the electromagnetic field and the open system are in interaction, information on the 
system itself is gained when measuring some observables of the field. Hence conditioning 
on the obtained measurement results provides a back-action of the measurement in the 
field on the open system. One of the pioneers in this area is Belavkin who extended many 
ideas in classical filtering theory, cf. [83]. to the quantum regime [11], [17]. Quantum 
filtering theory [14], [17] explains how the state, conditioned on the result of a continuous 
time moasurcment in the environment, evolves in time. Note that since the results of 
the continuous time mettóuiement are random, the conditioned state is also a random 
state. Quantum filtering theory provides a stochastic differential equation, the Bclavkm 
equation, for the state evolution in which the measurement piocess is one of its driving 
terms [14]. [17]. 
Another approach to the back-action due to conditioning, is via quantum trajectory the-
ory as developed in quantum optics in the late 1980's and early 1990's [27], but already 
envisioned by Davics [82], [33] in the 1970's. In this approach photon counting measure-
ments are analysed to obtain a continuous time evolution of the open system interrupted 
by jumps the moments at which photons are detected. Differentiation of the trajectory 
evolution leads to a stochastic Schròdinger equation [28], which is a stochastic differential 
equation for the evolution of the state conditioned on the outcomes of the counting exper-
iment. A diffusive limit of photon counting in which the jumps in the state space decrease 
in size but become increasingly frequent, makes it possible to incorporate homodyne and 
heterodyne detection schemes into quantum trajectory theory [9], [27], [92]. The stochas-
tic Schrödinger equations encountered in quantum optics are equivalent to the Belavkin 
equations from quantum filtering theory [17], [23]. 
The result of the continuous time measurement in the field can be used to exert control 
over the system. The solution to the quantum filtering problem [11], [14] makes it possible 
to directly carry over many ideas in chtósical control theory [83], [65]. [C6] to the quantum 
regime, [12], [13], [14], [18]. [36]. [86]. Coming from the quantum trajectory approach, 
other pionering work in quantum control was done by Wiseman and Milburn in the first 
half of the 1990"s, see [91], [90]. [93]. Two different objectives in control problems can be 
distinguished, one where the state is controlled in order to let it follow a certain path in 
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time [18], [36], and one where the semigroup describing the dissipative evolution of the 
open system, i.e. the channel itself, is being controlled [71], [51], [3], [4]. 
In this paper a problem of the second type is considered. The question addressed here is 
how to keep an unknown state of an open system fixed in time, i.e. how to keep its dy­
namical semigroup as close to identity as possible. In this article we will not be concerned 
with optimality results. The main issue is to find or engineer situations where the control 
is perfect, in which cabe the control scheme is said to restore quantum mfonnation [51] 
Furthermore, we will not be concerned here with encoding our system into the code space 
of a larger system and then protecting just this code space [5], [4]. 
The control scheme consists of two parts. The first part is an evolution over a period of 
τ time units in which a quadrature of the field is observed. This evolution is governed by 
the Belavkin equation corresponding to this measurement. In the second part the result 
of the measurement is used to construct a laser pulse designed, if at all possible, to take 
the system through a Rabi cycle that corrects the evolution of the pabt τ time units This 
scheme is studied in the limit for very small r, i.e. the control pulses are sent at very high 
frequency. 
In general the above control scheme will not be able to restore quantum information. 
Since the interaction of the field and the system is studied in the weak coupling limit, the 
field acts as two classical noises. However these two noises, represented by two different 
quadratures of the field, do not commute with each other Therefore only one of these 
noises can be observed and its disturbing effect on the system corrected. An idealised 
interaction of system and field in which there is only one instead of two classical noises 
present is called essentially commutative [63]. In the essentially commutative case it will 
turn out that the above control scheme restores quantum information. 
For the more realistic situation where both noises are present our strategy will be to 
manipulate the state of the field in order to approximate the essentially commutative 
case. This is done by putting the field in a squeezed state, i.e. one quadrature's variance 
increases while the other quadrature's variance decreases, [42], [43], [58]. The idea is to 
measure the noise with the large variance and correct its disturbing effect on the system. 
It will turn out that when squeezing goes to infinity the control scheme described above 
will restore quantum information. 
This paper is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes the dissipative evolution of the 
open system within the Markov approximation. The joint evolution of system and field 
is given by unitaries satisfying a quantum stochastic differential equation in the sense of 
[54]. In the next section a brief exposition of quantum stochastic calculus [54] is given. 
This enables us to make sense of the quantum stochastic differential equation providing 
the unitaries of section 4.2. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe dilation theory and quantum 
stochastic calculus in a nutshell. Section 4.4 is a brief exposition of quantum filtering 
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theory. It contains a derivation of the Belavkin equation for field quadrature measurement. 
Sections 1.5 and 4.6 deal with controlling the state of an open system in the essentially 
commutative case and the more realistic situation of spontaneous decay of a two-level sys­
tem, respectively. Here we show that for the essentially commutative case it is possible to 
restore quantum information. For spontaneous decay, however, problems are encountered 
motivating the investigation in the remainder of the paper. 
Section 4.7 shows how to describe the interaction of system and field when the field is 
in a squeezed state. To do this we have to do quantum stochastic calculus in the GNS-
representation space of the squeezed state. In the last section the Belavkin equation for 
measuring a quadrature of a squeezed field is given and a control scheme based on this 
measurement is presented. It turns out that when squeezing goes to infinity, the scheme 
restores quantum information. 
4.2 T h e d i l a t i o n 
Let Β := AI,, stand for the algebra of observables of an ?)-dimensional quantum system. 
On this algebra {Τι}ι>{) is a semigroup of completely positive identity preserving opera­
tors. It represents the irreversible time evolution of the system in the Heisenberg picture. 
Lindblad's theorem [67] asserts that Χι = cxp(fL) where the generator L is given by 
A
' 1 
L(X) = iiH.xi + ^ Vj'xVj - -{ν;ν3,χ}, χ e Β, 
with Η and the V'.s fixed elements of Β, Η being selfadjoint. The notation {X, Y] stands 
for the anticommutator XY + YX. For simplicity, we take k = 1 and Η = 0. i.e. 
L(X) = V*XV- Uv*V,X}. (4.1) 
This paper deals mainly with two special cases of the above situation. In the first special 
case we have either V = V* or V = — V*. This case is called essentially commutative [63], 
see section 4.5. In the second special case we have 
v-(;S) . 
Then the semigroup Tt describes spontaneous decay to the ground state of a Iwo-level 
system, see sections 4.6 and 4.8. 
The system Β and its environment, the electromagnetic field, evolve reversibly in time. 
The irreversible evolution T) of Β is the result after tracing out the field. Up to section 4.7 
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the electromagnetic field to which the system Β is coupled, will be taken in the vacuum 
state or a coherent state. Then, see section 4.7 for more details, a decay channel in the 
field can be modelled by the bosomc or symmetric Fock space over the Hilbert space L 2 (R) 
of square integrable wave functions on the real line, i.e. 
oo 
. F : = C ( B ® L 2 ( R ) ® S " . 
n = l 
The algebra generated by the field observables on .F contains all bounded operators and 
it is denoted by W. 
For future convenience we already distinguish two decay channels in the field, i.e. we 
rewrite L as 
L{X) = VfXVf - ^{VfV^X} + V;XV, - ^{V;VS,X}, ΧεΒ, (4.3) 
where Vj = KjV, VS = h^V and κ/,κ^ G Κ such that |«:/|2 + | K ^ | 2 = 1. The subscripts ƒ 
and s stand for forwaid and side channel, respectively. On the forward channel in the field 
we will put a laser with which we want to control the system, while in the side channel of 
the field we are going to perform a measurement. The decay rates into the forward and 
side channel are given by \Kf | 2 and | K S | 2 , respectively. Since the field is modelled by these 
two decay channels, we need two copies of the algebra W, denoted VV-^  X >V\ 
The free evolution of a channel in the field is given by the unitary group Sf, the second 
quantization of the left shift s(t) on L 2 (K), i.e. .s(i) : ƒ ι—> ƒ(· + t). In the Heisenberg 
picture the evolution on W^ 0 W s is 
W * (St ® St)*W(S, ® 5 t ) := Ad[5, 0 Si](W), W e Wf » W*. 
The system Β and field together form a closed system, thus their joint evolution is given 
by a one-parameter group {T/}/ 6 R of *-automorphisins on Β (X) W^ OO W 
X H- ÛÎXÛt ••= Ad[i7,](X), X e Β » Wf <s> W\ 
The group Ut is a perturbation of the free evolution without interaction. We describe this 
perturbation by the family of unitaries Ut := (S-t M S-t)Ut for all t £ Κ satisfying the 
cocycle identity 
£ƒ,+., = ( 5 _
s
 « S-^UtiSs <» SS)U„ for all t, * £ R. 
The direct connection between the reduced evolution of Β given by (4.3) and the cocycle 
Ut is one of the important results of quantum stochastic calculus [54] which is the object 
of the next section. For the moment we only mention that in the weak coupling limit [2]. 
Ut is the solution of the stochastic differential equation [54], [74], [72] 
dUt = {VfdA'f(t) - VjdAf(t) + V,dA*(t) - V;dA,(t) - ^V*Vdt}U,, UQ = 1. (4.4) 
Β ^ - ^ 
Id»i«i 
BKWfMW^ f'=Ad[Ù'] 
Β 
Id«i0iX)0 
> B®WJ®W 
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We will see in the next section that if Ut satisfies (4.4) the following dilation diagram [59], 
[60] commutes: 
(4.5) 
i.e. for all X G Β : Τι(Χ) = (ld® φ® ψ) (ff (Χ » 1 ® 1)), where φ is the vacuum state 
on W, and 1 is the identity operator in W. Any dilation of the semigroup T) with Bose 
fields is unitarily equivalent with the above one under certain minimality requirements. 
The dilation diagram can also be read in the Schródinger picture if we revcise the arrows: 
start with a state ρ of the system Β in the upper right hand corner, then this state 
undergoes the following sequence of maps 
ρ>-+ρ®φΜφ>-^μ&φ®φ°Τι = Ttt{p ® φ Μ φ) !—• Trj7/lgljr,(Tit(/> « φ » φ)). 
This means that at t = 0, the atom in the state ρ is coupled to the electromagnetic field 
in the vacuum state, after t seconds of unitary evolution the partial trace over the field is 
taken. 
4.3 Quantum stochastic calculus 
Here, we briefly discuss the quantum stochastic calculus developed by Hudson and Par-
thasarathy [54]. For a detailed treatment of the subject we refer to [74] and [72]. The 
exposition here is a bit broader than strictly necessary foi the construction of the ( ocycle 
of the previous section. However, the general description [74] presented here is needed in 
section 4.7. 
Let Ti be a Hilbert space. We define the bosonic or symmetric Fock spare over Ή. by 
oc 
^ ( Η ) : = ε θ 0 ^ ' Α , f c 
IL 
In the previous section we had Η = L2(IR). For every f ζ Τι we define the exponential 
vector c(f) € Τ (Ή.) in the following way 
*/>-'»<§ a s ' ,/π·' 
fc=l 
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The inner product of two exponential vectors c(f) and e(g) is (e(f).e(g)) = cxp((f.g)). 
We denote the vacuum vector r(0) = 1 θ Ο φ Ο θ . . . also by Φ. The span of all exponential 
vectors, denoted T>, forms a dense subspace of TCH). 
Let ξ be a projection (on the Hilbert space H) valued measure on R with no jump 
points, i.e. £({?}) = 0 for a l l t € R. Denote by Ηή,'Η^] Άη^ Ή[ι the ranges of the 
projections ξ((—oo, i]),i([s, t]) and ξ([ΐ, oo)), respectively. For a vector ƒ € Ή. we denote 
ft) •= Ç({-°°,t})fJ[s.t] •= ί ( [ β ^ ] ) / a l l J ƒ[( : = ί([ί,οο))/- Let us write H as the direct 
sum H(] ®H[i, then ÌF(7Ì) is unitarily equivalent with Γ(Ή.ή) ® ^(Τίμ) through the identi­
fication e(/) = c(/(])iX|ß(/[t)· For notational convenience the tensor product signs between 
exponential vectors are often omitted. The algebra W := Β[Τ(Τ-ί)) also splits as a tensor 
product W,] » W [ ( where Wt] := B^H,])) and W[t := B(T(H[t)). 
A map m : R + —» Τι : t >—> mi is called a ξ-martniqale if m^ G Wji for all ί and 
Ç([0, s])mt = m s for all ,s < t. For τη and w ' ζ-martingales, there exists a complex 
valued measure (of finite variation on every bounded interval), denoted ((m, m')) on R + . 
satisfying 
((m,m ,))([0,i]) = ( m / . m ; ) , (4.6) 
for all t > 0. Let m be a Ç-martingalo. The annihilation operator A(mi) and creation 
operator A*(mt) are defined on the domain V by 
A(m,)e(g) = (mug)t(g), g G H, 
{c{h),A*{m,)e{g)):Fi;H) = (h,mt)(e(h),e(g)):F{nr h,geH. 
(4.7) 
Let Mt be one of the processes A(w() or A*(mt) for some ξ-rriartingale m. The following 
factorisation property [54], [74] makes the definition of stochastic integration against Alt 
possible 
(M, - M,)e(/) = e(/
s
]){(M, - MMfls.t])}^), 
with (M( — M
s
)e(/r i i i i) G FCHu ji). We first define the stochastic integral for the so-called 
simple operator processes with values in the atom and noise algebra ß ® W where Β := M
n 
and W is the algebra of all bounded operators on the Fock space Τ{Ή). 
Definition 4.3.1: Let {£.,}()<.,<( be an adapted (i.e. Lh G ß 0 ß ( J " ( / / s ] ) ) for all 0 < a < t) 
simple process with respect to the partition {.so = 0,si,... ,Sp = t} in the sense that 
L s = Ls whenever Sj < s < .tj+i- Then the stochastic integral of L with respect to M on 
Cn ®V is given by [54], [74]: 
ƒ p - l LsdM, fc(u) := Σ {LSjfe(uaj]))({MSj+1 - MSj)e(u[Sjiaj+l]))e(u[tjll). 
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By the usual approximation by simple processes wo can extend the definition of the 
stochastic integral to a large class of stochastically integrable processes [54], [74]. We 
simplify our notation by writing dXf = LtdMt for Χι = XQ + f0 L.^dMf,. Note that the 
definition of the stochastic integral implies that the increments dM
s
 lie in the future, i.e. 
dM
s
 G >Vr<,. Another consequence of the definition of the stochastic integral is that its 
expectation with respect to the vacuum state (Φ, · Φ) is always Ü due to the fact that the 
increments iL4(m() and dA*(7nt) have zero expectation values in the vacuum. This will 
often simplify calculations of expectations, our strategy being that of trying to bring these 
incrementb to act on the vacuum state thus eliminating a large number of differentials. 
The following theorem of Hudson and Parthasarathy extends the Ito rule of classical 
probability theory. 
Theorem 4.3.2: (Quantum i t o ruJe [54], [74]) Let M\ and M? each be one of the 
processes A(mi) or A*(ni'l). Then M1M2 is an adapted process satisfying the relation: 
d{M}Mrì = AhdAh + AhdMi + rfM,rfA/2, 
where dMidAl2 is given by the quantum Ito table: 
dMi\dM2 
dA'im,) 
dAim,) 
dA'(m't) dAim',) 
0 0 
d((m,m')) Ü 
Notat ion . The quantum Ito rule will bo used for calculating differentials of products of 
Ito integrals. Let {.Z,},=i....,, bo Ito integrals, then 
d(ziZ2...zp)= Σ M 
where the sum runs over all non-empty subsets of {1 ,p} and for any ν = {ii,... 4·}, the 
term [1/] is the contribution to d(ZiZ2 • • • Zp) coming from differentiating only the terms 
with indices in the set {<i,... if.} and preserving the order of the factors in the product. 
For example the differential ^(ZiZsZa) contains terms of the type [2] = Zi(dZ2)Z^. [13] = 
(dZ,)Z 2(dZ: J), and [123] = (dZx){dZ2){dZ-A). 
Let us return to the setup of section 4.2. We now make sense of equation (4.4). Note that 
the Hilbert space Η is L2(1R) Θ Ζ,2(Κ). The forward and side channel both have their own 
copy of L 2 (R). The projection valued measure ξ is given by 
i ( W / Φ Λ) = (xiff) ω {χιf,). ff. f, 6 L 2 (R). 
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for all Borol subsets I of K. Here χι denotes the indicator Junction of I. i.e. the function 
that takes the value 1 on I and is 0 elsewhere. 
The maps m! : R+ -> Η : t ^ χ[0Λ] Θ 0 and m
s
 : R+ -> Η : t >-» 0 Θ χ[0,] 
arc ξ-Hiartiiigales. We denote the annihilation Α(τη(),Α(πί() and creation operators 
A*(mf),i4*(mf), defined on Ρ by (4.7), more compactly by Af(t), A,(t). A*f{t) and A*s{t), 
respectively. The calculus for stochastic integrals with respect to A
a
(t) and Al(t). σ. ν 6 
{/..s} is then given by the Hudson-Parthasarathy Ito table [54]. [74]: 
dhhXdhh 
dA*„(t) 
dA
a
(t) 
dAKt) dA„(t) 
0 0 
ô^dt 0 
Let us introduce the selfadjoint quantum noise ßt describing the interaction between the 
quantum system Β = M
n
(C) and the electromagnetic field 
dfr:=-i{VfdA}(t)-VfdAf(t) + VsdA*{t)-V;dAs(t)), ß0 = 0. (4.8) 
It is clear in our example of spontaneous decay of a two-level system that this noise 
represents an interaction consisting of creations of excitations of the two-level system 
accompanied by annihilations of photons in the decay channels and vice versa. It describes 
the interaction of the electromagnetic field, in which we distinguished two decay channels, 
and the two-level system in the weak coupling limit [2]. We let the cocycle Ut of section 
4.2. providing the evolution in the weak coupling limit of the two-level system and field 
together, be given by the quantum stochabtic differential equation 
du, = {idft, - \m)2)u, = 
{VfdA)(t) - VfdAjit) + V,dA*s(t) - V;dAs{t) - ^VVdtyu,. 
U0 = l. 
We can now check that the dilation diagram (4.5) commutes. Using the continuous tensor 
product structure of the Fock space ^(H), it is easy to see that following the lower part 
of diagram (4.5) defines a semigroup on B, i.e. we only have to show that it is generated 
by the Lindblad operator L of equation (4.3). For all X G Β 
did « φ « φ(Τι(Χ CS 1 & 1)) = Id & 0 & φ(ά{υ;{Χ » 1 » l)t/,))· 
Using the notation below Theorem 4.3.2 with Z\ = [/t* and Z2 = {X 0 1 &> l)t/(, we find 
did » 0 ® φ(Ί\(Χ ® 1 8 1)) = Id « 0 ® 0([1] + [2] + [12]). 
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With the aid of the Hudson-Parthasarathy Ito table we can evaluate these terms. We 
are only interested in the di-terms since the expectation with respect to the vacuum kills 
the other terms. The terms [1] and [2] provide the anticommutators — ^{VÏVj, X}dt and 
-Tj{V*Vs.X}dt and [12] provides the terms VÏXVfdt and V*XVsdt, proving our claim. 
We now change the situation in diagram (4.5) by introducing a laser on the forward 
channel, i.e. the forward channel is now in a coherent state 7/, := (φ{Κ),··φ{Κ)) where 
φ{Κ) := cxp( —^||/)||2)e(/i), the exponential vector e{h) for some h £ L 2 ( R + ) normalised 
to unity. The laser will be used to send control-pulses to the system B. This leads to the 
following dilation diagram 
Β - ^ Β 
Idooii»! Id«7),«0 (4-9) 
B<AWS » W - T ' = A d | f / l l 1 B ® W
/ M W S 
i.e. the evolution on Β has changed and it is in general not a semigroup. Denote 
by WQi) the unitary Weyl or displacement operator defined on X> by: W{h)iji{g) = 
oxp(-2?Im(/i,0))</>(0 + h). Note that W{h)<b = W(/i)^(0) = ii>{h), so that we can write 
for all X e Β 
τϊ(Χ) = id δ? -yi, 0 Φ{υ;χ « 1 » It//) = 
Id oc φ » φ(\ν
ί
(Η)*υ;Χ 5$ 1 « lUfWfih)) = 
Id « φ (Λ φ(νν
Ι
{Η
ή
γυ;Χ (gì 1 (g) lUtWfih,])). 
where h,] = /)X(o,(] and Wj(h) := 1 « W(h) « 1. Defining Uj1 := UtWf(ht]), together with 
the quantum stochastic differential equation for W^/i,]) [74] 
dWf(ht]) = {h(t)dA}(t) - h(t)dAj(t) - ^hittfWWfih,]), Wf(h0]) = 1, 
and the Ito rules leads to the following quantum stochastic differential equation for UJ' 
dUÏ = UVj + h{t))dA}{t) - (Vf + h(t))dAf(t)) + VsdA:(t) - V;dAs(t) -
1 , (4.10) 
- ( | ή ( ί ) | 2 + V*V + 2h(t)Vf)dt}uth, US = 1. 
Therefore, the dilation diagram (4.9) is equivalent to 
Β ^-^ Β 
Idi>«i«iJ Μ®ψι»0 (4-11) 
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In the following, we will often omit the superscript h to simplify the notation. Define a 
Hamiltonian by H := i(h(t)Vf - h(t)V?). then following the lower part of diagram (4.11) 
and using Itô's rules, see Theorem 4.3.2, shows that the time dependent generator of the 
dissipative evolution T/1 in the presence of the laser on the control channel is given by 
L(X) = i[H, X] + V*XV - )-{V*V,X}. (4.12) 
Later on we will choose h in a suitable way in order to exert control on the system B. 
4.4 T h e B e l a v k i n e q u a t i o n 
Let us now turn our attention to the side channel. In this channel an observable is mea-
sured continuously in time. Goal is to briefly show how to derive a stochastic differential 
equation for the stochastic state evolution of the system β conditioned on the outcome 
of the measurement process. The method described below is known as quantum filtering, 
see [17] and [23] for a more detailed treatment. 
In this paper the observable Y f of the field that is measured continuously in time will 
always be a field quadrature, i.e. 
^ = ΐ Β ® 1
ν ν
/ < Χ > ( ( ρ - , * Λ
ί
( ί ) + β,*Λ:(0)<»1νν|·,) e ß(»W / (»(w, , ]®W [ s t ) 1 (4.13) 
for some phase φ G [0,2π). Such a field quadrature measurement can be performed by a 
homodyne detection experiment. See [17]. [23] for measurement of other observables. Let 
μ be the initial state of the quantum system B. We describe the measurement process in 
the interaction picture, i.e. the shift part of Ut := {Si (&St)Ut acts on the observables while 
the cocycle part £//, given by equation (4.10) with the superscript h suppressed, acts on 
the states 
P\X):= ρ®Φ{υ;χυ,), X eB®W} ®w s . 
Let Ct be the von Neumann algebra generated by the family of observables {F,''; 0 < r < t}. 
Since y," and Y^ commute for all r, t > 0 the algebra Ct is commutative. The algebras 
{Ct}t>ü form a growing family, that is Cs C Ct for all s < t. Thus we can define the inductive 
limit Coo : = lim/^ooCf, which is the smallest von Neumann algebra containing all C(. It 
follows via Kolmogorov's extension theorem, see [23] Theorem 5.1, that there exists a 
unique state p00 on C^ which coincides with p1 when restricted to Ct C C^ for all t > 0. 
Prom spectral theory it follows that there exists a measure space (Ω, Σ,ΙΡ^) and a growing 
family {Et}t>o of a-subalgebras of Σ, such that (C^c,/)00) and (Cf,p') are isomorphic to 
//"^(Ω, Σ,,Ϋρ) and Ζ , ^ Ω , Σ(,Ρρ), respectively. The space Ω should be interpreted as the 
paths of the observed process Y,s when the measurement is continued infinitely long. The 
σ-algebras Σ( contain the events up to time t. 
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In the Heisenberg picture, when a measurement of an observable Y with discrete spectrum 
Sp(Y) has been performed, all observables in Β & W^ δ§ VV;s have to be sandwiched with 
the projection corresponding to the observed measurement result. If the result of the 
measurement is unknown, but the measurement has taken place, an observable takes the 
form of a direct sum over all possible outcomes of the original observable sandwiched with 
the projections corresponding to the outcomes, i.e. 
*a f ter moas. = Θ pyXP'J * e Β ® W ' « W \ 
Note that this procedure destroys all coherences between different measurement results. 
Moreover, it maps all observables in Β M W^ §5 Ws to the commutant of the algebra 
generated by the measured observable. 
Therefore, in analogy with the above, when a process {Y,''}o<,<t has been measured con-
tinuosly in time, we can restrict to the algebra At C £5 $?> W·^ fcD W ' which is the rommutant 
of the observed process 
At := C't := {X e Β 0 Wf « W 4; XC = CX, VC G C,}. 
We call At the algebra of observables that are not demohshtd [17] by observing the process 
{Y,s}o<,<f- Note that from the double commutant theorem it follows that Ct is the renter 
of At, i.e. Ct = {C € At: AC = CA, VA e At}. 
We investigate the situation of the previous paragraph more abstractly for a moment, i.e. 
let A be a von Neumann algebra of operators on some Hilbert space HI and let C be its 
center. Let ρ denote a state on the algebra A. We will now explain the decomposition of 
A over its center C, see [56] for all details and proofs. We can identify the center C with 
some / ^ ( Ω . Σ , Ρ ) wheie Ρ corresponds to the restriction of ρ to C. The Hilbert space 
Η has a direct integral representation HI = ƒ ΗΙ
ω
Ρ(ίία;) in the sense that there exists a 
family of Hilbert spaces {]ΗΙ
ω
}
ωε
ίί and for any φ e HI there exists a map ω ι—> ψ
ω
 G HI^ 
such that 
(Φ,Φ)= Ι (ΐ>»,Φ
ω
)Ψ{ώ4) φ.φ eu. 
Jn 
The von Neumann algebra A has a central derompomtton A = ƒ Α^¥(άω) in the sense 
that there exists a family {Λ^}ωεί2 of von Neumann algebras with trivial center, or factors, 
and for any A G A there is a map ω ι—> Α
ω
 G Α
ω
 such that (Α·φ)
ω
 = Α
ω
φ
ω
 for all ψ G HI 
and P-almost all ω G Ω. The state ρ on A has a decomposition in states ρ
ω
 on A^ 
such that for any A G A its expectation is obtained by integrating with respect to Ρ the 
expectations of its components Α
ω
: 
p{A) = ί ρ
ω
(Α
ω
)Ψ(αω). 
Jn 
Loosely speaking the component Α
ω
 G A^ is the operator A G A sandwiched with the 
projection corresponding to a measurement result ω. Moreover, the state ρ
ω
 is the state 
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ρ conditioned on the measurement result ω. For all X 6 Λ we denote by μ,(Χ,) the 
function ω ι—> ρ
ω
(Χ^)- The complex number ρ^(Χ^) is the expectation of the observable 
X in the state ρ conditioned on measurement result ω. 
Define a map £p : Λ -> C = L
0 0 ( n , Σ, P) by S^X) := ρ.(Χ.) for all X G A It is easily 
verified, see also [23], that this map is linear, surjcctive, identity preserving, completely 
positive, it satisfies the module property 
εμ{ϋνΧθ2) = Cifp(X)C2 1 Ci,C2 6 C. XeA, 
and it leaves the state ρ invariant, i.e. p{£p{X}) = p(X) for all X G Λ. These properties 
uniquely determine the map £,,, see [84]. It is called the conditional erpeetahon of Λ onto 
C with respect to p. Returning to the original problem, i.e. a whole family of algebras A/ 
with center C/, we get a family of conditional expectations £pi : At —> C*. We denote £,/ 
more compactly by £'. 
Apart from the family of quantum mechanical conditional expectations £'. there is also 
a family of conditional expectations in the classical sense that plays an important role 
in the following. Denote by E ,^ the unique classical conditional expectation from C ^ = 
//"'(Ω, Σ,Ψ
ρ
) onto C, = / ^ ( Ω , Σ ί , Ρ , , ) that leaves the state p^. or equivalently. the ex­
pectation with respect to Pp invariant, i.e. ρ00 ο E' = p00. These conditional expectations 
satisfy the tower property, that is E;,(Ej,(C)) = Esp{C) for all C <E Cx and t > s > 0 EjJ 
is the expectation with respect to P,, and will simply be denoted ¥,f,. Note that the tower 
property for s = 0 is just the invariance of the state p"c(= E,,). 
For all t > 0 and X G Β the operator X<8l®leB(><>Wf(àWs commutes with the 
observed process {y/}o<,<f up to time i, i.e. Β C A/. Therefore we can define for all 
X G Β a process {M^}t>o in the algebra C^ = Lx(Çï, Σ, Ρ
σ
) by 
Mt
x
 := ε
ι{Χ) - ε0{Χ) - Ι ε' (L{X))dr, (4.14) 
./ο 
where L : Β —» Β is the Liouvillian of equation (4.12). From the definition it is clear that 
M* is an element of Ct for all t > 0. The process {Λ/*}/>() is a martingale, i.e. for all 
0 < s < t we have Ε;,(Λ/,Χ) = M?, see [17], [23] for details and a proof. In differential 
form equation (4.14) reads 
dp^X) = ρΙ(1(Χ))άί + dM?, 
where we have used that X, is the constant function ω ι—> X. This equation is the Bclavkin 
equation [14], [17], [23]. 
Denote by Y* the process given by the following stochastic differential equation 
(ύγ = dYt9 - ε\^φν; + e-^v^dt, Ϋ£ = ο. 
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The process V is a martingale, i.e. for all 0 < r < t we have E^K,") = Ϋ*, see [17], [23] 
for details and a proof. We call Y^ the innovating martingale of the observed process 
Y,3. The link between the martingale M* and the observed process Yt
s
 is provided by the 
martingale representation theorem which states that there exists a stochastically intcgrable 
process η* such that 
dMt
x
 = η?άΫΐ = η?(άΥ(8 - ε\Γιφν; + e-'^dt). 
The process η* can be calculated by using that S1 leaves p' invariant [17]. We refer to 
[23] for the details, the result is 
η? - S'ie'^X + ρ-ιφΧν
Η
) - S^e'+V; + e-' fV,)i'(^)· 
This leads to the Belavkin equation [17], [23] 
dpi(X) = p'.(L(X))dt + U(e">V;X + ο-'φΧν3) - p'.(e">V; + e-^p^X)) x 
V J
 (4.15) 
χ ldYt- - pi(e'0V s* + e-^'VJdt) X £ß. 
This equation tells us how the state of the system β evolves over an infinitesimal time dt 
depending on what we observe for the measurement process dYf. Since Yf is a martingale 
with variance t on the space of the Wiener process, it must be the Wiener process itself. 
4.5 C o n t r o l : t h e essentially c o m m u t a t i v e case 
In this section we focus on dilations that are essentially commutative [63]. We will use the 
results of the measurement of Y|s to control the time evolution Tt of the system Β in order 
to bring it as close to the identity map as possible. For essentially commutative dilations 
this can be done (nearly) perfectly. This section serves as a guiding example for the more 
realistic situations described in sections 4.6 and 4.8. 
Let V be selfadjoint, i.e. V = V*. The discussion below can easily be adapted to fit the 
situation where V = -V*. Define foi σ = ƒ, s field observables Yf := i(Al(t) - A
a
(t)) € 
W i . Using V = V*, equation (4.4), i.e. the laser on the forward channel is off, simplifies 
to 
dUt = i-iVfdY/-iVtdY,8-]-V2dt\Ut. U0 = 1. (4.16) 
This means that for t > 0 the solution Ut is an element of B®Ct, with Ct the commutative 
von Neumann algebra generated by the process {Y,' <X) Yf}o<r<t- (We have dropped the 
extensive notation with the identities tensored to the K/s.) This means that we can 
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restrict the dilation of diagram (4.11) to B<8>CX, i.e. 
Β -±-> Β 
Μ Θ Ι Θ Ι Id®<4«0 (4.17) 
BOOC^ —^-» B<)0C
x 
A dilation for which the relative commutant of the embedding of the algebra Β into the 
subalgebra of B®W-^W' generated by {U*Xt^l®lUt\ X £ B, t > 0} is commutative, is 
called essentially commutative [63]. Although we restrict the discussion to the essentially 
commutative dilation determined by equation (4.16), the results of this section can be 
extended to all essentially commutative dilations [63]. 
If the dilation is essentially commutative the derivation of the Belavkin equation is ex­
tremely simple. Since Ut is not demolished by observing {y7s}o<r<f· i·0· it is an element of 
the commutant of Ct, we can just calculate d(Uf X <8> 1 ® lUt ) \ising the quantum Ito rules 
and decompose it over the paths of the measurement process. It is clear that this leads 
exactly to the Belavkin equation of the previous section (4.15) with φ = | and V = V* 
dpt.(X)=P:{L(X))dt + ipt.{{V„X})dYi\ (4.18) 
where L is as in equation (4.12) with Η is 0, i.e. there has been no control yet. In general, 
however, we do not have the decomposition of U/ over the center and we have to resort 
to the methods of the previous section. Note that for φ = | and V = V* wo have 
dYf1" = dYf, i.e. Yf is the Wiener process. This means that the measurement process is 
non-mformative [51], i.e. since here there is no state dependent drift term, we do not gam 
information about the state p1, by observing Y,\ 
Let p0 be the density matrix of the initial state of the system B. We observe Yf from time 
0 to time τ. Suppose that the laser is off in that time interval, i.e. h(t) = 0 for Ü < t < τ. 
Then the stochastic density matrix at time τ is given by (4.18) 
ßl = Ρ0 + f vjf.vdt - \{v*vrp'.}dt + »'[A. VMYÏ, 
where the tilde has been introduced to remind us that this is the state before control has 
taken place. In the time interval from Ü to r we have observed F(s and therefore we can 
determine the difference Δ(τ) := Υ* — Υ$ at time τ. Then we want to control the state 
pT
m
 with a unitary 
[ /
c
T
: = e x p ( i A ( T ) K ) , 
i.e. the density matrix after control is given by pT
m
 = U^plUJ*. This can be done by 
supplying a very sharply peaked laser pulse to the system, i.e. take 
h{t) = - z * \ A ^ a
r
( f ) , 0 < t < 2T. 
2h ƒ 
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where ST is the delta function at time τ . Then Η = — A(T)STV^ in equation (4.12), i.e. at 
time τ all terms in equation (4.12) are nogligable with respect to the commutator with H. 
At time τ this commutator performs a Rabi oscillation exactly of size Uf. After having 
applied the control unitarios the state pi is taken as the new initial state p0 and the control 
scheme is repeated after every τ time units. 
Note that the control unitary U* satisfies the following stochastic differential equation 
du; = {iv
s
dY; - ^v
s
2dT}u; = ^ { » v w - Ivfdr}, u? = i. 
Recall that we have the Ito rules dYfdYf = dt, dYfdt = dtdYf = 0, dV/dt = dtdYtf = 
0 and dYt'dV/ = dY/dY," = 0. Using the notation below Theorem 4.3.2 with Ζ
λ
 = 
UJ, Z2 = pi and Z3 = UJ* we find infinitesimally at τ = Ü, i.e. τ should be very small or 
equivalently we should correct with extremely high frequency 
dpi I = ( [ l ] + [2] + [3] + [12] + [13] + [23] + [123])| (4.19) 
lr=0 I T = 0 
Note that it immediately follows from Itô's rules that [123] = 0. 
For W € Β wc denote by Lw the Lindblad operator corresponding to W acting on density 
matrices p, i.e. 
L
w
{p):=WpW-±{WW,p}. 
Then we can write ([l] + [3] + [13])|T=o = Li/ s(p0)dr-7[pü . V,]dYJ and ([2] + [12] + [23]) | τ = ϋ = 
Lv(pü)dT + t[p0, V^dYJ - 2Li/(pü)dT. Therefore we get d p ; | T = 0 = L l / /(pü)dr and since 
we repeat the control every τ jtime units with τ very small, i.e. we take r infinitesimal, 
this leads to the following deterministic state evolution 
dp' = Lvjip^dt. 
This means we only have dissipation into the forward channel. We can take «ƒ arbitrarily 
small which means we have succeeded in freezing the state evolution nearly perfectly, i.e. 
the control scheme restoies quantum information in the sense of [51]. 
4.6 Control without squeezing 
We now return to the more realistic situation of spontaneous decay of a two-level atom to 
its ground state. We are again interested in controlling the state of a system in order to 
get as close as possible to freezing its state evolution. However, in trying to do this, we 
encounter problems that motivate the investigation put forward in the sections to come. 
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Guided by the previous section we write V of equation (4.2) as the sum V = V/t + iVj 
with Vu and V] selfadjoint, i.e. 
V + V* 1 /Ο Λ .
 ΤΛ
 V-V* IfO ι\
 ίΛηηλ 
V Ä : =
- 2 - = 2 ( I "J V ' : = - 2 i - = 2 U θ)" ( 4 · 2 ( ) ) 
Denote for σ = ƒ, .s : V£ := KffV0î, Vf :=
 Λ ( Τν/, ^ ( ί ) := ι(Λ*(ί) - Λτ(0) and Ϊ 7 ( 0 : = 
i4* (ί) + ^4
σ
(ί). Then equation (4.4). i.e. the laser is off, can be written a.s 
dU, := { ( Σ iVfdYnt) - iV^dY^t)) - l-V*Vdt)ut, £/„ = 1. (4.21) 
a=f s 
Since the noises Y^{t) and Yj{t) in the side channel do not commute we can not observe 
them both simultaneously. 
In the following we choose to observe Y^{t) and to keep notation simple we denote it by 
Yi. The Belavkin equation for observation of Yt follows from equation (4.15) 
dpi = L(p'.)dt + i(p'.V; - Vj. - TiUv; - Vsp'Jpi) χ 
χ (dYt-tTrUVt-Vsptidt). 
where L is given by equation (4.12) witli Η — 0. Using the relation p'
m
V* — Kpi = 
[pi: VR] ~ '{pii ^7"}' t^1'6 equation simplifies to 
dp1. = LU)dt + (ilpl Vu + {pi, ν;} - 2TT(piVnpi) (dYt - 21V(^V/)di). (4.22) 
Note that Yt is a Wiener process plus a stochastic drift term that depends on the state 
of the two-level atom. By observing Yi we can estimate this drift term and in this way 
obtain information about the state p1,. 
We run a control scheme similar to the one in the previous section, i.e. we choose h(t) := 
-i^-^Sjit) for 0 < t < 2T. Then we get a control unitary [/CT = exp (ίΔ(τ)ν^). 
satisfying the stochastic differential equation 
du; = {iVidYr - \v^dT}u: = υϊΐ,ν&Υτ - Ivfdr}, u? = 1. 
The state after control is again given by pi := U^plUJ* where pi is given by the Belavkin 
equation (4.22). We use the notation below Theorem 4.3.2 with Z\ = UJ. Z2 = pi and 
ΖΛ = Uç*. For infinitesimal τ evaluated at r = 0, this leads to equation (4.19), i.e. 
dpi] =([ l ] + [2] + [3] + [12] + [13] + [23] + [123])| . 
IT=() Ir—0 
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Again [123] = 0 and further ([1] + [3] + [13])|T=o = Ly^p^dr - ?[//>, VftdYç,. Furthermore 
we have 
[2] | r = o = Lvip^dr + (i[p0, V£] + {p0, Vf} - 2 1 Y ( / / V / V ) ) (dY0 - 2Tr (pV/) r f r ) , 
([12] + [23]) I = -2Lv;i(/y(Vr + i[^,{pü,Vn]^-2Tr(p0V;)/[^.p0]dT. 
lr=0 
A calculation shows that 
Lv (P0) - Lv<(p0) + i[Và, {p0,vn] = Lvf{P0) + LV;(P0) + ^viVR + V^V^p0]. 
Since for spontaneous decay V/'V,* + V^V/" = 0, we get 
dPT'\T=0 = LVr(p0)<lT + Lv;{pn)dT + ({p0 , V/} - 2Tr(p0VÎ)p0) (dY0 - 2 I Y ( P V / ) £ / T ) . 
Since we repeat the control every τ time units with τ very small, i.e. we take r infinitesimal, 
this leads to the following stochastic time evolution for the density matrix of the two-level 
atom 
dp'. = Lv^dt + LvfUidt + ({pi Vf} - 2Ύτ(ρ'.νη
Ρ
:) (dY, - 2Tr(pt.Vndt). 
The first term on the right hand side is harmless, we already encountered it in the previous 
section, by taking KJ small enough we can make it as small as we want. The third term 
is also harmless. Since Yi — j ^ 2Tr(piV/)cZr· is a martingale it vanishes when we average 
over all possible outcomes for YJ. However, the second term reflects the fact that we can 
not observe Y/ and correct it simultaneously with Y^. The next sections are devoted to 
finding a way around this problem. 
4.7 Squeezed states and their calculus 
In this section we drop the assumption that the side channel of the field is initially in the 
vacuum state. We take a step back and rethink our model for (a channel in) the field. For 
the vacuum state we are going to end up with the description we have already used this 
far. Goal of the description below is to incorporate the situation where the initial state of 
the side channel is a so-called squeezed state. In a sqeezed state the variance of one of the 
quadratures Y^ and Y/1 decreases while the other one increases as a result of Heisenberg's 
uncertainty relation. In the next section we will observe the increased quadrature and 
correct it. The disturbing effect of the other quadrature has decreased as a result of the 
squeezing. 
Let Η be the real space of quadratically integrablc R2-valued functions on K. On Η we 
define a symplectic form σ : Η χ Η —> Μ by 
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where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure on M. For notational convenience wo defino 
•Mìo1)· 
We will describe (a channel in) the electromagnetic field by the C*-algebra of canonical 
commutation relations CCR(H,a) over the symplectic space (Η,σ). 
The algebra CCR(H,o) is defined as the C*-algebra generated by abstract elements 
{W7!/); ƒ G H} satisfying relations 
i. W(f)* = W{-f). feH. 
2. W(f)W(g) = exp(-m(f,g))W(f + g), f,geH. ( 4 " 2 3 ) 
The second relation is called the Wcyl relation. It follows from [81] that the C*-algebra 
CCR{H, σ) exists and moreover that it is unique up to isomorphism. Furthermore it 
immediately follows from (4.23) that W{}) is unitary for all ƒ G H. 
Let a : Η χ Η —> R be a symmetric positive bilinear form satisfying 
<τ(/.ί?)2 <«(ƒ.ƒ)«(.</·.7). I.fieH. (4.24) 
It is well known (cf. [75]) that if α satisfies (4.24) then there exists a unique state 7 on 
the C*-algebra CCR(H, a) satisfying 
l{W(f))=cxp{-1-a(fJ)), feH. (4.25) 
Such a state 7 on CCR(H.a) is called a qua.sifree state. 
In this paper we focus on a particular class of quasifree states 7
n f indexed by a parameter 
η G R and a complex parameter c = a + lb, o, b G R. These states will turn out to bo the 
squeezed white noise states of the field as they are encountered in quantum optics after a 
Markov approximation is made (cf. [45]). They are defined through equation (4.25) with 
a symmetric positive bilinear form a
n( given by [53] 
- ι / . . ) = /
Κ
( / . Λ ) ( 2 " + 2 ; + 2 °
 2„+T_2 o)(»:) r f A ' f^H-
For notational convenience we define 
_ (2n + 1 + 2a 2b \ 
Qn
' - \ 2b 2n + l - 2a) ' 
Condition (4.24) leads to the restrictions η{ιι + 1) > | c | 2 and η > 0. For η = c = 0 we get 
the usual vacuum state and for c = 0 we end up with a chaotic temperature state. More 
details on the interpretation of this class of states will follow below. 
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A real linear map J : H —» H is called multiplication by ι if it satisfies J2 = —id. Then 
Η is a complex vector space with the usual addition and the scalar multiplication given 
by (x + iy)f = τ f + μ J f for all χ, y G M. 
Lemma 4.7.1: Let η > ϋ and η(η + 1) > \c\2. Η can be considered as a complex vector 
space equipped with an inner product given by 
(ƒ, g)„, = (ΧΜ g) + ίσ( f, g), f,geH, (4.26) 
if and only if n(n + 1) = | c | 2 . in this case multiplication by ι is given by J
nc
 = .h)Q
nc
. 
Proof. Since the inner product (4.26) is linear in its second argument J
n( has to satisfy 
a(f,J
nc
g) = a7ic(f,g) for all ƒ,g G H. It easily follows from ν > 0 and n(n + 1) > | c | 2 
that Q7I( is non degenerate. Therefore Jnc has to satisfy —JoJnc = Qiu which is equivalent 
to .In, = JQQTI, . J
n
c is multiplication by i if and only if J2( = —id. which is equivalent to 
0 - ΐ \ / 2 π + 1 + 2 α 2b \ /0 - l \ / 2 n + l + 2 a 2b 
1 Ο / Ι 2b 2n + l - 2 a J u ü J v 2b 2n+l-2a 
-1 0 
0 - 1 
4 6 2 - ( 2 n + l + 2a)(2n + l - 2 a ) 0 
0 4 i ) 2 - ( 2 n + l + 2a)(2rt + l - 2 a ) 
- 1 0 
0 - 1 
Id2 = n2 + n. 
D 
In the following we will always be in the situation of Lemma 4.7.1, i.e. η > 0 and ??(n+l) = 
| r | 2 . The states of Lemma 4.7.1, i.e. states that allow for the definition of an inner product 
on Η through (4.26), are called Fock btates (name will become apparent in a minute). We 
denote the complex Hilbert space given by the pair (H, J
nc
) equipped with the inner 
product of (4.26) by HTIC. Note that Hw is just the space L2(R) of all quadratically 
integrable functions on the real line R. The representation of CCR{H, σ) discussed below 
is actually the GNS-representation with respect to a Fock state 7
n c
, see [75] for the details. 
Fix η > 0 and r G C such that n(n + 1) = | r | 2 . Recall that the bosonic Fock space over 
H
n
, was defined as 
oc 
ƒ•„,:= C θ 0 Η « Λ 
and that for all ƒ in H
nc
 the exponential vector is given by e(f) := Ι θ ® ^ -7nf®k- The 
span of all exponential vectors was denoted V and the vacuum vector e(0) = 1 φ ϋ φ Ο θ . . . 
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was also written as Φ. On the dense domain V we define for all ƒ € Hnc operators W,,, ( ƒ ) 
by 
Wnc(f)e(g) := exp ( - (ƒ, g)n( - -anc(f, ƒ))e(ƒ + g), f,ge Hnc. 
They are isometric and therefore uniquely extend to unitary operators on Tnc. The map-
ping n n c : W(f) ι—> Wru (ƒ) uniquely defines a linear map Π η ο from CCR(H,a) into the 
bounded operators on the bosonic Fock space. The map n
n c
 preserves the relations 1. and 
2. of (4.23) defining CCR(H,a), i.e. it is a representation of the canonical commutation 
relations on Τ
η
€
. The state 7„( is now given by the vector Φ € .Fnc , i.e. 
7„c(X) = (Φ, UncWtync, X 6 CCR(H, σ). 
The triple (ƒ"„(., Π,,,,Φ) is the GNS-triple corresponding to the state 7,,,, cf. [75]. The 
algebra of observables for the electromagnetic field in the Fock state 7„
c
 is modelled by 
the von Neumann algebra WT,, generated by {Wnc(f); ƒ € i / n ( } , which is just all bounded 
operators on Tnc. 
Remark. We can reduce the case of a non Fock quasifree state to a Fock state by doubling 
the space H to Η φ Η. We can embed the algebra of canonical commutation relations 
over Η into the algebra of canonical commutation relations over H®H and view the state 
on CCR(H,a) as the restriction of a Fock state on this bigger algebra (cf. [75]). In this 
way we get representations on a doubled up Fock space. Then the algebra of observables 
is not the whole algebra of bounded operators but a true subalgebra. 
The dilation of the semigroup T) of diagram (4.5) serves as our starting point. We change it 
by replacing the vacuum state φ = 700 on the side channel by the Fock state 7
η (. described 
above. The dilation diagram then changes to 
'rut 
Idwi®i Idcg>4>®7„, (4-27) 
Coupling the quantum system to a field in another state than the vacuum has changed its 
reduced dynamics to T"'. Changing the representation space of the algebra of canonical 
commutation relations from Τ = Tm to Fnc also means that we have to describe the joint 
evolution of the system and (the two channels in) the field in this representation. Making 
sense of the group T"c will be our main concern for the remainder of this section. 
For all ƒ € Η the family of operators { W V ^ / ) } , ^ forms a one-parameter group, conti­
nuous in the strong operator topology. Therefore it follows from Stone's theorem that for 
all ƒ G H there exists a self adjoint B
nc
(f) such that 
W
n
<(tf)=exp{itB
nc
(f)). 
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The operators B
n(.(f) are called field operators. The domain of the operator Dnr(fi,.)... 
Bnc(fi) contains Ώ for every f
u
... fk 6 Η and k € Ν (cf. [75]). For f, g G H and t G R 
it follows from the Weyl relation that on the domain Ό 
1. B
m
{tf)=tB
nc
{f), 
2. B
nc
{f + g) = D
nc
{f) + B
nc
{g), (4.28) 
3. [ ß n c ( / ) , ß n c ( . 9 ) ] = 2 ? a ( / , S ) . 
Let Fo be the real Hilbert space {f € H\ ƒ = ( / i , 0 )} . From (4.28.3) it immediately 
follows that the family of operators {Bnc{f)\ ƒ G / / Q } is commutative. Using spectral 
theory, they can bo realised as random variables on a single measure space. If the field 
described by the algebra CCR(H,a) is in the Fock state 7,,,, then the joint characteristic 
function of the random variables Bnc(f\), Bnc(f2), • • •, Bnc{fi) is for ί χ , . . . , t^ G R given 
by 
( φ , ο χ ρ (/fiB
m
.(/i)) exp {»-ιΒ^)) · · · exp {itkBnc(fk))<i>) = 
k h A· 
( φ , 0 Χ ρ (
ί
^ /
ί
5
η £ ; ( / , ) ) φ ) = 7 n r ( w ( ^ i J l ) ) = e x p ( - - ^ UtjOncUJj)), 
, = l 1 = 1 i . j = l 
i.e. their joint distribution is Gaussian with covariance matrix η,,ΛΙι· fj)- In a similar 
way it can be shown that the family {B
nc
(.jQf); ƒ G i/o} is commutative and the joint 
distribution of the random variables B
n
, {Jofi), • • • B,lr(Jofk) is Gaussian with covariance 
matrix a
nc
(Juf
n
 Jofj). The Gaussianity of these fields, the covariance matrix and the 
condition | c | 2 = η2 + η are exactly the defining properties of a squeezed vacuum state in 
the quantum optics literature, cf. [45]. 
Definition 4.7.2: Fix rt G R and c G C such that | r | 2 = n2 + n. On the domain V C ^",lc 
we define creation and armihilatwn operators by 
KM) ••= I (Bnc(f) - iB
nc
(J,u ƒ )) . A,M) •= \ {Bnr(f) + ÌB„r(Jm f)) · f € H. 
AÒif) •= 1{B„, (f) - iBMf))· Mf) •= l{Bnc(f) + iB„c(J0f)). feH. 
It immediately follows from equation (4.28.3) that these operators satisfy the following 
commutation relations [MflMs)] = W M Ü f o ) ] = [An(.(f), Anc(g)} = [A^if). A*nc(g)} 
= 0. [Anc{f). A;ir(g)] = (ƒ. g)nc and [Ao(ƒ). A'0(g)} = (ƒ. 5)00 for all ƒ, g G H. Moreover, it 
is a standard result (cf. [75]) that for Fock states Α,
Ι<(/)Φ = 0. f € Η. Furthermore, we 
can build up the symmetric Fock space by acting with creation operators on the vacuum. 
From all these properties it easily follows that for all h.f,g G H 
Anc(f)c{g) = {f,g)
n
ce(g). and (e(h).A'
nc
(f)e(g)) = (h. f)nMh).e{g))r
ni. 
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i.e. A
m
(f) and A*lc(f) satisfy the relations of section 4.3. This means we can define 
stochastic integrals with respect to A
nc
 and A^. 
Define the following (non-atomic) projection valued measure ξ on the direct sum Hilbert 
space Η = L2(R) ® H
nc
 consisting of a copy of L 2 (R) for the forward channel and a copy 
of H
m
 for the side channel by 
ξ(Ι) : L2(R) 0 H
nl -> L
2(R) θ H
m
 : g Θ (fA ~
 9χ, Θ ί
1
^') , 
for all Borei subsets I of R. Here χι denotes the indicator function of the set I. Define 
ξ-martiiigales by 
m' l+^H: i>-^m/:=χ [0(]Θ Q 
m" : R+^H: t ^ ml := Οφ ί ^ ' l 
The measure ( ( m \ m s ) ) is then given by ((m 4 , m' ,))([0, <]) = (7nfs, m, s), i c = (2n + 1 -|-2α)ί. 
For A
nc
{ ,- m ' „ ) and ^4* ( ,0 " ' ' , ) we introduce the shorthand notation AAi) and 
^4*(i), respectively. Note that for stochastic integrals with respect to A
s
(t) and Al(t) we 
find the Hudson-Parthasarathy Ito table. We denote Ao(mì) and Α^(ιη^) more compactly 
by Ao(t) and Α$(ί). The following lemma enables the definition of stochabtic integrals 
with respect to Ao(t) and A^(t). 
Lemma 4.7.3: Let η G R and r G C such tiiat n(n + 1) = | c | 2 . Then for all t > 0 wc can 
write Α()(ί) and A^t) as the following linear combinations of .Α,(ί) and A*(f) 
, , , n + c ^,, . π + 1 + f , . . 
Ao(t)= » η + \ 2 Α Μ + / : + + \ + * Α Μ , \j2n + 1 + 2a \/2n + 1 + 2a 
where a is the reai part of c. 
Proof. From Defintion 4.7.2 and J
nc
 = JoQnc it follows that for all ƒ G H 
Mf) = liBrAf) + iBncW)) = \{B
nc
(f) + iB
m
{J
nc
Q-}f)) 
= \{A:U (ƒ) + Am (ƒ) - Λ;,, (Q,;, 1 ƒ) + ^ ( Q - , . 1 ƒ)). 
Using J
r
,
r
 = JoQnc and ( l + 4 h 2 _ 9 L 
271+1+2« Ζ ί · ' 
-2b 2n + 1 + 2a 
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we find for the ξ-inartingale nit 
Q~xm, = (ϊ^ΤΤΤαΧ^Α
 =
 I ^ [ o . ^ 26 i x
w 
^ " ' ^ -2bx
m
 ) 2n + \ + 2a\Q ) 2τι+1 + 2αΊ"\ 0 
=
 / 1 26 χ 
V 2 n + l + 2a 2n + 1 + 2a η ο / " ' ' 
From Definition 4.7.2 and equation (4.28) we see that A
nc
{J
m
 ƒ) = -iA
nc
{ƒ) and A*lc(Jncf) 
<Α*
Γ
(/) for all f £ H. Therefore it follows that 
4 , ( 0 = I ( ^ c ( - t ) + A« (m,) - ( Ï - ^ - ^ V ^ ) ^ ( r n ( ) + 
f 1 26t λ . , Λ n + r . , ,
 x
 rj + 1 + c . , . 
( 2 » + 1 + 2α + 2 n + l + 2 a ) A " ' ( r n t ) ) = 2η + 1+2α^Κ ) + 2η + 1+2a^ ("" ) = 
n + r
 ^ ; ( 0 + y : + 1 , + f„ ^W-\/2n + 1 + 2n v/27i + 1 + 2a 
D 
Clearly, wc now define for all stochastically integrable processes Lt stochastic integrals 
LtdA0(t)znd L.dAiit) by ^ T s Ä E ^ W + ^ Ä f e ^ ' W a n d L ' 7 5 ^ 2 5 ^ ^ i ) + 
Lf /I14,1,4?,. rfA*(t), respectively. Using the Hudson-Parthasarathy Ito table it easily fol-
lows that the calculus of these stochastic integrals is given by the squeezed noise Ito table 
[45], [53]: 
dM1\dM2 dA^t) dA0{t) 
dA'0(t) 
dAo(t) 
cdt ndt 
(n + l)dt cdt 
We are now in a position to explain the construction of TJ" in the dilation diagram (4.27). 
The free evolution of the side channel is again given by the unitary group St, the second 
quantization of the left shift s(t) on Hnc, i.e. 
S(f) M- + t) f2(- + t) e Hn(. 
In the Heisenberg picture the free evolution on VVnC is then given by Χ ι—> S*XSi. The 
system Β and field together form a closed system, thus their joint evolution is given by 
a one-parameter group Ut of unitaries, leading to a Heisenberg picture evolution T"c := 
Ad[Ut\ on Β ® W^ Ç3 VV*C. The group Ut is a perturbation of the free evolution. As in the 
vacuum case of section 4.2, we let this perturbation be given by the cocycle of unitaries 
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Ut := (S-t i$ S_f)f//. The stochastic differential equation (4.4) that was satisfied by the 
cocyclo Ui when the side channel was still in the vacuum state is now changed. The 
quantum noise of equation (4.8) takes the form 
dß, = -i(VfdAf(t) - VJdAf{t) + VtdAtft) - Vs*iMo(0). /% = 0, 
in the squeezed noise representation. If the field is in the vacuum state the operators 
A{){t) and Aa{t) coincide. Aa{t) should be interpreted afe the annihilation operator of a 
photon in the side channel and As{t) should be interpreted as the annihilation operator 
of a squeezed excitation of in the side channel, i.e. a quabiparticle consisting out of many 
photons. Using Lemma 4.7.3 we find 
v/2n + 1 + 2 « ^2n + 1 + 2a ' / s W 
/ n + l + c ?? + r
 Λ
Λ.
λ
,.^ 
^V* =V^)dA
s
(t). 
V v/2n + 1 + 2a s y/2ji + 1 + 2a V ' 
Define 
Vnc : = " +
 1 + ?
 Vs _
 n + c
 y ; , (4.29) 
v/2r; + 1 + 2a ^ 2 « + 1 + 2a '* 
then the quantum stochastic differential equation for the cocyclo Ui is given by 
dUt = {VfdA}{t) - VfdAfit) + VncdA:(t) - VZ4Mt) - \(V:cVn< + VfVf)dt}Ut, 
Un = 1. 
(4.30) 
In a similar way ai> in section 4.3 this leads to the Lindblad operator for the semigroup 
T?c = cxpitL,,,): 
L
nc
(x) = vjxvf - \{v;v
s
,x} + v;Hxvnc - \{v^vm,x}, xeß. 
4.8 Control with squeezing 
Note that the operator Vnc of equation (4.29) for strongly squeezed fields, i.e. η and r 
are big, is very close to being skew-selfadjoint. Therefore for strongly squeezed fields the 
dilation is very close to being essentially commutative. In this section wc exploit this idea 
and control the skew-selfadjoint part of V
nc
. 
Write again V = VR + iVj with VR and V) the selfadjoint operators of equation (4.2Ü). 
We will again use for Χ G {R, /} and σ € {ƒ,*'} the notation Υχ := H„VX. Furthermore 
we introduce: 
WR:= /
 V
« and W, := V' + «n + ^ ' * n + ^ , 
V2n + 1 + 2a y/2n + 1 + 2a 
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i.e. V
m
 = Wu + iWj with WR and Wr selfadjoint. Defining Υ°(ί) := i{A*{t) - Aa(t)) and 
Yfit) := A*(t) + A„(t), σ e {f, .s} equation (4.30), i.e. the laser is off. becomes 
dUt = {iVfdYf - iV^dYf + iW/dYfit) - iWRdYà(t) - ^{VfVf + V,'V,,, )dt}ul, 
U0 = l. 
Using a homodync detection scheme we can observe the quadratures Χφ(ί) := e "^Αο(ί) + 
e
,<i,i4(*(t) for φ e [0,2π). With the help of Lemma 4.7.3 this can be written as 
_ p - ^ ( n + c ) + e ^ ( n + l + c) c-*(
n
 + 1 + c) + e'»(n + c) 
Χ 0 ( ί )
 -
 v
/2n + l + 2a ^ ^ ^ + v/2n + 1 + 2a Λ ί ( ί ) · 
For simplicity we assume that c is real, i.e. c = a. Note that the variance of XQ has 
increased due to the squeezing, while the variance of X* has decreased. Therefore we 
choose to observe Y, := X^t) = \/2n + 1 + 2αΥ'/(ί). 
The Bclavkin equation for observing Y) when the laser is still off, follows from equation 
(4.15) (cf. [94]) 
M. - LM.)«
 + >W-a + l%f-™<A»')A{αΥι _ m W K , ) ( B ) . (4,i) 
v 2 n + 1 + 2a V / 
Note that the observed process Yt is a drift, represented by the term 2Tr(p\V]'Ç)dt plus 
an amplified Wiener process, i.e. amplified up to a variance of (2n + 1 + 2a)f. Through 
the drift term we gain information on the state of the two-level system. However, for 
strong squeezing, i.e. η and α big, this information gets lost in the noise of the amplified 
Wiener process. In the limit for squeezing to infinity, the measurement scheme is again 
non-informative, just as in the essentially commutative case. 
We run a control scheme as in section 4.6 only now based on the observation of Yt. We 
correct with the control unitary given by 
/ AjrW,
 λ U, = exp - 1 . , 
V
 ν
/2η + 1 + 2α/ 
where Δ ( τ ) := Υ
τ
 — VQ. Note that for c. real, i.e. c = α we have 
iK
s
sj2n + 1 + 2α / 0 1 
^ =
 V
 2 ( ^ ^ = ν 2 η + 1 + 2αν7, 
i.e. we can realise this control unitary by applying a laser pulse determined by h{t) = 
h
 2K ^ ( 0 for 0 < < < 2r. The control unitary satisfies the following quantum stochastic 
differential equation 
dUT = {-iVfdYr - 2 n + l2 + 2aV^dr}u: = u:{-,VfdYr - 2 n + l + 2aV^dr}, 
U? = 1. 
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Tho stato after control is again given by pi := UJp^UJ* where pTt is given by the Belavkin 
equation (4.31). Wo use the notation below Thoorom 4.3.2 with Zy = UJ', Z2 = pi and 
Zj = UJ*. For infinitesimal τ evaluated at τ = 0. this leads to equation (4.19), i.e. 
dpi I = ( [ l ] + [2] + [3] + [12] + [13] + [23] + [123])| 
I T = 0 l r = 0 
Again [123] = 0 and further ([1] + [3] + [13])|T=o = Lw,(p0)dT + i[p0, Vj-jdYn. Furthermoro 
we have 
[2]|
τ=ο
 = L
nc
(p»)dT + (.[vy.pP] + { ^ ' P 2 ; ^ ( ^ ) P P ) (^ϋ - 2Tr(pV^)r fr), 
([12] + [23]) |
τ = ο
 = -2L
w
,(p0)dT -i[Wi, {WR,p0}}dT + 21Y(p0WÄ)t[W^/,p0]dT. 
A calculation shows that 
incip") - LWl(p0) -i[W,,{WR,p0}] = LV!{pa) + Lnil(p0) - '-[WJWR + W W ; , p 0 ] . 
Since WiWii + WnW, = 0 for real c and Tr(p0WR)[W,.pli} = Tr(pnV^)[V/,p0] , we get 
dpT.\ _ = Lv;{p0)dT+LWlt(p0)dT + 
Since wo repeat the control every τ timo units with τ very small, i.e. we take τ infinitesimal, 
this leads to the following stochastic time evolution for tho density matrix of the two-level 
atom 
Tho first term on the right hand side is again due to the fact that we did not measure and 
correct the forward channel. It is harmless, since we can take KJ arbitrarily small. The 
other two terms converge to 0 when squeezing goes to infinity. Therefore, in the limit, 
this control scheme restores quantum information. 
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Summary 
In this thesib the time evolution of open quantum bystems is studied. We focus on the 
time evolution of the state of the system conditioned on the result of some measurement 
performed continuously in time in its environment. The goal is to derive a stochastic 
differential equation for the conditional state in which the observed measuiement procesb 
is a stochastic driving term. 
The derivation is carried out within the framework of non-commutative or quantum prob-
ability theory. In this generalised probability theory there exists a non-commutative gen-
eralisation of Itô's stochastic calculus. The interaction between an open svstcm and the 
quantized electromagnetic field in the weak coupling limit is governed by a stochastic 
differential equation in this non-commutative sense. The stochastic diffeiential equation 
for the conditional state can be derived from it. It is interpreted as a non-commutative 
generalisation of the Kushner-Stratonovich filtering equation and is called the Belavkin 
filtering equation. 
In Chapter 2 we study a photon counting experiment. The open system studied here, 
is a two-level atom driven by a laser. It emits fluorescence photons in its environment, 
the electromagnetic field. The emitted photons are detected continuouslv in time. We 
explicitly condition on the observed event by sanwiching with the con esponding projection 
in the field. Using the processes introduced by Davies [33], this leads to a continuous 
time evolution of the reduced system, i.e. the two-level atom, interrupted by jumps at 
the moments at which photons are detected. In quantum optics such trajectoiicH of the 
conditioned state are known as quantum trajectories [27]. 
The third chapter focusses on the derivation of the infinitesimal description of the time 
evolution of the conditional state by the Belavkin filtering equation. Two separate deriva-
tions of the filtering equations are given. In the first approach we simply differentiate along 
the trajectories for the conditioned state that we obtained in Chapter 2. A diffusive limit 
of the photon counting description enables us to incorporate the situation where instead 
of counting photons in the field we are performing a homodyne detection experiment. 
The second approach uses the decomposition of a von Neumann algebra over its center. 
The observed process in the field determines a commutative algebra C which is the center 
of its commutant A := C'. This commutant is the algebra of observables that are not 
demolished by the observation in the field. The central decompostion enables us to de-
compose the state restricted to Λ over the possible paths the observed process yields. In 
this way we are able to condition the state on the observed path. 
The central decompostion is an existence result. It doesn't show how to construct the de­
compostion. However, using martingale techniques familiar from classical filtering theory, 
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it is possible to deiive a stochastic differential equation foi the conditioned state which is 
called the Delavkm filtcrmq equation. Chapter 3 concludes with a recipe for the derivation 
of the Belavkin equation for a wide class of possible continuous time observations in the 
field. 
In the fourth and la^t chapter we are not only interested in the time evolution of the state 
of an open system conditioned on the result of a measurement in its environment, but we 
also want to use the measurement result for controlling the state evolution. The objective 
is to keep the unknown slate of a qubit fixed in time, i.e. to stop the decoherencc. 
We show that in a special case where the interaction with the field is such that the 
qubit only couples to commutative noise the above objective can be met. This special 
case is called essentially rommutatwe. However in reality the qubit couples to two non-
commutative noises. By putting the electromagnetic field in a squeezed state the variance 
of one of the noises increases while the variance of the other decreases. In this way we 
approach the essentially commutative case by stronger and stronger squeezing. We show 
that in the limit for the squeezing strength to infinity the unknown state of the qubit can 
again be kept fixed. 
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Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift wordt de tijd evolutie van open quantum systemen bestudeerd. We 
concentreren ons op de tijd evolutie van de toestand van het bysteem geconditioneerd op 
de uitkomst van een meting continu in tijd in zijn omgeving. Het doel is de afleiding van 
een stochastische differentiaal vergelijking voor de geconditioneerde toestand waarin het 
geobserveerde meetproces als een drijvende stochastische term voor komt. 
De afleiding wordt uitgevoerd binnen het kader van met-commutahtue of quantum kans-
theorie. In deze veralgemeniseerde kanstheorie bestaat een niet-commutatieve geneia-
lisatie van Itô's stochastische calculus. De interactie tussen een open systeem en het 
gequantiseerde clectromagnetische veld in de zwakke koppclings limiet wordt beschreven 
door een stochastische differentiaal vergelijking in deze niet-commutatieve zin. De sto-
chastische differentiaal vergelijking voor de geconditioneerde toestand kan eruit worden 
afgeleid. Deze vergelijking wordt geïnterpreteerd als een niet-commutatieve generalisatie 
van de Kushner-Stratonovich filter vergelijking en heet de Belavkin filter vergelijking. 
In Hoofdstuk 2 bestuderen we een foton detectie experiment. Het bestudeerde open sys-
teem is hier een twee niveau systeem gedreven door een laser. Het systeem zendt fluores-
centie fotonen uit in zijn omgeving, het clectromagnetische veld. De uitgezonden fotonon 
worden continu in de tijd gedetecteerd. We conditioneren expliciet op een geobserveerde 
gebeurtenis door de corresponderende projecties om de toestand heen te zetten. Gebruik-
makend van de processen geïntroduceerd door Davies [33] kan de tijd evolutie van het 
twee niveau systeem continu in de tijd afgeleid worden. Dit leidt tot een continue evolutie 
tussen de momenten waarop fotonen worden gedetecteerd en sprongen op de momenten 
waarop fotonen worden gedetecteerd. In quantum optica staan deze trajectorieën van de 
geconditioneerde toestand bekend als quantum trajectorieën [27]. 
Het derde hoofdstuk richt zich op de infinitesimale beschrijving van de geconditioneeide 
toestand door de Belavkin filter vergelijking. De filter vergelijkingen worden op twee 
verschillende manieren afgeleid. De eerste methode bestaat uit het eenvoudigweg differen-
tieren langs een trajectorie van de geconditioneerde toestand. Een diffusieve limiet van de 
foton detectie beschrijving maakt het mogelijk om ook homodyne detectie experimenten 
in onze beschrijving op te nemen. 
De tweede methode maakt gebruik van de ontbinding van een von Neumann algebra over 
zijn centrum. Het geobserveerde proces genereert een commutatieve algebra C die het 
centrum is van zijn commutant Λ := C'. Deze commutant is de algebra van observabelen 
die met gedemoleerd zijn door de observatie in het veld. De centrale ontbinding maakt 
het mogelijk om de toestand beperkt tot Λ te onbinden over de mogelijke paden van 
het geobserveerde proces. Op deze manier kunnen we de toestand conditioneren op het 
geobserveerde pad. 
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Do centi ale ontbinding is een existentie resultaat. Hot laat niet zien hoe de ontbind-
ing geconstrueerd kan worden. Gebiuikmakend van martingaal technieken, bekend uit 
klassieke filter theorie, is het mogelijk om oen stochastische differentiaal vergelijking voor 
de geconditioneerde toestand af te leiden, de Belavkin filter vergelijking. Hoofdstuk 3 sluit 
af mot oen recept vooi de afleiding van do Belavkin vergelijking voor een grote klasse van 
mogelijke continuo tijd observaties in het veld. 
In hot vieide en laatste hoofdstuk zijn wo niet alleen geïnteresseerd in de tijd evolutie van 
de geconditioneerde toestand van een open systeem, maar we willen het resultaat van de 
continuo tijd observatie ook gebruiken om do toestand van het systeem te controleren. 
Het doel is om oen onbekende toestand van een qubit va.st te houden in do tijd, dat wil 
zoggen de decoherentie tegen gaan. 
We vinden dat dit mogelijk is in liet geval dat de interactie mot hot veld zodanig is dat 
de qubit slechts koppelt mot commutatieve ruis Dit speciale geval heet essentieel com-
mutatief In werkelijkheid koppelt de qubit echter mot twee onderling niet-commutatieve 
ruizen. Door het electromagnotischo veld in een samengedrukte of gesqueezde toestand te 
nomen, kimncn we de variantie van een van de twee ruizen verkleinen terwijl de variantie 
van de andere wordt vergroot. Op deze manier kunnen we door sterker en sterker squeozon 
hot essentieel commutatieve geval beter en beter benaderen. Wc laten zien dat in de limiet 
voor de squeezing naar oneindig do onbekende toestand van de qubit weer vast kan worden 
gehouden. 
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